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SYNOPSIS

Two aspects of mechanical property improvement in vanadium and niobium
H.S.L.A. steels have been investigated. They are, dispersion hardening of the ferrite
by fine carbonitride precipitates and, secondly, grain refinement of the final
ferrite/pearlite structure.
T h e investigation involved the study of the morphologies of ferrite and
carbonitride precipitates in laboratory treated and in commercially hot-rolled samples of
vanadium, niobium and vanadium-niobium steels. Ferrite grain morphologies were
compared with prior austenite grain structures to elucidate the mechanisms of grain
refinement accompanying the polymorphic transformation. Commercial steels were
used in this investigation rather than the higher alloy analogues often used in previous
investigations.

It was confirmed that fine precipitate dispersions significantly improved the
strength of the vanadium and niobium H.S.L.A. steels and that precipitation of these
carbonitrides often occurred at the migrating austenite/ferrite interface. Alloy
carbonitride precipitation associated with ferrite formation from undeformed
(recrystallised) austenite w a s generally consistent with either the Interphase
Precipitation Planar model or Interphase Precipitation Curved model proposed for
higher alloy steels by other investigators. These mechanisms, which are respectively
associated with coherent and incoherent interphase boundaries, lead to layers of
particles with spacings and regularity which vary with transformation conditions.
Although a general correspondence was established between precipitate modes in the
H.S.L. A . steels and higher alloy steels, the lower volume fraction of precipitate in the
H.S.L.A. steels precluded the operation of the "quasi-ledge" mechanism proposed for
higher alloy steels.

W h e r e the austenite grain size prior to transformation was large, or the reduction
small, complete transformation could not be achieved by the "cascade nucleation"
process and coarse intragranular ferrite resulted, giving rise to mixed ferrite grain size
structures.
T h e influence of prior austenite grain size on grain refinement of the ferrite was
examined by means of measurements of grain size distributions in austenite and ferrite.
Finer ferrite grain structures resulted from deformation and subsequent transformation
of smaller austenite grains. This grain refinement did not result principally from a
reduction in size of the small ferrite grains nucleated at, and adjacent to, the austenite
grain boundaries, but by an increase in the number of these small grains at the expense
of coarse intragranular ferrite grains.

Ferrite grain size distributions in both laboratory rolled and commercially rolled
steels were heavily skewed to larger grain sizes, but were not consistent with a
log-normal distribution. The numerical m e a n grain size of the ferrite was found to be a
poor indicator of ferrite grain structures in these steels and it is proposed that a more
appropriate characterisation of ferrite grain structures is provided by m e a n grain sizes
weighted in terms of surface area or volume.

Carbonitride precipitation was found to influence ferrite grain structure
development in two ways. Firstly, pinning due to precipitates on the austenite
sub-structure, together with solute redistribution and precipitation at the interphase
boundary, can exert retarding effects on ferrite growth during the polymorphic
transformation, indirectly enhancing grain refinement by allowing activation of
additional ferrite nucleation sites. Secondly, in the commercially hot-rolled steels,
ferrite grain shape anisotropy w a s observed which was associated with retardation of
ferrite growth perpendicular to the rolling plane by precipitates on the elongated
substructure of deformed austenite.

The same modes of interphase precipitation were also observed on
transformation of deformed (unrecrystallised) austenite, but in this case the dispersions
were characterised by significantly finer particle sizes and sheet spacings, as well as a
general loss of regularity of the layered structure.

Examination of the commercially hot-rolled strip indicated that not all of the
available vanadium and niobium carbonitride precipitated in the steel during the
polymorphic transformation and thus the full strengthening potential was not achieved.
Higher strengths were obtained by cooling rapidly to approximately 600°C to suppress
interphase precipitation and then allowing fine multivariant precipitation to occur in situ
in ferrite during ageing.

Nucleation of ferrite grains was observed to occur preferentially at grain
boundaries, deformation bands and deformed twin boundaries. T h e nucleation
frequency at prior austenite grain boundaries was shown to increase rapidly with
deformation, even for light reductions, but approached a limiting value at higher
reductions. Further transformation proceeded by the "cascade nucleation" process in
which renucleation of ferrite occurs at, or just ahead of, the advancing austenite/ferrite
interface in the deformed austenite. The extent of "cascade nucleation" was found to
increase with increasing reduction.

On the basis of the present work it is proposed that the effects of interfacial drag
by precipitates on the austenite sub-structure and the sideways impingement of the
growing ferrite grains can combine to temporarily immobilise the advancing ferrite
growth front, allowing renucleation of ferrite grains at adjacent austenite subgrain
boundaries or, more probably, at the interface between austenite and ferrite grain
boundary cusps, arising from grain interface junctions. Higher strains in the austenite
favour extension of the cascade nucleation into the grain interior because of the
generation of bothfinerparticles which more strongly retard ferrite growth and higher
stored strain energy which enhances nucleation of ferrite.
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CHAPTER 1
FORWARD

2
In post-war years there has been a strong demand for low cost steels with
improved mechanical properties for use in structural applications in the transport
industry and for oil and gas pipelines. T h e steels that have been developed in response
to these demands are commonly k n o w n as High Strength L o w Alloy (H.S.L.A.)
steels. This category covers a broad spectrum of alloy compositions but invariably
involves careful thermomechanical processing (controlled rolling) during manufacture
to take full advantage of small and therefore economical additions of specific alloying
elements. T h e alloying additions are typically less than 0.1 w L % and have therefore
been described as 'microalloying' additions, and the steels as being 'microalloyed'.

There are a variety of methods by which the strength of steels can be increased
by small (micro) alloying additions but the technique most widely used and studied is
that of small additions of stong carbide and nitride forming elements such as niobium
(Nb), vanadium (V) ortitanium(Ti), either singly or in combination. B y careful
control of alloy composition and thermomechanical treatment during production,
strong tough steels can be economically produced to meet the increased demands of
manufacturing industries.

The reasons for the property improvements in controlled rolled microalloyed
steels have been investigated over a period of some thirtyfiveyears. Research
covering such a long period invariably contains contradiction, conflict and
controversy. S o m e theories have changed substantially over this period, some have
been discounted and others remain essentially unaltered. However, with the vast
amount of experimentation conducted, the basic mechanisms by which microalloyed
steels achieve their superior mechanical properties have been largely elucidated. There
are n o w clearly two major ways in which N b , V and Ti microalloyed steels achieve
their improved strength; firstly, by refinement of thefinalferrite grain size and
secondly by the introduction of fine carbonitride precipitates into the ferrite matrix.

3
These processes are however not independent and are related in a complex manner
controlled by steel chemistry and thermomechanical processing history.

Small alloying additions and control of thermomechanical processing may also
be used to increase the hardenability of a steel and therefore vary its strength,
toughness and ductility by the introduction of "diffusionless" transformation products
or by dislocation strengthening of the ferrite. These techniques, as well as solid
solution hardening, texture control, rolling in the two phase region and inclusion shape
control, represent other facets of steel technology and are not discussed herein.

4

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION

5
T h e following properties are desirable in structural steels:

1. high yield stress
2. low impact transition temperature
3. low cost
4. good weldability
5. good formability
6. high fatigue resistance.

Originally, structural steels contained large amounts of carbon and manganese to
increase the proportion of pearlite and thus the strength of the steel (1). Subsequent
research has shown the detrimental effect of carbon on impact transition temperature
(ITT),weldability and formability. Consequently, structural steels n o w contain very
little carbon and derive their superior mechanical properties from very small ferrite
grains, precipitation hardened by a small volume fraction of fine alloy carbonitride.

Probably the most important factor in the transition from higher carbon to low
carbon structural steels was the appreciation of the importance of ferrite grain size on
both yield stress and impact transition temperature (1). The following two equations
describe the relationship between yield stress and ferrite grain size and between impact
transition temperature and ferrite grain size.
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a) Effect of ferrite grain size on the yield stress and impact
transition temperature (I.T.T.) of a 0. lwt.% carbon steel (1).

b) Factors affecting the yield stress and I.T.T. of ferrite-pearlite
steels (1).
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where

o

is the yield stress,

d

is the polygonal ferrite grain diameter,

ky, p and C are constants,

Gj is the friction stress,
and

T

is the impact transition temperature.

A s shown in Fig.2.1(a), a decrease in ferrite grain size increases the yield stress
and decreases the impact transition temperature. Grain size is the only structural
feature to have a favourable effect on both properties, hence the importance of a fine
ferrite grain size in H.S.L.A. steels. Figure 2.1(b) demonstrates that precipitation of
fine alloy carbonitrides increases the yield stress, but decreases ductility and increases
the impact transition temperature slightly.

Aluminium improves properties by combining with free nitrogen in the steel to
form A 1 N particles. This precipitation process decreases the impact transition
temperature by reducing the level of free nitrogen which has a very detrimental effect
on n T (1). T h e A 1 N particles can also pin the austenite grain boundaries, thus giving
a certain amount of grain refinement which is responsible for an increase in yield
stress. Manganese also has a grain refining effect which increases yield stress and
decreases the ITT; however, manganese levels are usually limited to 1.5 -1.7 w t . %
(1) to avoid decreasing the transformation temperature to the extent of allowing bainite

7
formation, with possible embrittlement The effects of pearlite and of solid solution
hardening due to carbon (Fig.2.1) indicate that these are the least desirable methods of
increasing the strength of structural steels. In addition, carbon has an adverse effect
on weldability.

Clearly, a combination of ferrite grain refinement and precipitation hardening
provides the most effective method for achieving improved mechanical properties and,
by controlling the extent of each factor, producing the desired mechanical properties.
For example, if high strength is the most important consideration, alloying and
controlled rolling can be adjusted to achieve m a x i m u m precipitation hardening;
whereas, if low temperature toughness is the desired property, precipitation of alloy
carbonitrides in ferrite can be suppressed in favour of precipitation in austenite to
achieve enhanced grain refinement.

8

CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW

PRECIPITATION OF ALLOY CARBONITRIDE
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3.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The addition of strong carbide forming elements such as V, Nb, and Ti to steels
containing various amounts of carbon and nitrogen in solution allows the formation
and precipitation of carbonitrides in the alloy (Fig.3.1)(2). Depending upon
thermomechanical treatment, the precipitation of these alloy carbonitrides can be
controlled to some extent within limits based on the different solubilities of the
particular carbide/nitride species. Thus it is possible in some cases for the
carbonitrides to precipitate in the homogeneous liquid, in austenite, during the
austenite to ferrite transformation or from supersaturated ferrite.

Both vanadium and niobium carbides exist over a range of compositions, for
example: N b 0 7 2 C to N b C (3,4) and V C to V 4 C 3 (4). The f.c.c. carbides and nitrides
are mutally soluble, forming the carbonitrides Nb(C,N) and V(C,N) (5). Also,
V(C,N), Nb(C,N) and Ti(C,N) are isomorphous, allowing the formation of a complex
system, (Ti,V,Nb)(C,N). The actual composition of the precipitates will vary
depending on the temperature of precipitation and the availibility of each element in the
steel (6). The lattice parameters for the carbonitrides will also depend on the vacancy
level in the carbonitride (7). Lattice parameters cited in the literature are shown
below.

VC - 0.4136nm to 0.4183nm
VN

-

0.4097nm to 0.4169nm(5)

NbC - 0.443nm to 0.447nm
NbN

-

0.438nm(7)
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The lattice spacings of the nitrides and the carbides are very similar, making
identification by electron diffraction difficult. Consequently, other techniques of
identification have been used, such as differential thermal analysis ( D T A ) , evolved gas
analysis ( E G A ) , energy dispersive x-ray analysis ( E D X ) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS).

In addition to the formation of carbonitrides, further complications may arise in
the identification of these precipitates for the following reasons. Honeycombe (8) has
reported that V(C,N) and Nb(C,N) m a y form solid solutions. In addition, Baker (9)
has reported the presence of iron in Nb(C,N) precipitates of size less than 120nm and
finally, it has been found that niobium can exist as an iron-niobium eutectic carbide
(10).

Thus, depending upon the relative availibility of V, Nb, C and N and the
temperature at which the precipitates are formed, the composition of the particles m a y
vary significantly. It is also apparent that precipitate growth is a continuous process so
that the precipitate composition will generally be approaching equilibrium (11).

3.2 PRECIPITATION IN AUSTENITE

Precipitation of Ti, Nb and V carbonitrides or various combinations of these
carbonitrides typically occurs in austenite over the temperature range involved in the
hot rolling of H.S.L.A. steels. The precipitation process displays C-curve kinetics
which represent a compromise between lower solubility and decreased diffusion rates
at progressively lower temperatures. The temperature of the nose of the C-curve
depends upon the solubility of the particular carbonitride species and upon the steel
composition.
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Solubility products of carbides and nitrides in austenite, and
where indicated, ferrite, as a function of temperature (28).
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T h e solubility of the carbonitride is dependent on its composition which can
vary as previously indicated. Nordberg and Aaronson (12) have reviewed previous
investigations of Nb(C,N) solubility and have compared empirical solubility equations
to calculations of solubility from thermodynamic data. A s well as differences in
carbonitride composition, other alloying elements normally found in H.S.L.A. steels
m a y be expected to influence carbonitride solubility and hence precipitation in
austenite. K o y a m a et al. (13) have shown that silicon, and to lesser extent
manganese, reduce the solubility of N b C in austenite. Simoneau et al. (14)
determined niobium levels in solution in austenite, for various reheating temperatures,
by electrical resistivity measurements and X-ray line broadening measurements and
compared their results to predictions based on solubility equations proposed by Irvine
et al. (15) and Johansen et al. (16). Their results indicated discrepancies that imply
care should be exercised w h e n predicting solute levels in austenite from solubility
equations. It w a s also apparent that the measurement of solute levels is dependent on
the technique used. T h e solubility products of the c o m m o n carbides and nitrides are
s h o w n in Fig.3.2.

Jonas and co-workers (17-21) have identified the nose of the C-curve for
dynamic precipitation during compression testing to be approximately 1025°C for TiC
in a titanium steel, approximately 900°C for N b C in a niobium steel, and
approximately 875°C for V N in a vanadium steel. A m i n et al. (22) place the nose of
the V N curve between 900°C and 950°C and that of V C between 830°C and 850°C.

Precipitation in undeformed austenite typically occurs at the highest energy sites
available, that is, at grain boundaries where the particles can coarsen freely due to
pipeline diffusion along the boundaries. Intragranular precipitation can occur at
pre-existing particles and at dislocations but, as a result of a greater activation energy
for nucleation and lower bulk diffusion rates, intragranular precipitation is less
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favoured than precipitation at grain boundaries.

In a recent investigation, Mishima (23) conducted thermoelectric potential
measurements and measurements of change in M s temperature to detect precipitation in
austenite before isothermal transformation. Ausaging prior to the transformation
increased the M g temperature of the alloy above that for a directly quenched sample,
indicating a lowering of alloy content due to precipitation of alloy carbonitrides.
Thermoelectric potential measurements confirmed that precipitation had occurred. V C
precipitates were observed in the martensite of the quenched samples, having a random
distribution and an orientation relationship with the martensite (a') as shown below.

[315] „. || [011]vc

[11I]0. || [01I]VC

(121)a- || (311)vc

This relationship was verified to be close to the Kurdjumov Sachs (KS) orientation
relationship frequently observed between f.c.c. and b.c.c. phases. Since V C is f.c.c,
the cube-cube orientation relationship between carbide and austenite, as demonstrated
by Ricks and Howell (24), would lead to a K S orientation with ferrite. Studies of
N b ( C , N ) precipitation from undeformed austenite have been reported by Brownrigg et
al. (25) and by L e B o n et al. (26,27).

The extent of precipitation in austenite depends on the solubility of the
carbonitride and therefore on its composition. T h e higher the nitrogen content of the
carbonitride the lower its solubility in austenite at a given temperature. Therefore, in
alloys with a high nitrogen content the C-curve will be displaced to higher
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temperatures, whereas the curve for pure carbides will be positioned at lower
temperatures. This conclusion is based on solubility data (Fig.3.2) and is consistent
with observations by Balliger et al. (28) that in samples isothermally transformed at
850°C, precipitation in austenite occurred for the vanadium steel containing carbon and
nitrogen but not for the steel without nitrogen.

Precipitation can also occur in austenite during cooling after solution treatment.
The amount of precipitate formed in this w a y will depend on the time and temperature
of solution treatment and the rate of subsequent cooling.

Another factor affecting the extent of precipitation which has received much
attention is the stoichiometric ratio of the carbide/nitride. Under all conditions, the
extent of precipitation will increase as the ratio of V , N b or Ti to carbon or nitrogen
approaches the stoichiometric value. This effect is due to the greater temperature
dependence of the solubility of the carbide/nitride in austenite at the stoichiometric ratio
and is well documented (8,29).

Certain alloying elements may influence precipitation of carbonitrides in the
steel. Watanabe et al. (30) examined the effect of deformation, molybdenum content
and aluminium content on precipitation in a 0.08 w t . % N b steel. They observed that
an addition of 0.29 w t . % M o lowered the nose of the C-curve from above
approximately 925°C to 890°C. The M o addition decreased the precipitation rate
above the nose of the C-curve but precipitation remained the same below the nose of
the C-curve. A s precipitation rate below the nose of the curve is controlled by
diffusion and above the nose by nucleation, the M o addition apparently affected the
rate of nucleation rather than the rate of growth. Watanabe et al. also detected no
evidence of M o in X-ray diffraction studies of extracted carbide particles. In deformed
austenite, M o additions had little effect and this was explained in terms of ample
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nucleation sites due to the deformation countering any retardation of nucleation by M o .
T h e Al content in the narrow range studied (.02 - .05wt.%) had no apparent effect.

Precipitation of alloy carbonitrides in austenite can also be significantly affected
by deformation of the austenite and the phenomenon of strain-induced precipitation of
alloy carbonitrides is n o w well documented (17-21,26,27,30). Deformation of
austenite causes an acceleration of precipitation due to the additional high energy
nucleation sites generated. Thus the precipitation C-curve is m o v e d to shorter times
depending on the severity of the deformation. Because of the large number of
nucleating sites, the precipitates can be m u c h smaller ( < l O n m ) than those nucleated
in undeformed austenite (31). Their small size, relatively large volume fraction and
inhomogeneous distribution, means that they can interact strongly with further
deformation of the austenite or with restoration of the austenite, as discussed further in
Section 4.2. Deformation can increase the rate of precipitation, modify precipitate
morphology and in turn be influenced by the precipitates that form. Davenport et al.
(32) claimed that although increased precipitation accompanies increased strain, there
is a saturation level for strain-accelerated precipitation. Under some conditions
precipitation m a y be accelerated sufficiently for it to occur extensively during
deformation and interact with the deformation. Alternatively, precipitation m a y occur
statically after deformation either on the sub-structure of the austenite or within
recrystallised austenite. T h e position of the C-curve and hence the extent of
precipitation clearly depends on alloy composition and thermomechanical treatment.

I
Decreasing
Transformation
Temperature
Precipitate-free ferrite
Polygonal ferrite
Fibrous precipitation (FP)
Interphase precipitation-Curved (IPC) L
Interphase precipitation-Planar (IPP) _
Precipitation from supersaturated ferrite .

Figure 3.3

Faceted ferrite •
Widmanstatten ferrite
Bainitic ferrite

Illustration of the approximate variation of ferrite and precipitate
morphology with transformation temperature (40,48,67).
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3.3 P R E C I P I T A T I O N I N F E R R I T E

It is well established that in many Nb and/or V bearing microalloyed steels
austenite transforms to ferrite over a certain temperature range with accompanying
interphase precipitation of alloy carbonitrides which grow in the ferrite in the Baker
and Nutting ( B N ) orientation relationship (33):

(100}VCN || {100}a
<110>VCN || <100>a

The very fine state of the dispersion of interphase precipitates contrasts with the
coarse pearlite morphology usually encountered and is therefore a major w a y of
strengthening ferrite directly, instead of the classical quench and temper approach.
However, at both higher and lower temperatures than the "interphase" range, ferrite
can form which is, at least initially, substantially free of precipitates (28,47)(Fig.3.3).

Balliger et al. (28) have reported that at higher transformation temperatures
(approx. > 810°C, in a 0.3 w t . % vanadium steel), precipitate-free ferrite can be
formed. They claim that as the solubility of V C in ferrite at these temperatures is too
low for all of the V C to remain in solution in ferrite, this observation implies that V
and C are partitioning from ferrite to austenite during the transformation. This transfer
is favoured by the higher solubility of V C in austenite, the relatively high diffusivity of
V at these temperatures and the low ferrite growth rate due to limited supercooling.
Further indirect evidence for the occurrence of partitioning was provided by Balliger et
al. (28) using isothermal dilatometery. A n apparent break in the T i l curve occurred at
the temperature above which precipitate-free ferrite was observed. Considerations of
the solubilities of vanadium carbide and nitride, and the kinetics of precipitation imply
that formation of precipitate-free ferrite should occur at successively higher
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temperatures for the precipitate species: V C , V(C,N), V N . However, later work by
S a k u m a and H o n e y c o m b e (34) in a N b steel showed that although ferrite which
formed at temperatures above the T T T discontinuity (~820°-850°C) was initially free
of precipitate, ferrite formed later during the isothermal transformation could contain
interphase precipitation. This observation was explained in the following terms.
During the early stages of transformation at high temperatures carbon partitions to the
austenite. Thus, the carbon content of the first-formed ferrite is low and close to the
equilibrium value. A s transformation proceeds the ferrite growth rate decreases as
carbon builds up in the austenite, the carbon gradient in the austenite levels out and it
becomes more difficult for ferrite to reject carbon into the austenite. The build-up of
carbon at the interface and the decreased rate of boundary migration result in
interphase precipitation during the later stages of the transformation. Supporting
evidence for this model came from the observations that a progressive decrease in
ferrite growth rate occurred and that hardness measurements on martensite indicated
carbon enrichment of austenite.
Although precipitate-free ferrite m a y form during the early stages of the
transformation at temperatures high enough ( > 8 2 0 ° C ) for the solubility of N b C to be
significant, at ~820°C the solubility of N b C is reduced and ferrite formed at a rate too
high for interphase precipitation can be supersaturated with respect to N b C . O n
subsequent holding at temperature, N b C can precipitate in ferrite in multiple variants of
the B N orientation relationship. A t temperatures below ~820°C, carbon partitioning
is limited and a steady state carbon profile is quickly achieved, resulting in a constant
interface migration rate suitable for interphase precipitation. Aaronson et al. (35)
investigated a 1.95% M o steel and concluded that at 810°C and 820°C ferrite
transformation rates are initially high and become lower during the transformation.
However, at 790°C and 770°C they found the transformation to be initially slow and to
become more rapid during the transformation, in contrast with the steady rate proposed
by S a k u m a and H o n e y c o m b e (34).
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A t still lower temperatures the ferrite growth rate is too high for interphase
precipitation and transformation m a y be the result of a shear-assisted process with
minimal transfer of carbon. In this case the ferrite is supersaturated with respect to the
alloy carbonitrides which can precipiate subsequently on holding or reheating (36).

3.3.1 Interphase Precipitation

It has been found that under certain conditions austenite can decompose to a fine
dispersion of alloy carbonitrides arranged in sheet form in a ferritic matrix. Originally,
the carbonitride particles were thought to have formed on dislocation arrays, possibly
those formed during the austenite to ferrite transformation (37). However, an
alternative explanation assumed that the precipitates formed in sheets or layers at the
austenite/ferrite interface during the transformation and the structure arose from the
repeated nucleation of carbonitride particles as the transformation front m o v e d through
the austenite. There is n o w clear evidence that the latter mechanism accounts for the
form of the alloy carbonitride precipitates (8,38-46).

Initially, all forms of precipitation occurring at the austenite/ferrite interface were
grouped into one category. It has since become clear that under different conditions
widely different precipitate morphologies m a y form at the interface and these have
been grouped in the following categories (24,36,47):

Interphase Precipitation - Planar (IPP)
Interphase Precipitation - Curved (Irregular)

(TPC-Irregular)

Interphase Precipitation - Curved (Regular)

(TPC-Regular)

Interphase Precipitation - Fibrous

(EP)
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Similarly, it has been shown that ferrite morphology varies with transformation
temperature and that changes in ferrite morphology indicate a change in the mechanism
of ferrite growth (48) which is roughly related to changes in the morphology of the
carbonitride precipitates.

3.3.1.1 Planar Interphase Precipitation

It is now well established (49-51) that ferrite grows predominantly, but not
exclusively, by a ledge migration mechanism over a large, intermediate section of the
transformation temperature range, giving rise to faceted and to Widmanstatten ferrite.

C. S. Smith (52) first proposed that new ferrite nuclei would have one coherent
or semicoherent boundary with the austenite and therefore a random or incoherent
boundary with the adjacent austenite grain. At high transformation temperatures, the
incoherent boundaries are more mobile, resulting mostly in ferrite growth by migration
of incoherent boundaries. A s the transformation temperature is lowered the increased
driving force associated with the austenite to ferrite transformation results in growth of
ferrite mainly by rapid ledge migration along the semicoherent boundaries. The
incoherent boundary steps or ledges would normally provide favourable high energy
sites for precipitation, but at these temperatures the ledges are too mobile for nucleation
to occur. It has been established that planar interphase precipitation is associated with
faceted ferrite and to some extent Widmanstatten ferrite, with the particles forming on
the lower energy, less mobile, semicoherent faces (8,53). It has also been
demonstrated by crystallographic relationships determined between ferrite, M ^ C g and
austenite retained by quenching, that the carbide is related both to the ferrite and the
austenite, implying that ferrite growth into austenite is related by the K S orientation
relationship and that nucleation occurs a! the austenite/ferrite interface (54). A s the
ferrite ledges migrate across the semicoherent interface, solute diffuses to precipitates

Austenite
Partially coherent, immobile
(lliy/(H0) a interface

Carbide
Mobile ledge

Ferrite + carbide

*.„"•>

Planar sheets of carbides'

Figure 3.4

Diagram of the model proposed for planar interphase
precipitation (IPP) (24).

TABLE 3.1
Calculated lattice misfit (tensile) for V C and N b C in ferrite (BN orientation
relationship) and in austenite (cube-cube orientation relationship)(8,77).
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|
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|
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|
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|
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|
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(all directions)
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|
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nucleated on the semicoherent interfaces. Calculations by Davenport and Honeycombe
(44) have shown that observed transformation rates in vanadium steels could only be
achieved by assuming boundary diffusion rather than bulk diffusion of vanadium in
ferrite or austenite. T h e carbides are nucleated in a random array over the interface and
continue to grow until another ferrite ledge moves over them and the process is
repeated as shown diagramatically in Fig.3.4. A s the transformation temperature is
lowered, the driving force for the growth of ferrite increases while the rate of diffusion
of solute atoms is reduced. Thus, at lower transformation temperatures, the height of
the incoherent ledges is reduced to decrease the distance required for the redistribution
of solute ahead of the interface. This reduction in ledge height results in a reduction in
IPP sheet spacing (8). For planar interphase precipitation to occur it is necessary for
ledge growth to be sufficiently slow so that the precipitate nuclei will grow to a stable
size before the next ledge passes over them, removing the diffusion pipeline. If ledge
growth is too rapid for the particles to reach a critical size they will redissolve in the
ferrite.

When ferrite is related to the austenite from which it grows by the KS
orientation relationship, the immobile semicoherent interfaces, or ferrite habit planes,
are {110}a. As the habit plane for precipitation of V(C,N) and Nb(C,N) in ferrite is

{100}a the precipitates can form at 45° or 90° to the austenite/ferrite interface, {110}a
(20). However, an exact K S orientation relationship is not always achieved (55) and
the particular variant of the {100} a habit plane adopted by the precipitate is that which
is most closely parallel to the interface (8). Consideration of the misfit between V C
and ferrite in various directions (Table 3.1) indicates that there are two directions of
least misfit on the (001)o plane, ie. [110]a and [1 l0]o. Thus the precipitates tend to
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adopt a plate morphology with the broad plate face corresponding to (001) || (001)

to reduce lattice misfit. In addition, the plates form parallel to the {100} plane most
closely parallel to the austenite/ferrite interface, to maximise grain boundary diffusion
and to minimise austenite/ferrite boundary surface energy (8,35).

The nucleation of carbonitrides is controlled by diffusion of the particular solute
atoms and the supersaturation of carbon. A t higher temperatures, carbon rapidly
partitions to the austenite, decreasing the degree of supersaturation. A t lower
temperatures the reverse is true. Thus planar interphase precipitation occurs over an
optimum, (intermediate) temperature range where the following conditions apply:
ferrite grows by ledge migration along semicoherent boundaries at an appropriate rate;
the diffusivities of V and N b are relatively high; and carbon atoms build up at the
austenite/ferrite interface as they are rejected from ferrite.

Sakuma and Honeycombe (34) have claimed that even for transformation
temperatures where planar interphase precipitation normally occurs, the first-formed
ferrite m a y grow at a rate too high for planar interphase precipitation to occur and
supersaturated ferrite results. It is not until later during the transformation that ferrite
growth rates are at an optimum value for planar interphase precipitation. They
describe this effect in terms of a C-curve for ferrite containing planar interphase
precipitation to the right of the C-curve for proeutectoid ferrite formation. Aaronsson
et al. (35) have m a d e similar observations that the ferrite containing interphase
precipitation does not form during the initial stages of the transformation. It is also
interesting to note that interphase precipitation can occur in eutectoid ferrite as well as
in proeutectoid ferrite (56).
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3.3.1.2 Fibrous Carbide Morphology

In steels with relatively large alloy concentrations, a fibrous carbide morphology
m a y occur under slow transformation conditions (40-42). The structure appears to be
similar to pearlite except that it is fibrous rather than lamellar, is an order of magnitude
finer and the fibres are generally very straight and do not branch. The fibres form
approximately perpendicular to the migrating austenite/ferrite interface within the
limitation of maintaining an orientation relationship with the ferrite. This form of
carbide morphology is generally restricted to alloys with a relatively high alloy content
and high transformation temperatures and where there is a high level of
supersaturation, high diffusion rates and slow polymorphic transformation. The
structure is associated with slow moving, curved, incoherent interfaces and therefore
the carbide exhibits n o orientation relationship with the austenite.
m cases where sufficient solute is available, the fibres are continuous; the
incoherent interface, rejecting carbon and sweeping up solute ( V , N b , M o etc), is
slowed by solute drag, allowing continuous precipitation of the carbide fibres. Batte
and H o n e y c o m b e (38,57) have observed a progression of precipitate morphologies
from IPP to fibrous to IPP within the same grain of an isothermally transformed
vanadium steel. They attributed the change in precipitate morphology to a change in
the austenite/ferrite interface structure from semicoherent to incoherent to semicoherent
due to growth fluctuations. H o n e y c o m b e (8) claimed that: "in localised regions the
V C platelets are replaced by short fibres which remain parallel to the original plates of
V C , and appear to arise simply from prolonged growth of these particles". A change
in precipitate morphology with change in interface structure and interface migration is
to be expected, but there is a marked inconsistency in the fact that the fibres grow
normal to the austenite/ferrite interface but "remain parallel to" the existing particles
formed by the IPP mechanism. T h e IPP particles cannot in this case be on the
{001} ferrite habit plane most closely parallel to the austenite/ferrite interface.
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The fibrous precipitate morphology is also difficult to rationalise in terms of the
two directions of least lattice misfit between Nb(C,N) and V(C,N) and ferrite on
{001 } a planes. A plate morphology would appear to be the favoured form;
however, the volume fraction of carbonitride m a y be insufficient to support a lamellar
structure, hence the fibrous or rod morphology.
Obviously, thefibrousprecipitation m o d e requires further clarification.

3.3.1.3 Interphase Precipitation Curved-Irregular

The observation of fine alloy carbides randomly distributed within curved sheets
in ferrite indicates that interphase precipitation need not always be associated with
planar, semicoherent interfaces that migrate by a ledge mechanism(36,47,48). This
type of carbide morphology has been observed in V (36) and Cr (47) steels as well as
in Fe-Cu-Ni alloys (48). It is n o w generally accepted that this form of precipitation is
associated with migrating incoherent austenite/ferrite boundaries.

Solute builds up ahead of the moving boundaries, resulting in solute drag and
sufficiently slow m o v e m e n t for the nucleation of fine alloy carbonitrides. These
precipitates effectively pin the boundary until selective coarsening allows the interface
to escape by bowing between the particles. This process is continually repeated,
resulting in curved, irregularly spaced sheets of precipitate(47). A s precipitation
occurs at an incoherent austenite/ferrite interface, it might be expected that the
precipitate would adopt more than one of the three possible variants of the B N
orientation relationship. However, Ricks and Howell (24) claimed that even for
precipitation at incoherent interfaces, only one variant of the B N orientation
relationship is adopted. T h e observations of Ricks and Howell on precipitation at
incoherent austenite/ferrite interfaces are covered more fully in Section 3.3.1.3.

Austenite
Disordered
y/a interface
Carbide
Mobile ledge

(a)
Ferrite •»-carbide

** •^"^•^

Curved sheets of corbldes •»

X*

nmlnnll*
for tllfl

(b)

(c)

Figure 3,5

a) Diagram of the "quasi-ledge" model proposed for
IPC-Regular (24).

b) Diagram of the "quasi-ledge" model illustrating: "how a
mobile interface which has been pinned by precipitation (1) m a y
act as a source of ledges by bowing between widely spaced
precipitates (2). This bulge would then become repinned by
subsequent precipitation (3) forcing the end of the bulge to
m o v e sideways (4)" (24).
c) Diagram of possible bowing sequence associated with the
"quasi-ledge" model.
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3.3.1.4 Interphase Precipitation Curved-Regular

Whereas interphase precipitation at curved incoherent boundaries is often
observed to be in the form of coarse, irregularly spaced, sometimes indistinct sheets of
precipitates (IPC-Irregular), the precipitates are also often observed to be finely
distributed in distinct, evenly spaced sheets. Ricks and Howell (24,47) have proposed
a model to account for curved, regularly spaced sheets of precipitate formed at
incoherent boundaries. They claim that the regular sheet spacing originates from
quasi-ledge migration along a heavily pinned, incoherent boundary (Fig.3.5(a)).
Under certain conditions precipitation at migrating incoherent boundaries m a y be so
prolific that the boundary is effectively immobilised normal to itself and ferrite growth
continues by bowing of interface segments normal to the growth direction, forming
quasi-ledges. Figure 3.5(b) demonstrates h o w bowing between widely spaced
particles can create a source of quasi-ledges that repeatedly accumulate solute,
renucleate particles in the form of curved sheets and re-bow into the austenite in a
direction parallel to the austenite/ferrite interface.

The lack of any fixed orientation

between the ferrite and the austenite would appear to reduce the restrictions placed on
the particular variant of the B N orientation relationship adopted by the carbonitride, as
exhibited for the planar interphase precipitation model. However, Ricks and Howell
(24) claim that in the case of IPC-Regular, only one variant of the B N orientation
relationship is adopted. This observation was attributed to a lowering of the energy
required for nucleation by adopting that variant which minimises the angle between the
low energy facet plane (i.e. (001) vc || (001) a ) and the austenite/ferrite interface (24).

This mechanism requires that the particle spacing at the interface is sufficiently
small to immobilise the boundary and that a critical spacing exists below which
interface migration can occur by quasi-ledge migration parallel to the interface, yielding
IPC-Regular. A b o v e this critical spacing the boundary will b o w and migrate normal

{a)

ib)

(c)

UO

Illustration of carbide nucleation at the austenite/ferrite interface.
Interphase planar (a), interphase curved (b), fibrous (c) and
pearlitic (d) precipitate morphologies are characterised in terms
of the angles 9 t and 8, which reflect the relative mobilities of
the austenite/ferrite and austenite/carbide interfaces respectively
(35).
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to the interface resulting in IPC-Irregular. A s copious precipitation is required to
immobilise the incoherent boundary, the dispersions must consist of fine particles in
closely spaced sheets, similar to IPP except that the sheets m a y be curved.
Although Ricks and Howell claim that the interface b o w s laterally, it appears
more likely that bowing would proceed at s o m e angle to the austenite/ferrite interface
(Fig.3,5(c)). T o obtain a regular precipitate sheet spacing it is necessary to speculate
that precipitation occurs at point A , perhaps because of the lower rate of interface
motion at that point, with rapid transfer of solute along the interface from region B
where the interface has accumulated a higher level of solute. Precipitation at A is also
required for the adoption of the same habit plane in ferrite. It is likely that at point B
the interface will be more closely parallel to a different { 1 0 0 } a plane. It is evident that
further clarification of this model is required.

3.3.1.5 Aaronson's Model

Aaronson et al. (35)(Fig.3.6) have described a theoretical model to explain the
variety of precipitate morphologies resulting from interphase precipitation in alloy
steels. T h e model is based on the relative mobilities of the austenite/carbide and

austenite/ferrite interfaces. Two angles, 02 and 02have been defined, where 0j is the
angle between the slowest moving austenite/ferrite interface and the prior austenite

grain boundary and ©2 is the angle between the slowest moving austenite/carbide
boundary and the slowest moving austenite/ferrite boundary orientation. Four
conditions are defined to account for planar interphase precipitation, curved interphase
precipitation (irregular), fibrous interphase precipitation and a pearlitic precipitation
mode.
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1.

Ql * 0 2 « 0 :
Under this condition the growth face of the ferrite grain boundary

allotriomorphs is almost entirely semicoherent, automatically ensuring a preference for
planar interphase precipitation due to the inherent immobility of the interface.
Similarly, carbide growth into the austenite is restricted ensuring their development at
the austenite/ferrite interface.

2. 0^0 and 02-0:
As 9j is appreciable, the austenite/ferrite interface can be a combination of

minimum mobility, semicoherent and mobile, incoherent regions. As 02 « 0, carbide
growth into austenite is still restricted so that the carbides form at the interface, on
immobile, semicoherent segments with interface bowing between the particles by the
more mobile, incoherent segments.
3. 0X» 0 and 02 > 0 :
The interface is almost completely incoherent, however, small areas of less
mobile, semicoherent facets provide nucleation sites for the carbide. The highly
mobile incoherent austenite/ferrite interface sections b o w freely into the austenite but
because the austenite/carbide interface is almost as mobile, (02 > 0) it lags only
slightly behind the austenite/ferrite interface. The austenite/carbide interface is still
considered to be semicoherent except that it can migrate more readily due to a large and
constant supply of ledges from the austenite/ferrite and austenite/carbide interface
junction.
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4.

0 X » 0 and 02 » 0 :
Both the austenite/ferrite and austenite/carbide interfaces are essentially

incoherent and co-operative growth to obtain a pearlitic morphology is obtained. Only
very small areas of semicoherent austenite/ferrite interface are required initially for
carbide nucleation.

For the 1.95wt.% Mo steel they examined, Aaronson et al. (35) claimed that at
least s o m e semicoherent interface segments must be available for nucleation of any
form of interphase precipitation. This claim is based on observations that interphase
precipitation did not accompany ferrite growth in partially transformed ( 5 % ) samples,
deformed at r o o m temperature and recrystallised at 905°C for 2 4 hours prior to further
transformation at around 790°C. Presumably, incoherent austenite/ferrite boundaries
developed by recrystallisation of the deformed ferrite continue to grow on further
transformation at 790°C and the lack of interphase precipitation is related to the absence
of s o m e sections of semicoherent boundary. Precipitation that did occur was found to
be randomly distributed in the ferrite, but there appears to be n o evidence to discount
the possibility of precipitation in austenite during holding at 905 °C.

3.3.2 Precipitation From Supersaturated Ferrite

Rapid rates of polymorphic transformation can result in partial or complete
restriction of precipitation of alloy carbonitrides during the austenite to ferrite
transformation, leaving the resulting ferrite supersaturated with respect to the alloy
carbonitrides. Precipitation can subsequently occur in the ferrite under favourable
conditions.
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Diagram illustrating the transfer of solute along the
austenite/ferrite interface for planar interphase precipitation (a)
and the transfer of solute across the interface (b) to form
supersaturated ferrite at lower transformation temperatures (48).
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During interphase precipitation the interplanar spacing of the precipitate layers is
a function of the rate of the austenite to ferrite transformation. Under the influence of a
high driving force, the height of the mobile incoherent ledges decreases to allow
diffusion of solute along the boundary to the precipitates growing on the less mobile,
semicoherent interface (Fig.3.7(a)). Under certain conditions the driving force for the
austenite to ferrite transformation m a y be sufficiently high for the incoherent boundary
segments to m o v e too rapidly for complete redistribution of solute. T h e m o d e of
transfer of solute then changes from diffusion along the interface to diffusion across
the interface thus resulting in supersaturated ferrite (48) (Fig.3.7(b)). A t even higher
transformation rates, ferrite m a y form by a shear mechanism, resulting in bainitic
ferrite which is invariably supersaturated with respect to alloy carbonitrides (36).

Holding of supersaturated ferrite at an appropriate temperature can result in
precipitation of alloy carbonitrides in the ferrite (28,43,48). T h e precipitates can
nucleate within the ferrite grains on defects, including dislocations generated by the
polymorphic transformation. Without the restrictions imposed by precipitation at the
austenite/ferrite interface, the particles grow in all three of the possible variants of the
B N orientation relationship (28).

3.3.3 Effect Of Alloying And Transformation Temperature

As indicated in Fig.3.3, precipitate morphology varies significantly with
transformation temperature. In the case of planar interphase precipitation, decreasing
the transformation temperature reduces the particle size and the interplanar sheet
spacing (Fig.3.8) (8).

Alloying additions can exert a marked effect on the kinetics of the austenite to
ferrite transformation. H o n e y c o m b e and co-workers (8,28,42,58) have investigated
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the effects of various solutes on transformation rates in Fe-V-C alloys. Aluminium,
nitrogen (28,59) and silicon (8) additions accelerate the austenite to ferrite
transformation, whereas additions of manganese (42) or nickel displace the T T T curve
to longer times and lower temperatures. Thus for isothermal transformation,
aluminium accelerates the transformation and refines the precipitate dispersion
compared to nickel and manganese additions which slow the transformation, resulting
in a coarser dispersion. However, in commercial practice, the austenite to ferrite
transformation occurs under continuous cooling conditions which can therefore
produce a range of precipitate dispersions. For continuous cooling, Fe-V-C steels of
high aluminium content exhibit coarse precipitate dispersions because the cooling rate
intersects the C C T curve at relatively high temperatures (58). Similarly, as nickel and
manganese shift the T T T curve to lower temperatures and longer times, precipitation
occurs at m u c h lower temperatures giving a finer precipitate dispersion, contrary to
transformation under isothermal conditions, (Fig.3.9) (58). Severe changes in the
austenite to ferrite transformation kinetics can result in a complete change in precipitate
morphology, such as IPP to IPC or a fibrous morphology; and IPP to supersaturated
ferrite. Additions of copper and chromium have also been shown to significantly
influence carbonitride precipitation in vanadium steels (60).
It should be noted however, that the alloys investigated by Honeycombe and
co-workers were generally m u c h more highly alloyed than commercial H.S.L. A.
steels. M u c h smaller effects on transformation characteristics are thus to be expected
in H.S.L.A. steels as a result of generally lower levels of substitutional solutes.

The cooling rate imposed on microalloyed steels during the austenite to ferrite
transformation will also influence the carbonitride precipitate dispersion (61-64).

Despite the fact that precipitate morphology would obviously be influenced by
austenite microstructure, little appears to have been published on precipitate
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morphology associated with the ferrite transformation from deformed austenite. The
transformation is accelerated by deformation and therefore precipitation would be
expected to be influenced in a similar manner to other factors which accelerate the
transformation. In addition, the ferrite grows into a deformed austenite which m a y
influence the nature of the interface and therefore precipitate morphology. Walker and
H o n e y c o m b e (65,66) investigated the precipitate morphology accompanying the
transformation from lightly strained austenite ( « 1 0 % ) and drew the following
conclusion: "deformation decreased the proportion of planar interphase precipitation
and increased the incidence of thefibrousmode, which is unexpected in so far as
fibres are usually favoured by a slowing d o w n of the austenite to ferrite reaction. O n e
assumption is that the increase in dislocation density of the austenite modifies the
interphase boundary making it of higher energy, at least in some regions, where
fibrous carbide then grows preferentially." However, the light deformations studied
limit the extrapolation of these results to the case of heavily deformed, commercially
rolled microalloyed steels. Furthermore, the alloys studied were more highly alloyed
than commercial structural steels and thus the relevance of the observed transition in
the m o d e of carbide precipitation is uncertain.
Smith and D u n n e (67) reported a refinement of precipitate dispersion associated
with transformation from deformed austenite in a 0.14wt.% vanadium steel and
attributed this to the increased driving force for the polymorphic transformation due to
additional stored strain energy.
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3.4 P R E C I P I T A T E C O A R S E N I N G

The high strength of H.S.L. A. steels is due in part to the fine dispersion of alloy
carbonitrides, and thus the stability of such dispersions is important. The banded
structure is stable at room temperature but degenerates into a more random dispersion
at higher temperatures. Ageing occurs by preferential coarsening of particles which
lie on dislocations, replacing thefinebanded dispersion with an irregular network of
coarser particles.

3.4.1 Ageing In The Temperature Range 700°C - 800°C

Balliger and Honeycombe (68) have recently investigated the coarsening of
precipitates in a series of low vanadium steels designed to give precipitates of V C ,
V(C,N) and V N . Samples held isothermally at 740°C and 790°C showed that the
interphase precipitates resulting from transformation at these temperatures coarsened
by two mechanisms. Initially, w h e n the particles were small, coarsening kinetics
followed the (time)1/2 relationship characteristic of interface control. At longer times,
control transferred to that of pipeline diffusion along dislocations, a mechanism with
(time)175 kinetics. M a n y of the dislocations associated with coarsening m a y in fact
arise from the volume change accompanying the transformation, particularly at low
temperatures. The particles are coherent with the ferrite in the early stages of growth
and possess strain fields which interact with those of the dislocations. This interaction
results in particle pinning of the dislocations, followed by selective growth of these
particles due to pipeline diffusion of solute along the pinned dislocations.
Further evidence that pipeline diffusion was the controlling mechanism in the
later stages of coarsening was indicated by a 30 fold increase in coarsening rate
associated with an increase in dislocation density induced by a 5 % cold reduction. The
coarsening rates were ranked in the following order:
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VN = V(C,N) «

VC

Balliger and Honeycombe concluded that solubility data alone cannot explain the
result, as the solubilities are ranked as:
V N < V(C,N) < V C
This order is consistent with the observation that V N particles coarsen less rapidly than
V C particles but it does not explain w h y the coarsening rate of V(C,N) is not
intermediate. T o account for this anomaly it was proposed that the smaller of the
interstitial species, nitrogen, segregated to the particle surface to decrease coherency
strains associated with the particle-matrix interface. The solubility of the V(C,N)
particles would then be similar to that of V N particles giving agreement with the kinetic
observations.
The addition of titanium to vanadium steels has also been observed to reduce the
coarsening rate of the isomorphous TiC/VC system relative to either TiC or V C and to
refine the initial precipitate dispersion (69).

3.4.2 Ageing Of Supersaturated Ferrite

Bosansky et al. (70) have also investigated the effect of ageing on the
coarsening of alloy carbonitride precipitates, but at lower temperatures than Balliger
and Honeycombe. The material investigated was the weld zone of submerged arc
welds in M n / N b , pearlite-reduced steels. Observations of the continuously cooled
weld zone revealed that austenite could transform to ferrite, acicular in morphology
and supersaturated with Nb(C,N). In regions where the cooling rate was lower,
interphase precipitation of Nb(C,N) accompanied the transformation.

Post-weld heat treatment at temperatures between 550°C and 640°C resulted in
classical age hardening curves for the supersaturated ferrite, as a result of precipitation
of Nb(C,N) on heterogeneities within the ferrite and the subsquent coarsening of
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favourably situated particles. Bosansky et al. (70) observed that the Nb(C,N) particles
displayed the B N orientation relationship, often with more than one of the three
possible variants. The nature of the diffraction patterns also changed with ageing time.
At times close to peak ageing it was found that for a < 1 0 0 > a pattern, the {002} N b ( c ^
reflections were streaked in the direction of the c o m m o n {001} recriprocal lattice
vector. In addition, a slight streaking of the {002} reflections in the same direction
was observed. This observation indicated that the precipitates were very thin in the
<001> c o m m o n to both crystal lattices and it was therefore inferred that the
precipitates formed as plates with a {001} habit plane. Streaking of the {002} a
reflections was attributed to coherency strainfieldsassociated with the precipitate
plates.
O n ageing beyond peak hardness the streaking of the Nb(C,N) reflections
diminished as the m e a n particle size increased and the streaking of the matrix
reflections disappeared as coherency was lost. However, it was reported that ageing at
640°C for some 300 hours was required to double the mean particle size from that at
peak hardness. Thus coarsening of the precipitates was very slow, coherency and the
thin plate morphology being maintained for a considerable time at temperature.
Ghosh et al. (71) and Doane et al. (72) have also observed a classical age
hardening response in acicular ferrite of H.S.L.A. steels, as did Tekin and Kelly (73)
in tempered 0.5 - 1 . 0 % vanadium steels.

PRECIPITATE FRACTION, f

.10

Dependence of precipitation strengthening on precipitate size
(X) and volume fraction according to the Orowan-Ashby
model, compared with experimental observations for given
microalloying additions (75).
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3.5 D I S P E R S I O N S T R E N G T H E N I N G

The ferritic matrix of H.S.L.A. steels can be strengthened by a fine dispersion
of carbonitrides involving Ti, N b or V , or combinations of these elements. These
particles strengthen the ferrite in the usual manner by impeding dislocation movement
during straining. Gladman et al. (74) have applied the Orowan-Ashby model of
dispersion hardening to vanadium and niobium H.S.L.A. steels using the relationship:

x =

1.2Gb
2.36LTI

where; x

and

lnX
2b

(3)

is the resolved shear stress for plastic flow,

G

is the shear modulus of the matrix,

b

is the Burgers vector,

L

is the interparticle spacing,

X

is the mean planar intercept particle diameter.

For G = 80,309 MNm"2 and b = 0.28 nm, Gladman (75) derived Fig.3.10 which
demonstrates the increase in strength associated with an increasing volume fraction of
fine precipitates.
Batte and Honeycombe (38) conducted an extensive analysis of models
proposed to explain the dispersion strengthening behaviour of steels containing
interphase precipitates of VC. Values of ACTp (the increase in yield stress due to
precipitation) were obtained by deducting other strengthening contributions due to
solid solution and grain size. The values of ACT were then compared to predictions
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from the Orowan-Ashby equation for a random particle dispersion, but modified using
various expressions to describe the interparticle spacing of the non-random dispersion
of interphase precipitation. T h e models used were: spherical particles arranged in a
sheet structure, platelet particles arranged in a sheet structure and impenetrable planes

arranged in a sheet structure. It was reported that the dependence of ACT on particle
spacing w a s intermediate between that described by the original discrete particle model
and the impenetrable plane model and was of the empirical form:

Ax = kV0-7 (4)
where, A x is the increment of shear stress and A, is the perpendicular sheet spacing and
k is a constant.

It should be noted however, that it is unlikely a single interparticle spacing
parameter would adequately define the complex planar interphase precipitate
dispersion. T h e measured behaviour of the precipitate dispersions was weaker than
predicted by the original random dispersion model or by the impenetrable plane model,
indicating that strength could be increased by achieving either impenetrable precipitate
sheets or a random precipitate dispersion.

A random dispersion of particles can be obtained by ageing of supersaturated
ferrite that has formed under rapid transformation conditions. A s the particles form
in situ in the ferrite matrix at lower temperatures where rapid coarsening can be
avoided, optimum sized, coherent particles can be generated, thus achieving m a x i m u m
dispersion strengthening for the volume of precipitate involved (73). A m i n et al. (22)
have s h o w n that in this case, m a x i m u m precipitation is associated with the V : C ratio in
ferrite rather than in austenite. D u e to the reduction of carbon dissolved in ferrite by
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the formation of pearlite, m a x i m u m precipitation in ferrite occurred at a V : C ratio in
the bulk steel of approximately 2:1 compared with approximately 6:1 for precipitation
in austenite.

The extent of precipitation strengthening is also expected to be greater for
coherent particles exhibiting larger lattice misfit strains, i.e. N b C as compared to V C ,
but these effects m a y be masked by other considerations such as volume fraction and
precipitate dispersion.

Lapointe and Baker (76) have adopted a similar approach to Batte and

Honeycombe (38) by correlating the value of ACT predicted by the Orowan-Ashby
equation with that determined from the measured flow stress after subtraction of
contributions due to grain size, solid solution and dislocation strengthening. Despite
uncertainties in the calculation of the volume fraction of precipitate from carbon
extraction replicas, a satisfactory correlation between measured and calculated values

of ACT was obtained, but only after extensive modification of the Orowan-Ashby
equation.
It is generally considered (77) that although fine, strain-induced precipitates m a y
form in austenite and be inherited by the ferrite, they contribute only a minor
strengthening effect as they are not coherent with the ferritic matrix.

It is clear that fine dispersions of V(C,N) and Nb(C,N) can increase the strength
of H.S.L.A. steels and that the Orowan-Ashby equation, modified to reflect the
complex precipitate dispersions, has proved useful for predicting strength increments
due to dispersion hardening.

A s with other dispersion hardening systems, strength

is increased for larger volume fractions of precipitate and smaller interparticle
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spacings. Thus precipitation strengthening is enhanced by: increased V and N b
additions; maintaining the stoichiometric ratio; transformation at low temperatures and
high cooling rates to refine the dispersion; and hot processing which does not promote
strain-induced precipitation in austenite.
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CHAPTER 4
LITERATURE REVIEW
STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT DURING
THERMOMECHANICAL PROCESSING
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4.1 G R A I N R E F I N E M E N T D U R I N G A U S T E N I T I S A T T O N

The solubilities of Nb(C,N), V(C,N) and Ti(C,N) in austenite are such that
temperatures above approximately 1000°C must be used for solution treatment. At
these temperatures grain growth of the austenite m a y occur, resulting in large austenite
grains with a wide distribution of sizes that can be detrimental to production of a fine
austenite grain size prior to transformation to ferrite. Thefirststep towards ensuring a
fine austenite grain size is proper control of reheating prior to rolling.

The temperature selected is a compromise such that it is high enough to enable
rolling at low mill loads and to dissolve sufficient carbonitride for later precipitation
during finish rolling and during the austenite to ferrite transformation, whilst being
low enough to reduce grain growth of the austenite. The time, temperature and heating
rate can be controlled so that some particles remain out of solution. These particles are
located mainly at austenite grain boundaries and can therefore retard grain growth
during reheating by pinning migrating boundaries. Microalloying elements in solution
can also retard grain growth due to solute drag effects, and thus H.S.L.A. steels
exhibit higher grain coarsening temperatures than conventional plain carbon steels.

Weiss et al. (78) have studied the grain coarsening behaviour of V, Nb and
V + N b steels of varying nitrogen content. They confirmed the 3 stages of grain
coarsening behaviour reported by Gladman and Pickering (79). These stages are:
normal but sluggish growth associated with boundary pinning, abnormal or
heterogeneous growth at intermediate temperatures where precipitates are coarsening
rapidly or are being taken into solution and, finally, normal rapid growth at higher
temperatures where boundary pinning is minimal. It was also shown that the grain
coarsening temperature for niobium steels is greater than that for vanadium steels due
to the lower solubility of the N b ( Q N ) in austenite. Similarly, higher nitrogen contents
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in the V + N b steel raised the grain coarsening temperature due to the lower solubility of
the nitrides compared to the carbides (79). In contrast, Shams (80) detected no
increase in grain coarsening temperature with the addition of 0.02wt.% nitrogen to a
0.06wt.% N b steel and explained his results in the following terms: "although the
solubility of N b N is considerably lower than N b C and the proportion of nitrogen in
the carbonitride would be expected to increase as the temperaturerisesand the
progressive dissolution proceeds, it seems likely that the remaining particles of the
high-nitrogen Nb(C,N) have coarsened too m u c h for them to act as effective pinning
agents w h e n their volume fraction is reduced."

An extensive investigation of grain coarsening behaviour in V and Nb steels has
also been reported by Arnin et al. (81). The steels investigated comprised: a series of
low N , Nb-steels containing from 0.07wt.% to 1.02wt.% N b ; a series of low N ,
V-steels containing from 0.06wt.% to 0.98wt.% V ; a series of high N , V-steels; a
series of high N , Nb-steels; a low interstitial Nb-steel; and a V/Nb-free reference steel
of similar base chemistry. They demonstrated that in niobium steels the austenite
grain size was refined at all temperatures up to and beyond 1200°C for niobium
contents approximately £ 0.07 wt.%. The austenite grain size decreased with
increasing niobium content but reached a limiting value beyond which further additions
of niobium had no refining effect, a result supported by Shams (80) for 0.07 w t . % C
steels. This limiting grain size was a function of temperature through its influence on
solution of Nb(C,N) and particle coarsening as the controlling mechanisms. The grain
coarsening temperature reached a m a x i m u m at the stoichiometric ratio and this was
attributed to a m a x i m u m volume fraction of fine N b C particles associated with the
lower solubility of N b C at the stoichiometric ratio, compared to non-stoichiometric
composition ratios. It was also demonstrated by Arnin et al. (81) that for a constant
volume fraction of N b C , increased particle size (accompanying increased holding
temperature) resulted in a coarser austenite grain size. A model was proposed for the
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prediction of grain coarsening temperature based on the Gladman equation, relating
grain size to volume fraction and size of pinning particles, and using the Ostwald
ripening equation to project precipitate size at a particular temperature assuming growth
of the particles from supersaturated austenite at that temperature. This model did in
fact approximate the trends experimentally observed though not the absolute grain
coarsening temperatures. For the case of the vanadium steels, grain coarsening
temperatures were lower than those for the niobium steels as would be expected on the
basis of the higher solubility of V(C,N). Both the low nitrogen and high nitrogen
vanadium steels exhibited smaller austenite grain sizes than the reference steel up to
1000°C but only for the higher vanadium contents above 1000°C and only in the high
vanadium, high nitrogen steels at 1150°C. This result is consistent with the larger
volume fraction of precipitate in the higher vanadium steels and the lower solubility of
V N in the high nitrogen steels. Although precipitate coarsening m a y generally be
related directly to the solvus of the particular carbonitride species involved, it is
important to note that coarsening rate can vary depending on the structure of the
precipitate (Section 3.4.1).
It was also found that up to approximately 0.2 w t . % vanadium, the grain
coarsening temperature was almost identical to the V N solvus implying that solution of
V N is the controlling factor rather than coarsening of the V N particles, which is the
expected m o d e . T o explain this anomaly it was proposed that in these steels grain
coarsening was actually controlled by coarsening of A 1 N particles which had
precipitated in the austenite due to the slightly higher than normal aluminium levels,
rather than solution of V N particles.

Although the investigations of Weiss et al. (78) and Arnin et al. (81) both
provide valuable information as to the austenitisation behaviour of vanadium and
niobium steels it is important to note differences in experimental procedure and
possible implications to hot rolling practices. Arnin et al. (81) solution treated and
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quenched their samples prior to austenitisation, whereas Weiss et al. (78)
austenitised directly from a hot rolled steel that would certainly contain both fine and
coarse carbonitrides which m a y influence the nature of the particles present during
austenitisation and hence the grain coarsening behaviour.

Austenitisation is controlled to produce a fine, uniform austenite grain size,
avoiding abnormal or excessive grain growth which can result in a large distribution of
grain sizes. Normal rolling schedules employ sufficiently heavy reductions at high
temperature so that recrystallisation and refinement of the austenite are achieved.
However, where sufficiently heavy reductions cannot be applied, undesirable mixed
grain structures can result from the resistance to recrystallisation in coarse grained
austenite (Section 4.2). Thus, a fine uniform austenite grain size is desirable prior to
hot rolling and can be achieved by a fine dispersion of vanadium or niobium
carbonitrides which retard austenite grain growth during austenitisation. Coarsening
and dissolution of these particles eliminates their refining action; thus, control of
austenitisation requires consideration of: temperature, time, heating rate, and steel
microstructure prior to austenitisation (82).

Similar studies have been conducted on titanium steels by George and Irani
(83), George etal.(84) and Matsuda and O k u m u r a (85).

Figure 4.1

Schematic representation between stress-strain behaviour during
hot working and austenite microstructure, after
L e B o n et al. (89).
Curve A - dynamic recrystallisation.
Curve B - dynamic recovery.
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4.2 THE HOT DEFORMATION OF AUSTENITE

4.2.1 Introduction

Initially, hot-rolling was used solely to achieve final product shape, but with the
advent of microalloyed steels and controlled rolling, it n o w provides a means by which
mechanical properties of thefinalproduct can be adjusted and improved. A s
mentioned in previous sections, the general aim of controlled rolling is to achieve an
austenite grain structure which upon transformation to ferrite will produce the smallest,
uniform ferrite grain size possible, commensurate with mill capabilities and the extent
of precipitation strengthening of the ferrite required in the final product.

Control of austenite grain structure to achieve ferrite grain refinment can be
achieved in two ways (86): by reducing the size of the equiaxed austenite grains prior
to transformation, and/or by austenite deformation (elongation) below the
recrystallisation temperature of the austenite prior to transformation. M o r e emphasis is
usually placed on austenite grain elongation although it has been shown (87,88) that
ferrite refinement can be achieved solely by refining the equiaxed austenite grain size.
The relative effectiveness of these techniques will be discussed further in Section 4.4.
The importance of austenite microstructure is indicated by the volume of
experimentation conducted to elucidate the mechanisms of deformation and restoration
during hot-working.

The behaviour of austenite, highly strained at high temperatures, can be
characterised for a given strain rate and steel composition by the stress-strain
relationship and the accompanying changes in austenite microstructure. Figure 4.1
(89) represents schematically, the stress-strain behaviour and microstructure of an
initially equiaxed austenite which is deformed and then recrystallises.
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Curve B represents the case where dynamic recovery balances strain hardening during
deformation. Restoration processes in deformed austenite are extremely complex,
being a function of deformation parameters (such as strain, strain rate, temperature and
hold time) and material parameters (such as steel chemistry and microstructure) and
possibly involving: dynamic recrystallisation, metadynamic recrystallisation, static
recrystallisation, dynamic recovery or static recovery.

In the case of low alloy steels the martensite transformation obscures
microstructural detail which m a y differentiate between the different forms of
recrystallisation. Holding at temperature after deformation m a y identify
recrystallisation that occurs statically, but as afinitetimeelapses between the end of
deformation and "freezing" of the austenite grain structure by quenching, the
difference between static recrystallisation which occurs in very short times and
dynamic recrystallisation during deformation cannot be easily resolved. In contrast,
recrystallised and recovered microstructures can be easily differentiated on the basis of
grain shape and size in quenched samples, provided deformation is sufficiently heavy.
In the case of interrupted hot testing, recovery processes can be distinguished from
recrystallisation processes due to the higher yield stress exhibited during reloading
(90).

Three stages are often ascribed to hot-rolling depending upon the austenite
microstructure produced. These are: the recrystallisation region, the partial
recrystallisation region and the non-recrystallisation region (86,89). At higher rolling
temperatures in the "roughing" region just below the austenitisation temperature,
recrystallisation readily occurs. However, at lower, intermediate temperatures a mixed
microstructure can develop as partial recrystallisation of the austenite occurs due to
more sluggish recrystallisation kinetics, anisotropy of deformation and variations in
grain size and orientation. A t low temperatures, close to the A c p recrystallisation m a y
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be completely suppressed due to the effect of microalloying additions and decreased
thermally activated motion of dislocations and interfaces, resulting in completely
unrecrystallised austenite.

Grain refinement can be achieved in the higher temperature range by repeated
deformation and recrystallisation of the austenite or in the lower temperature ranges by
deformation and elongation of the austenite. However, it is n o w well established that
rolling in the partial recrystallisation range produces afinalstructure with poor
mechanical properties. Deformation under conditions which produce partial
recrystallisation, results in a microstructure of fine, equiaxed recrystallised austenite
grains and large elongated grains of unrecrystallised austenite. Once produced, such a
mixed microstructure is difficult to eliminate by further rolling because of the relative
resistance of the larger grains to recrystallisation and flattening (89,91-93). This
structure produces a mixed ferrite grain size upon transformation due to a lower
nucleation rate within the large austenite grains resulting in the formation of coarse,
intragranular, Widmanstatten ferrite.

To overcome the problems associated with the martensitic transformation in
H.S.L.A. steels, B r o w n and D e A r d o (94) investigated the use of a 304 austenitic
stainless steel as a model for a vanadium H.S.L.A. steel. They demonstrated
similarity of recrystallisation texture, dislocation substructure and grain morphology
between the two steels after hot deformation. They suggested that at high temperatures
dynamic recrystallisation occurs and they reported the progression of structure from
fully recrystallised to partially recrystallised to completely unrecrystallised with
decreasing temperature. T h e austenite grains also exhibited a standard f.c.c.
recrystallisation texture (001) [100]. This type of texture is generally associated with
recrystallisation of deformed f.c.c. structures by high angle boundary migration into
the deformed regions and its existence appears to indicate that restoration in this case
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m a y also occur by high angle boundary migration. A similarity of hot deformation
behaviour between an austenitic stainless steel and H.S.L.A. steels has also been
observed by Ouchi (95).

It is generally accepted that dynamic recrystallisation occurs infrequently in the
"roughing" of H.S.L.A. steels because of limitations of rolling reduction and
temperature (90,96,97). However, if dynamic recrystallisation is induced, it provides
efficient grain refinement, with the recrystallised grain size a function of temperature
and strain rate and independent of initial austenite grain size and strain (90,96-98).
T h e most c o m m o n restoration process accompanying high temperature "roughing" is
that of static recrystalhsation between rolling passes, with the recrystallised grain size
depending mainly on strain and initial grain size (92,98), and very little on temperature
(96,98), Fig.4.2.

4.2.2 Recrystallised Austenite

Refinement of the austenite grain size can be achieved by repeated deformation
and recrystallisation at temperatures just below the austenitising temperature ( T A ) in
most H.S.L.A. steels. Depending upon the steel chemistry, deformation parameters
and microstructure, further deformation with decreasing temperature m a y result in
repeated recrystallisation and refinement until the transformation temperature is reached
or, until suppression of recrystalhsation and grain elongation occurs. In either case
austenite grain refinement at high temperatures is beneficial in achieving afineferrite
grain size. U n d e r conditions where recrystalhsation of austenite is not suppressed,
even at "low" finish rolling temperatures, fine equiaxed austenite is produced. Ideally,
it would appear that repeated deformation and recrystalhsation would produce
unhmited refinement of the austenite. However, the refinement attained after each
deformation is progressively reduced, resulting in a limiting austenite grain size which,
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for typical mill simulations, varies from approximately 15 to 50fim,
Figs.4.3and4.4 (92,93,99-102).

The final limiting grain size achieved depends slightly on alloy composition, but
mainly on deformation parameters. T h e final statically recrystallised grain size
developed decreases with increasing draft (93,99,100,102) and decreasing initial
grain size (93,99,100,102). Engl and K a u p (102) have also claimed that the final
limiting grain size accompanying multiple reductions was reduced at lower finishing
temperatures. However, for the case of multiple pass rolling, the influence of initial
austenite grain size on the final statically recrystallised austenite grain size is reduced as
differences in initial grain size converge rapidly under the influence of multiple
reductions (Fig.4.4). Larger reductions per pass cause m o r e rapid convergence and
result in a smaller limiting grain size. For the case of light reductions, not only is
convergence slower and the final hmiting grain size larger, but there exists the
possibility of strain-induced abnormal grain growth (92,103). During high
temperature "roughing" light reductions (~< 1 0 % ) m a y result in a non-uniform
austenite grain structure due to the selective activation of a small number of
recrystallisation nuclei (Figs. 4.5 and 4.6) (92,103). A t the high temperatures
involved, recrystalhsation and grain growth are rapid, resulting in a few grains of very
large size, a structure which is difficult to remove by further processing and
detrimental to final grain refinement and mechanical properties. This phenomenon of
critical strain recrystalhsation and grain growth is most likely only in steels in which
"pinning" precipitates are not present at high rolling temperatures eg. low vanadium
steels.

Larger total reductions are required for convergence of very dissimilar initial
grain sizes, but generally a total reduction of approximately 7 0 % will result in
convergence (99,101) even for steels with an initial grain size difference of 29:1(101).
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Sellars (104) has produced a series of empirical equations for predicting the
kinetics of recrystallisation and the resulting grain size due to recrystallisation and
grain growth for hot rolling. The equations were developed from hot mechanical
testing and are related to the strain to peak stress e obtained from stress-strain
curves. For plain carbon steels the equations are:

for static recrystalhsation i.e. e<e (e « 0.8 e )
IQ 5 = 2.5xl0'19 d02 e-4expQrex/RT (5)
W = °'27 t0.5 ; W = 2'08 t0.5 (6)
and for dynamic recrystallisation i.e. e > ec (e, ~ 0.8 e )
to5= 1.06xl(r5Z*-6expQre*/RT (7)
to.05 = °'074 to.5 J W = 4'33 to.5 (g)
where d0 = initial austenite grain size,
e = strain/pass,
e = strain to peak stress,

e = critical stress for dynamic recrystallisation,
Qrex = activation energy for recrystallisation (300,000 J/m),
Z = the ZenerHolloman parameter feexpQ^117,
Qdef = activation energy for deformation
and t005,t05,t095 = times to 5,50 and 95% recrystalhsation respectively.
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Relationships in equations (6) and (8) are based on the assumption that the
Avrami equation describes the recrystallisation process and that the time exponent k is
2 and 1 respectively for static and dynamic recrystallisation.

In microalloyed steels, niobium and vanadium affect recrystalhsation kinetics,
and the resulting grain size, through solute drag and/or (Nb,V)(C,N) precipitates.
Precipitation kinetics are controlled by temperature, deformation history and steel
composition and it is therefore unlikely that simple relationships can be derived to
predict recrystallisation kinetics. Sellars (104) has however, modified the constants of
Equation 5 to give three separate equations for use over selected temperature ranges
based on kinetics determined by Kozasu et al.(86) for a 0.04% niobium steel.

Empirical equations for recrystallised grain size (dr) have also been determined
(104):

for plain carbon steels;
d r = Ddo0.67e-i

(9)

and for niobium steels;
d r = D'do0.67e-0.67

(10)

Both equations are based on the strain e being less than e* - a critical value above
which the grain size becomes independent of strain and a function of the Zener
Holloman parameter, e* is always > ec (ec « 0.8 ep) for the grain sizes normally
encountered in hot rolling. Equation 10 also applies only at temperatures > 950°C
because of severe retardation of recrystalhsation by N b C precipitation at lower
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temperatures. Sellars (104) has cited from the literature values between 0.35 and 0.83
(}im0-33) for D and values between 0.66 and 1.86 (|J.m0-33) for D'. Figure 4.7
shows grain size predictions based on Equation 10 for D = 0.75 (93).

Under the influence of heavy reductions, Cuddy (93) has also noted a
dependence of final recrystallised austenite grain size on strain-rate through its
influence on the m a x i m u m flow stress of rolling (a) which is also normally the flow
stress of thefinalrolling pass. C u d d y has proposed an empirical equation relating

recrystallised austenite grain size (cL) to the flow stress of the last rolling pass (a)
M P a , of the form;
d, =(A/a)2-9 (11)

where A is a constant equal to 623 for the experimental conditions employed by
Cuddy. T h e final recrystallised austenite grain size (dr) is not a function of initial
austenite grain size which is consistent with other reports on multipass rolling. The
grain size d r is however, a function of strain-rate, through the flow stress term, which
is generally true only for dynamic recrystallisation - a restoration mechanism which
occurs infrequently during commercial rolling practice (90,96,97). Ouchi et al. (96)
have shown a similar dependence of recrystallised austenite grain size on the steady
state flow stress during compression testing of a 0.04wt.% Nb-steel, also for the case
of dynamic recrystallisation.
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4.2.3 Unrecrystallised Austenite

The addition of microalloying elements such as niobium and vanadium can
markedly affect the restoration processes in hot-worked austenite particularly at
"lower" finish rolling temperatures where the solubility of the microalloying elements
is low (20,26,59,89,105,106). They can significantly retard recovery and
recrystallisation, and initially there w a s s o m e controversy as to the mechanism of
retardation. T h e two models proposed were: the action of niobium and vanadium
atoms in solution, and alternatively, the action of fine carbonitride precipitates. Jonas
and A k b e n (107) have conducted an extensive investigation into these effects and
declared that both mechanisms are important and operative in H.S.L.A steels. Other
investigators have confirmed this view and it is n o w clear that both solute and
precipitates of microalloying elements influence restoration behaviour. For precipitates
to form, concentration or clustering of solute into nuclei must occur, and this process
can affect dislocation and boundary motion before distinct particles can be observed.
It is therefore to be expected that restoration processes are influenced continuously by
microalloying elements in solution and also by their eventual combination with carbon
and nitrogen to form precipitate particles.

4.2.4 Solute Effects

The retarding action of solute on restoration processes presumably results from
the interaction of migrating dislocations and boundaries with lattice misfit strain fields
associated with the solute atoms.

Jonas and Weiss (20) have developed an important technique to study
precipitation kinetics and restoration behaviour from stress/strain relationships
produced by uniaxial, hot-compression testing, albeit at lower strain rates than
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normally occur in commercial rolling. Their dynamic tests over a range of strain rates
on niobium steels indicated a retardation of softening in tests completed before
strain-induced precipitation of N b ( C , N ) occurred in austenite, Fig.4.8. Tests at
different temperatures also demonstrated that the extent of retardation due to niobium
in solution increased with decreasing temperature (Fig.4.9(b)) (108).

The retarding effect of niobium in solution has also been reported by Yamamoto
et al. (109). Niobium and vanadium microalloyed steels with very low levels of
carbon and nitrogen (0.002wt.%) were used by Y a m a m o t o et al. to prevent
precipitation. Metallographic examination of samples quenched after deformation and
holding indicated no evidence of recrystalhsation in samples that had softened
~ < 2 0 % . Samples that had softened ~ > 2 0 % showed evidence of recrystallisation.
Thus Y a m a m o t o et al. (109) claimed a softening ratio of ~ 2 0 % delineated recovery
from recrystallisation. Therefore, values of t^ = 2 0 % (time for 2 0 % softening) and
t x = 5 0 % (time for 5 0 % softening) were used to define the effect of solute and
precipitation on the start and progress of recrystallisation, respectively. Figure 4.10
shows the retarding effect of niobium, which was larger in the region below 2 0 %
softening ratio than above it. A s the initial stage corresponds to a recovery process it
was inferred that niobium in solution was retarding recovery and the onset of
recrystalhsation. Extraction replicas revealed no evidence of precipitation within the
limitations of this technique for detecting small particles. Figure 4.11 shows that the
onset of recrystalhsation was retarded at all temperatures, but the degree of retardation
decreased at higher temperatures, in agreement with the results of Jonas and
co-workers (17-19). A s might be expected, an increase in niobium content further
retarded the onset of recrystalhsation, but further additions had progressively reduced
influence (Fig. 4.10). This hmiting influence of N b level has also been observed in
the retardation of austenite grain growth at high temperatures (Section 4.1).
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Similar results have been reported for decarburised and denitrided steels by Luton et
al. (110). White and O w e n (111) and Jonas et al. (107) have tested vanadium steels
and niobium steels respectively, at temperatures above the particular solution
temperatures involved (1000°C and 1150°C). Both have demonstrated the retarding
influence of microalloying elements in solution.

Luton et al. (110) have however, expressed caution in comparing solute-laden
and solute-free steels to assess the influence of solute on restoration, as the addition of
solute results in higher flow stresses for a given strain and strain rate, so that w h e n the
same prestrain is used in testing, the substructure and driving forces generated are not
comparable.

A variety of reports suggest that various solute elements can be ranked in terms
of their effectiveness in retarding restoration processes. Y a m a m o t o et al. (109) have
shown that the effect of solute atoms cannot be correlated well with a simple misfit
parameter based on an atomic radius of h2 the interatomic distance (Fig.4.12).
Y a m a m o t o et al. also used high temperature X-ray diffraction to determine changes in
lattice constants associated with solute, which were related to lattice strain and plotted
against solute effectiveness as shown in Fig.4.13. In this case the correlation was
m u c h better, except that niobium still exhibited a retarding influence greater than
predicted and it was suggested that pre-precipitation clustering is a possible cause. A
solute retardation parameter (S.R.P.) has been proposed by Jonas and co-workers
(17-19):

S.R.P. = log^Vf) x 0.1/at.%X x 100% (12)

^ is the time to the peak strain for the steel containing the element X and tref is the

TABLE 4.1
Effectiveness of alloying elements in solution at retarding
restoration processes in deformed austenite.
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equivalent time for the reference (plain carbon) steel. In the solute controlled regions
tx = R s . A t lower temperatures tx values are obtained by extrapolation. In this
range, tx < R s due to "the additional retardation produced by precipitation or by the
formation of zones or ordered regions". According to this description typical elements
can be ranked as s h o w n in Table 4.1. However, it should be noted that relative effects
will vary depending with other additions to the steel and with testing, or rolling,
conditions.

These relative differences are attributed only secondarily to lattice misfit strains
and primarily to the greater difference in electronic structure, for example, between N b
and F e than between V and Fe. Although the effects of atomic size differences are
well understood, the influence of electronic structure differences is less well
established. Jonas and A k b e n (107) claim their observations on relative effectiveness
of solutes in retarding restoration in austenite correlate well with data reported by
Abrahamson et al. (112-114) on solute effectiveness in retarding recrystallisation in
ferrite. Abrahamson et al. related solute effectiveness in terms of the number of s and
d electrons in their outer shells at ground state, Fig.4.14. Assumptions by Jonas and
A k b e n on the relevance of Abrahamson's data are that changes in the rate of
recrystallisation (Jonas and A k b e n ) are equivalent to changes in recrystallisation
temperature for a fixed time (Abrahamson), and that Abrahamson's data are valid for
austenite because it has been validated for other f.c.c. structures, for h.c.p. structures,
and for other b.c.c. structures.
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4.2.5 Precipitation Effects

The second effect of microalloying elements on restoration processes is
associated with X ( C , N ) precipitation. Jonas and co-workers also recognise the
influence of precipitation on restoration (17,20,21). They have combined their
precipitation kinetics with the recrystallisation kinetics of a similar niobium steel
studied by L e B o n et al. (26) (Fig.4.9). T h e difference in recrystalhsation kinetics, at
high temperatures, between the niobium and plain carbon steels is attributed to
niobium in solution. A t lower temperatures niobium in solution stabilises the
deformed austenite microstructure sufficiently long for precipitation to occur on the
substructure. Provided sufficient precipitation can occur, recrystalhsation will be
severely retarded as indicated by the sharp increase in R s and Rf (the times for the
start and finish of recrystallisation) in Fig.4.9(c). A t temperatures well below the
nose of the precipitation C-curve, solute retarded recrystallisation occurs before
precipitation, eliminating the austenite substructure (115), thus removing potential
precipitation sites, delaying precipitation, and allowing recrystalhsation to be
completed.
However, Sellars (106) claimed that differences in deformation conditions
between L e B o n and Jonas invalidate the Weiss/Jonas model of the precipitation /
recrystallisation / time curves. Sellars' (106) interpretation of the interaction between
precipitation and recrystallisation is somewhat different to that of Jonas and
co-workers (17,20,21). T h e results presented by Sellars (Fig.4.9(d)) indicated that
the nose of the C-curve for precipitation of N b ( C , N ) in austenite is below the
temperature at which recrystallisation is accelerated (~850°C Fig.4.9(d)). A t these
temperatures Sellars claimed that recrystalhsation was accelerated not because of a
delay in precipitation below the nose of the C-curve, but because the precipitates
formed earlier, had coarsened and b e c o m e less effective in retarding recrystalhsation.
Sellars (106) also claimed that at 950°C and 900°C recrystalhsation was already
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retarded beyond that attributable to niobium in solution and that at 900°C,
recrystalhsation would have been expected to c o m m e n c e prior to precipitation in the
deformed austenite. T o explain these observations, Sellars suggested that solute atom
clustering (zones) or coherent precipitates were forming at times m u c h shorter (lOx)
than P s determined by carbon extraction replicas.
Recent support for the rapid formation of strain-induced precipitates comes from
Fitzsimons et al. (116). Precipitates of 2-3 n m were observed in thin foils from
samples of a 0.07% niobium steel, compression tested at a high strain rate, within
0.75 seconds, an order of magnitude faster than previously observed. Certainly it
would not be unexpected that carbonitride particles could form in austenite well before
they reached a size at which they could be detected by extraction replica techniques.

Under certain conditions precipitation may be so sluggish that the start of solute
retarded recrystallisation precedes precipitation. Thus strain-induced precipitation does
not occur and restoration processes are not influenced by precipitate particles. Under
other conditions the temperature below the nose of the precipitation C-curve m a y be so
low that recrystalhsation will be completely suppressed regardless of solute or
precipitate effects.

Yamamoto et al. (109) have also investigated the influence of precipitation, as
well as solute, on restoration behaviour. Figure 4.15 demonstrates the retarding
influence of precipitation on restoration as carbon content of a niobium steel is
increased. A t very short holding times, in the order of 0.1 - 1.0 sec, softening is not
affected by carbon content presumably as precipitation does not occur within
approximately 0.1 sec for the particular test. Carbon extraction replicas were used to
determine the extent of Nb(C,N) precipitation and the start of precipitation was found
to correlate well with retardation of softening. Values of t^ = 2 0 % (onset of
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recrystalhsation) and tx = 5 0 % ( 3 0 % recrystalhsation) were used to define the effect of
precipitation on the start and progress of recrystallisation. Restoration was retarded
for softening ratios < 2 0 % and for ratios ^ 2 0 % indicating that precipitation of
Nb(C,N) retarded both the onset of recrystalhsation and the progress of
recrystaUisation. Y a m a m o t o et al. also claimed that niobium as solute retarded
recovery and thus delayed the onset of recrystallisation, but not the progress of
recrystallisation. In the presence of solute, the onset of recrystalhsation was delayed,
allowing strain-induced precipitation to occur which further delayed the onset of
recrystallisation, and which was more effective than niobium as solute. Precipitation
also retarded the progress of recrystalhsation. Carbon extraction replicas showed that
precipitation occurred first at austenite grain boundaries and then on the deformed
austenite substructure. T h e particles nucleated in the austenite matrix were smaller
than those nucleated at the grain boundaries and averaged approximately lOnm in
diameter.

A 0.1wt.% vanadium steel was also investigated by Yamamoto et al. (109) and
the softening behaviour is shown in Fig.4.16. T h e results of testing at 900°C imply
that vanadium has a slight retarding effect, which is most likely due to vanadium in
solution, and that recrystalhsation is probably complete before the start of
strain-induced precipitation of V(C,N).

Luton et al. (110) have recognised the influence of precipitates in retarding
recovery and recrystallisation and have separated these two components of softening,
as shown in Equation 13.
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where; X1 is the softening due to recovery,
XR is the softening due to recrystallisation,
and kr, kR, n and p are characteristic constants.

The extent of softening due to recrystallisation (XR) has been shown to be
microstructure dependent and on the basis of work by Cahn (117) Luton et al. (110)
took values of p between 1 and 4 as reasonable for grain boundary nucleated
recrystalhsation, with the actual value depending critically on the ratio of nucleation
rate (N) to growth rate (6). Luton et al. claimed that Cahn's results indicated that
when the ratio is small, p = 4 for all nucleation sites, but when N/6 exceeds a critical
value, p adopts values from 1 to 4. The presence of fine carbonitride precipitates is
likely to reduce both N and 6 and Luton et al. reported a value of p = 3.1 for the tests
they conducted, and claimed that this indicated that growth rate was affected more
strongly than nucleation rate. This conclusion does not however, appear consistent
with the fact that N/6 is small when p « 4. Luton et al (120) also used the Nb(C,N)
precipitation kinetics of Jonas et al. (20,108) and others (30) to predict the extent of
precipitation in the steels they tested. They found that small volumes of precipitate
formed dynamically during straining (0.002 vol.% i.e. 5% of the total available at
900°C), although not capable of completely suppressing restoration, were sufficient to
retard it long enough for further static precipitation on the deformed austenite
sub-structure. Although these particles were larger than those generated dynamically,
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the increased volume of particles w a s sufficient to further retard restoration processes.
According to Luton et al. (120) the particles formed statically were approximately
twice the size of those formed dynamically but were still effective in retarding
restoration.

It is to be expected that particle size will influence restoration processes and that
larger particles will be less effective in retarding restoration. However, assessment of
variations in particle size are complex, with precipitate nucleation and growth
occurring concurrently with deformation and continuing statically after deformation
(110,118). Precipitate growth can also be influenced by recovery and recrystalhsation
of the austenite (110,119,120).

The addition of other alloying elements can influence the behaviour of vanadium
and niobium and various elements have been investigated (19,21). The effect of
manganese is of particular importance due to its presence in all H.S.L.A. steels.
Figure 4.17, due to A k b e n et al. (21), demonstrates the influence of increasing
manganese content in delaying N b ( C , N ) precipitation by increasing Nb(C,N)
solubility, which is due to a decrease in the activity coefficient of carbon over-riding a
smaller increase for niobium (13). Despite this reported effect, Hansen (115)
detected no influence of manganese from 1.3% to 2 % on precipitation kinetics in a
0.03% niobium steel. However, this observation is still consistent with the results of
A k b e n et al. (21) which shows a limiting influence of manganese additions in the
range investigated by Hansen.
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4.3 G R A I N R E F I N E M E N T A C C O M P A N Y I N G T H E A U S T E N T T R T O
FERRITE TRANSFORMATION

Austenite grain boundaries provide the dominant sites for ferrite nucleation and
therefore grain refinement can be achieved by reduction of austenite grain size or

elongation of the austenite grains, each of which increases the grain boundary surface
area per unit volume (Sv). Similarly, any increase in the efficacy of nucleation at
existing austenite grain boundaries or the introduction of additional high energy
nucleation sites will also contribute to refinement of the ferrite grain size.

4.3.1 Intergranular Nucleation

4.3.1.1 Recrystallised Austenite

For slow cooling of low carbon steels, proeutectoid ferrite starts to precipitate
from austenite at around 900°C to 850°C, depending on composition and cooling rate.

In undeformed austenite the ferrite precipitates preferentially at high energy sites s
as grain corners, edges and surfaces. Such heterogeneous nucleation results in a

reduction in grain size of the ferrite compared to the austenite, similar to that whic
normally occurs during the recrystallisation of austenite. Thus, continued refinement
of the austenite grain size by repeated deformation and recrystalhsation will produce

fine austenite grain size which results in a finer ferrite grain size after transforma

There is however, a limitation to grain refinement achieved by this method. As
the efficiency of nucleation is not increased and no extra non-grain boundary
nucleation sites are generated, grain refinement during the austenite to ferrite
transformation will be solely due to an increased Sv value associated with a decrease
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austenite grain size. A s indicated in Section 4.2 the austenite grain size achieved by
repeated deformation and recrystallisation approaches a lower hmiting value dependent
on the deformation parameters and, for commercial hot rolling, is typically in the range
15 - 50}im. A n additional limitation also arises at small austenite grain sizes as the
grain size of the ferrite and the grain size of the prior austenite converge (Fig.4.18).

4.3.1.2 Unrecrystallised Austenite

Kozasu et al. (86) demonstrated the influence of Sv (grain boundary surface
area per unit volume) of austenite on the grain refinement achieved, and stressed the
importance of heavy deformation below the recrystalhsation temperature of the
austenite. It w a s argued that deformation below the recrystallisation temperature of the
austenite increased the S v value of the austenite by grain elongation and the
introduction of deformation bands into the austenite. This increase in S v provided
more high energy nucleation sites for ferrite and therefore reduced the final average
ferrite grain size.

The conventional mechanistic view of grain refinement was therefore that it
resulted from an increase in the density of potential nucleation sites due to grain
elongation and deformation band formation. However, Roberts et al. (121-123)
proposed that a significant contribution to refinement arises from local austenite grain
boundary migration (bulging).

Roberts et al. argued that the thermodynamic driving force for the austenite to
ferrite transformation is relatively low and therefore only particularly favourable
nucleation sites would be active during the transformation. T h e particularly effective
grain refinement engendered by controlled rolling has usually been accounted for in

= -ln(1-p)

' o o.J Q 2 Q.3 0.4
Rolling

0.5

0.6

Reduction

0.7

p

4.19 Ratio of austenite grain surface area before rolling to that after
rolling as a function of the rolling reduction (124).
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terms of the increased effective ferrite nucleation area per unit volume, (S ). Roberts
et al. claimed that this suggestion is untenable in the light of the following
observations. Firstly, "the ferrite grain size after reaction of an equiaxed austenite with
a given S v is considerably greater than that produced by transformation of elongated
grains at the same S v ". Secondly, "the geometrical limitation of ferrite growth from
elongated austenite grains is not in accord with metallographic observations of partially
transformed specimens". It thus appears that austenite grain elongation promotes the
volume nucleation rate of ferrite to an extent which is considerably greater than that
predicted from the increase in S v alone.

Calculations by Umemoto et al. (124) and experimental data by Priestner (125),
Figs.4.19 and 4.20, demonstrate the limitation of explaining grain refinement solely
in terms of increases in S v . Priestner observed significant grain refinement at strains
well below those required to cause significant increases in S v . Similarly, U m e m o t o et
al. (124) calculated that significant increases in S v are not achieved except at large
reductions. In addition, calculations by Cuddy et al. (103) indicate that only for large
total reductions does the increase in S v due to grain elongation outweigh the increase
in S v due to recrystallisation of the deformed structure to a smaller equiaxed grain size,
an observation supported by Engl and K a u p (102).
It should be noted however, that it is difficult to define S v in deformed
austenite. Although Kozasu et al. (86) tried to take into account nucleating surfaces
generated by deformation bands (bent twin bands, kink and transition bands) other
potential sites such as sub-grain boundaries are neglected and thus proposed values of
S v f D n are likely to seriously underestimate the effective value.
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Thus discrepancies between nucleating rates and S V ( D e f ^ m a y only reflect incorrect
estimates of Sy^^ y

It is weU estabhshed that static or dynamic recrystalhsation can be initiated at
pre-existing grain boundaries via the so called Strain Induced Grain Boundary
Migration (S.I.B.M.) mechanism. Roberts et al. (121-123) claimed that in the
niobium steels they examined, 'scalloped' grain boundaries were developed at strains
well below the critical value for dynamic recrystallisation. Hence, during finish
rolling, extensive bulge development occurs in spite of the fact that recrystallisation is
suppressed. Such grain boundary regions with high local curvature (bulges) can
function as particularly potent nucleation sites having an activation energy comparable
to that for edge and corner nucleation associated with smooth boundaries. As bulges
can occur over the whole surface, the density of high energy potential nucleation sites
is increased greatly. Using a simple model for bulge nucleation, Roberts et al. arrived
at an approximate radius of 300nm for a bulge which provided an activation energy
similar to grain corners or edges. This value corresponded to values measured
experimentally. From this analysis it appears that bulge nucleation may be a
significant factor in the enhanced nucleation of ferrite. Roberts et al. also stated that
the density of bulges is expected to increase with increasing reduction, but they gave
no supporting evidence nor any indication as to how it varies.

4.3.1.3 Cascade Nucleation

Another facet of grain refinement described by Le Bon, Rofes-Vemis and
Rossard (126) and Maitrepierre and Rofes-Vernis (127) has received less attention
than other observations. In this case the nucleation of ferrite occurs initially at
deformed, prior austenite grain boundaries with the growth of these ferrite
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Diagram of a model proposed by Arnin (129) to explain multiple
ferrite nucleation adjacent grain boundaries in deformed
austenite (i.e. "cascade nucleation").
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aUotriomorphs being interrupted by renucleation of ferrite at, or just ahead of the
advancing austenite/ferrite interface. T h e process has been termed "cascade
nucleation". Arnin and Pickering (128,129) have observed what appears to be cascade
nucleation and explained observations of enhanced nucleation adjacent to deformed
austenite grain boundaries in the following terms. After large deformations, a strain
gradient develops at the austenite grain boundaries. Subgrains form and are stabilised
by precipitation on the sub-grain boundaries. Ferrite nucleates first at the austenite
grain boundaries and grows until the nearest sub-boundary is reached where
precipitate pinning inhibits further growth. Ferrite grains are also nucleated at
sub-boundaries ahead of the austenite/ferrite interface. A t some distance from the prior
austenite grain boundary there are no well defined subgrains and therefore no ferrite
nucleation and the transformation proceeds by columnar growth of the ferrite into the
austenite (Fig.4.21). Roberts (130) however, has expressed reservations about three
aspects of this model:

(i) Although the subgrain size might well be smaller in the vicinity of the
austenite grain boundaries they should exist throughout the whole austenite
grain.
(ii) T h e interfacial energy of such low angle boundaries would appear to be too
small for them to function as potent nucleation sites.
(hi) Roberts calculated that the drag associated with a volume fraction of
1.8 x IO"3 of l O n m particles of N b ( C , N ) is about an order of magnitude
less than the austenite to ferrite driving force at 750°C.

In their study of the isothermal decomposition of austenite in hot-rolled
vanadium, niobium and titanium steels, Crooks and Chilton (131) "detected no
evidence of cascade nucleation of ferrite". However, in their studies the austenite was
recrystallised prior to transformation and would therefore not be expected to display
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cascade nucleation of ferrite.

Dilieu (132) has postulated that where there is an orientation relationship
between the ferrite and the parent austenite and interface motion occurs by oriented
ledge movement; ferrite renucleation m a y therefore result from impingement with
suitably oriented subgrains.

Crosbie and Baker (133) claimed that in the cascade nucleated ferrite they
observed the ferrite grain size became smaller further away from the austenite grain
boundary. Their interpretation w a s that rapid undercooling provided enough driving
force for sequential nucleation at progressively lower temperatures. This explanation
does not however account for the occurrence of renucleation rather than rapid growth
of the existing ferrite grains.

Inagaki (134) has also observed ferrite clusters around some austenite grain
boundaries which he attributed to complex strainfieldsadjacent to the austenite
boundaries between grains exhibiting specific orientation differences prior to
deformation.

4.3.1.4 The Impingement Model

Several investigations by Cuddy (93,99,100) relating ferrite grain size to
austenite grain size have produced results such as those shown in Fig.4.22. The
ferrite grain diameter decreases with increasing reduction at a rate such that it is
approximately half of the height of the elongated austenite grains from which it forms.
It w a s inferred from this result that ferrite grains nucleate preferentially at the elongated
austenite boundaries and grow into each austenite grain until they impinge. Cuddy
m a d e n o reference to the possibility of enhanced ferrite nucleation at deformed
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austenite grain boundaries as reported by others (121-124,126-129,135).

Cuddy's

results s h o w that the d = n /2 relationship applies only to prior austenite grains

< 30|im in size. For austenite grains > 30|im in size, intragranular nucleation
occurred and prevented impingement of ferrite grains nucleated at the austenite grain
boundaries. For austenite grains > 80(im the ferrite grain diameter remained
substantially constant C u d d y concluded that there are limitations to the grain
refinement that can be achieved at high reductions and small austenite grain sizes.
Firstly, the height of elongated austenite grains is not directly equivalent to the
reduction imposed and C u d d y has derived an empirical equation for the austenite grain
height (h) for reductions > 0.5:

h = (1.17-R)dY (16)

where cL = initial austenite grain size and R is the reduction.

Secondly, the decreasing rate of grain refinement associated with increased reductions
is indicated by the convergence of austenite and ferrite grain sizes as shown in
Fig.4.22. A limiting ferrite grain size of approximately 4-5|im is also inferred from
Fig.4.23.
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4.3.2 Intragranular Nucleation

Intragranular nucleation of ferrite becomes more pronounced in coarser grained
austenite where grain boundary nucleated ferrite is insufficient to transform the entire
grain. Kozasu et al. (86) recognised the importance of intragranular nucleation sites
on grain refinement through their influence on S y . Originally, intragranular ferrite
nucleation w a s thought to occur predominantly on deformation bands. M o r e recent
investigations have indicated that a large proportion of the nucleation sites originally
identified as deformation bands are in fact deformed twin boundaries (134). Inagaki
(134) found that the density of annealing twins was increased by deformation and
recrystallisation of the austenite and that further deformation below the recrystallisation
temperature caused loss of coherency of the twin boundaries, distortion of the lattice
adjacent the boundaries and corrugation of the boundaries, thus rendering them potent
sites for ferrite nucleation.

Umemoto et al. (136) have also observed intragranular ferrite with a disk
morphology which they believed to be nucleated at deformation induced kink bands
within the austenite grains.
Other less potent sites such as second phase particles m a y also provide
intragranular nucleation sites.
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In addition to empirical equations for predicting recrystallised austenite grain
size, Sellars (104) has proposed an equation for predicting the ferrite grain size (da)

developed from equiaxed austenite of grain size (d ) at a cooling rate R (°C/min):

1/Z
d a = 11.7 + 0.14 dy + 37.7R"-1/2

(17)

Sellars admitted however, the limitations of applying such an equation to conditions
other than those specified.

Cuddy (93) has also proposed an empirical equation to predict the grain size of
ferrite transformed from heavily deformed austenite:
da = l/2( 1-17 - R) (62\ )29 (18)

Where (1.17 - R) represents the height of the elongated austenite grains, and the term
(623/o ) 2 ' 9 represents thefinalrecrystallised austenite grain size prior to elongation. R
is the total reduction below the recrystalhsation temperature and o is the flow stress in
M P a of the last rolhng pass. Once again severe restrictions apply to the use of this
equation.

Umemoto et al. (124) have produced a theoretical analysis of grain refinement,
resulting in Fig.4.24 which demonstrates the large grain refinement attained by initial
decreases in austenite grain size and initial increases in % reduction, their
progressively reduced effects and the tendency towards a limiting grain refinement
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4.3.4 Ferrite Grain Size Distributions

Although Roberts et al. (121) have proposed an explanation for the mixed ferrite
grain sizes often observed in H.S.L. A . steels, little appears to have been done to
quantify ferrite grain size distributions in commercial H.S.L.A. steels.
Shehata and B o y d (137) have stressed the detrimental effect of large ferrite
grains on fracture toughness and have investigated ferrite grain size distributions in a
H.S.L.A. steel. A n automatic image analyser was used to measure the area of ferrite
grains in the plane of polish of metallographic specimens. Frequency-size
distributions were heavily skewed to larger grain sizes and Shehata and Boyd claimed
that frequency-size distributions were biased in emphasising the more numerous small
grains. T o alleviate such bias, they determined an area fraction-size distribution from
Equations 19 and 20.

ai = (di.jMdi)^ (19)
Ai = aj/Iai

(20)

where dj is the nominal grain diameter, taken as (q)1/2
aj is the area of grains in the ith interval
and

nj is the number of grains in the ith interval.

They claimed that this type of distribution gave a better representation than the
frequency-size distribution, of grain structures containing regions of large grains.
Distributions of grains often conform to a log-normal distribution. According
to Shehata and B o y d however, the distribution they measured was not consistent with
a single log-normal distribution, but could be considered to be the s u m of two
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log-normal distributions. Although the mechanical properties of H.S.L.A. steels
depend on the grain structure in three-dimensions, measurement of grain volumes is
difficult. Shehata and B o y d have s h o w n however, that the area fraction-size
distribution closely approximated the three-dimensional volume fraction-size
distribution calculated by assuming a spherical grain shape.
It was also claimed that the numerical m e a n grain size did not adequately
characterise grain structures exhibiting a non-normal distribution of ferrite grain sizes,
as is often found in H.S.L.A. steels. Hilliard (138) has carried out an analysis of
grain size averaging methods and has proposed a number of "statistical grain
diameters" that m a y more accurately represent the mixed grain size structures often
observed in H.S.L.A. steels.

4.3.5 Hardenihilitv / Cooling Rate Effects

Solute niobium and, to a lesser extent, vanadium increase the hardenability of
austenite (131,139) by decreasing the diffusion rate of carbon in austenite and
increasing the activation energy for carbon diffusion in austenite. Thus, ferrite
formation is delayed and occurs at lower temperatures during continuous cooling,
resulting infinerpolygonal ferrite grains, provided the temperature is not sufficiently
low for the formation of acicular ferrite or bainite (140). This process is however,
complicated by other factors such as deformation, precipitation effects, steel chemistry
and forced cooling.

The influence of niobium and vanadium is larger in recrystalhsed austenite due
to the relative lack of ferrite nucleation sites. W h e n the austenite is deformed and does
not recrystalhse, ferrite formation is accelerated due to the higher driving force and
more numerous nucleation sites and this is reflected in an increase in the A r 3
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temperature. Ouchi et al. (95) have shown that A r 3 increases with increasing
deformation to an upper limit at approximately 5 0 % reduction. Beyond this limit,
niobium and vanadium have n o influence (Fig.4.25).

The precipitation of alloy carbonitrides in austenite influences Ar3 indirectly by
affecting the austenite microstructure and by reducing niobium and vanadium in
solution in the austenite. Interphase precipitation m a y also be expected to influence
ferrite growth kinetics, but there appears to be little information available on this
subject (141,142).

Other elements normally found in H.S.L.A. steels (Mn,Cr,Ni,C ) are also
k n o w n to influence the austenite to ferrite transformation. In addition to the factors
affecting ferrite transformation kinetics, the rate at which the steel cools, or, is forced
to cool through the austenite to ferrite transformation will also significantly affect grain
refinement of the ferrite. Increased cooling rates refine the polygonal ferrite grain size
provided the cooling rate is kept sufficiently high to avoid the formation of bainite
(64,143).
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T h e two major strengthening mechanisms operative in H.S.L. A. steels are grain
refinement of the ferrite and precipitation hardening of the ferrite. Despite the
abundance of research on these aspects of H.S.L. A., steels there still appears to be
three areas in which a better understanding of H.S.L. A . steels is still required.

Firstly, although the controlled rolling of H.S.L.A. steels has been extensively
researched and the behaviour of austenite during hot working has been well
characterised, details of the actual mechanism of transformation of ferrite from heavily
deformed austenite remains unclear. T h e enhanced nucleation of ferrite associated
with deformed austenite is well documented but less information is available on the
nature of the polymorphic transformation of deformed austenite. Although Cuddy has
presented strong arguments for his proposed impingement model of ferrite grain
refinement, it is clear from observations by L e B o n and co-workers (126,127), Arnin
et al. (128,129) and others (132-134) that strong grain refinement can be achieved in
austenite less heavily deformed than required by Cuddy's impingement model.
Cuddy's model m a y represent a limiting case of grain refinement, but a more complete
understanding of the transformation of deformed austenite m a y provide a path to
enhanced grain refinement.

The effect of strain-induced precipitation in austenite in retarding
recrystallisation and hence promoting grain refinement of the ferrite is well established,
as is the process of interphase precipitation strengthening of ferrite. However, the
direct influence of interphase precipitation on ferrite grain refinement by decreasing
ferrite growth rates has only been alluded to. This is an area where further
investigation is required.
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T h e third area of interest is the investigation of precipitation processes in steels
with commercial alloying levels. T h e majority of research on the phenomenon of
interphase precipitation has been based on steels more heavily alloyed than commercial
H.S.L.A. steels. Such investigations have elucidated the various precipitation
processes that can occur during or after the polymorphic transformation, but it is as yet
uncertain h o w well this information can be extrapolated to the lower alloy commercial
H.S.L.A. steels.

The aim of this investigation was therfore threefold: to elucidate more clearly,
the process of ferrite grain refinement accompanying the transformation of deformed
austenite; to investigate the possible effects of interphase precipitation directly on grain
refinement accompanying the polymorphic transformation; and to investigate in detail
precipitation processes in H.S.L.A. steels with typical commercial alloy levels and to
relate these processes to those observed and those characteric of more highly alloyed
steels.
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6.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The investigation was conducted using a series of commercially produced
vanadium, niobium and vanadium + niobium H.S.L.A. steels in the form of slab and
commercially rolled 2 - 3 m m strip, supphed by B.H.P. International - Slab and Plate
Products Division. Despite the difficulties in examining precipitate morphology in
commercial steels because of the relatively low volume fractions of precipitate, these
steels were chosen, rather than higher alloy laboratory steels, to investigate structures
developed in industrially significant steels. Ferrite morphology and precipitate
morphology were investigated in undeformed, isothermally transformed samples.
The effect of transformation from deformed austenite on ferrite morphology,
precipitate morphology and on ferrite grain refinement was investigated by means of a
series of hot rolhng tests using a laboratory rolling mill. Deformation studies were
conducted by hot rolhng to simulate actual mill practice, although multiple pass rolhng
was limited due to the nature of the mill.

Ferrite grain structures produced by laboratory hot rolling were compared to
those generated in commercial hot rolled strip. Precipitate morphology was
investigated in the commercially produced strip and in specimens aged to render the
precipitates more amenable to microstructural examination. Precipitate morphologies
generated in isothermally transformed specimens were compared to those obtained in
commercially rolled strip.

TABLE 6.1

C O M P O S I T I O N (wt.%)

STEEL

c

Mn

Ni

Cr

Mo

Al

Nb

V

N

V

.07

1.12

.02

.04

.005

.04

.005

.14

.022

Nb#l

.09

1.02

.02

.065

.005

.045

.049

.002

.018

Nb#2

.12

0.88

.02

.018

.002

.02

.026

.002

.007

V + Nb

.09

1.00

.025

.110

.005

.05

.051

.057

.012

PC

.11

1.11

.012

.02

-

.02

-

-

.006

T A B L E 6.2
Finish rolling conditions for the three commercially produced H.S.L.A. steels.

FINISH R O L L I N G T E M P .

COILING T E M P

V

915°C

590°C

V + Nb

920°C

560°C

Nb#l

895°C

610°C
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6.2 S T E E L C O M P O S I T I O N S

Four H.S.L. A. steels and one plain carbon steel were used in the investigation.
The chemical compositions of the steels are listed in Table 6.1.
For the vanadium steel, samples were taken from 3 m m hot rolled strip and from
the slab used to produce the strip. Niobium steel #1 and the niobium + vanadium
steel were supplied in the form of 2.2mm and 3 m m strip, respectively. Samples of
the plain carbon steel and niobium steel #2 were cut from ingot route slabs. Data
relevant to the samples in strip form are given in Table 6.2.

6.3 ISOTHERMAL TRANSFORMATION

Samples of the V steel, the V + Nb steel and Nb steel #2 were isothermally
transformed within the range 550°C to 850°C for the purposes of describing
approximate T T T curves for the three steels and for the investigation of ferrite and
precipitate morphologies. N b steel #2 was austenitised under a partial pressure of
argon at 1250°C for 15 mins and the V and V + N b steels at 1200°C for 15 mins prior
to isothermal transformation in salt baths maintained at the appropriate temperature.
After isothermal transformation the samples were quenched in iced brine.
Approximate T T T curves were constructed by counting a minimum of 1000 points on
partially transformed specimens.

Series 1
1200°C/15min.
1250°C/20min.

\
\
\

Single Pass
5 0 % Reduction
780°C-860°C

Hold at Temperature

| • T T ? 1

I
Series 2

1200°O15min.
1250oC/20min.
Optional 2 5 % Reduction
atll00°C

2 5 % or 5 0 % Reduction

N/VW^ 950°C
900°C
850°C

700°C

v v u
a
o o

o

N

«

H

M3

Figure 6.1 Schematic diagrams of the thermomechanical treatments for
the series 1 and series 2 samples of the V, Nb and P.C. steels
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6.4 A G E I N G

The V, V + Nb steels and Nb steel #1, in commercially produced strip form,
were subjected to ageing treatments at 600°C. For short times ( < 4 hrs ), samples
were aged in a salt bath at 600°C. For longer times ( > 4hrs < 624hr), the samples
were encapsulated under vacuum in pyrex glass tubes and aged in a muffle furnace at
600°C.

6.5 HOT DEFORMATION

The effects of deformation of austenite on ferrite morphology, precipitate
morphology and on ferrite grain refinement were examined in samples hot deformed
by single pass rolling on a 2-high, non-reversing laboratory mill.
Samples (10 x 15 x 2 0 m m ) of the V steel, N b steel #2 and plain carbon steel
were austenitised under a partial pressure of argon at 1200°C for 15mins, 1250°C for
20mins and 1200°C for 15mins respectively. The samples were then transferred
directly to a furnace at a temperature 30°C above the desired rolhng temperature,
between 780°C and 860°C for the vanadium steel and 775°C and 825°C for the plain
carbon steel and N b steel #2, until the temperature stabilised. Rolling of samples
containing embedded thermocouples indicated a temperature drop of approximately
30°C at the exit of the roll gap. For this reason the temperature of the holding furnace
prior to rolling was set 30°C above the desired rolling and holding temperature. The
samples were deformed 5 0 % in a single rolling pass prior to holding in a salt bath at
the rolhng temperature (Series 1 samples - see Fig.6.1). The progress of the ferrite
transformation was monitored from samples quenched after various holding times.
Samples used for the examination of the as-rolled austenite grain structure were
quenched within 2 seconds of rolling. For the vanadium steel only, the influence of
rolhng reduction was investigated at 810°C by single pass reductions of 1 0 % , 2 5 %

T A B L E 6.3
Series 3 - High temperature treatments for N b steel #2
prior to finishing 5 0 % at 850°C.

1

1250°C / 15min.

2

1250°C / 15min. : 25%atll00°C

3

1150°C/15min. : 2 5 % , 2 5 % at 1050°C

4

1150°C/15min. : 4 0 % , 3 0 % , 4 0 % at 1050°C

5

1100°C/15min. : 4 0 % , 3 0 % , 4 0 % at 1050°C
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and 6 5 % , as well as 5 0 % .

The effect of rolhng at higher temperatures was also investigated for the V steel,
N b steel #2 and the plain carbon steel. A similar procedure was adopted for single
pass rolhng reductions of 2 5 % and 5 0 % at 950°C, 900°C and 850°C, after
austenitisation. In this case rolhng was carried out above the A 3 temperatures and in
order to produce ferrite, samples were quenched directly into a molten salt bath at
700°C. Another set of samples was deformed 2 5 % at 1100°C after austenitisation and
before final rolling to refine the austenite grain size by recrystalhsation. After final
rolling the samples were quenched into a salt bath at 700°C and held for lOsec, 20sec,
60sec and 60mins prior to quenching to room temperature to study the progress of the
austenite to ferrite transformation (Series 2). The austenite grain structure after rolling
was examined in samples quenched within 2 seconds of rolling (Fig.6.1).
A third series of samples (15 x 20 x 3 0 m m ) of N b steel #2 were austenitised at
various temperatures and subjected to a variety of high temperature, multipass rolhng
sequences (Table 6.3) to achieve a variety of recrystallised austenite grain sizes, prior
to a final rolling reduction of 5 0 % at 850°C and isothermal holding at 700°C for lhour
to study the influence of austenite grain size on the formation of ferrite from hot rolled
austenite.

The non-reversing nature of the mill restricted the extent of multipass rolling that
could be achieved. However, limited multipass rolhng was conducted by transferring
specimens in a holding furnace from the mill exit to the mill entry. Such transfers
simulated interpass holds experienced in commercial, high temperature rolling practice.
Multipass rolhng at lower, "finishing" temperatures could not be satisfactoriaHy
reproduced. With the existing mill, single pass reductions of up to 7 0 % could be
obtained and, for the sample sizes used, the strain rate ranged from approximately 6
s"1 to 21 s"1 depending on sample size and reduction (144). These strain rates are

T A B L E 6.4

Definition of grain structure terms.

D

Arithmetic mean grain diameter.

Drm

Modal grain diameter.

Da

Mean grain diameter based on area fraction.

Drm,n

Statistical (weighted) mean grain diameter.

Range

Range of grain diameters.

Y

Skewness of distribution of grain diameters.

o

Standard deviation of grain diameters.

D„

Geometric mean grain diameter.
Geometric standard deviation of grain diameters.
First moment of a log-normal distribution of grain diameters.
Second moment of a log-normal distribution of grain diameters.

M3

Third moment of a log-normal distribution of grain diameters.

Sv

Grain boundary surface area per unit volume.

SV(Def.)

Grain boundary surface area per unit volume (deformed grains).

Li

Linear intercept grain size in the rolling direction.

Linear intercept grain size perpendicular to the rolling directio

VL,

Grain aspect ratio.

D 07

Arithmetic mean grain diameter of austenite after
austenitisation and prior to deformation.
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comparable with those of commercial rolhng practice.

6.6 METALLOGRAPHY

Ferrite morphology was assessed by optical microscopy of partially and fully
transformed specimens, polished and etched in 2.5% nital. Average ferrite grain size
was measured on polished and etched samples by a linear intercept technique both
parallel and perpendicular to the rolling direction. Ferrite grain size distributions and
weighted average grain sizes were determined by photographing randomly selected
regions and measuring sectioned grain areas with a digitising tablet linked to a
microcomputer for data acquistion and processing. Austenite grain structures were
revealed in polished sections of undeformed and deformed samples by swab etching in
saturated aqueous picral at 60°C. Measurements of austenite grain sizes were
conducted in a similar manner to that for the ferrite grains. Table 6.4 contains
definitions of the various symbols used to characterise the austenite and ferrite grain
structures.

Precipitate morphology in undeformed and deformed samples, in sections both
parallel and perpendicular to the rolling direction, was examined by electron
microscopy of thin foils using a J E O L J E M 100U transmission electron microscope
operating at 120kV. Foils were produced by jet thinning with either a solution of 5 %
perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol or a solution of 5 % perchloric acid, 2 5 % glycerol
and 7 0 % methanol at room temperature and at 8 0 V and 5 0 V respectively.
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6.7 H A R D N E S S M E A S U R E M E N T

Hardness measurements were performed on the ferrite of partially transformed
specimens using a Leitz "low load" hardness testing machine with a square pyramid,
diamond indentor and a 50g or 200g load. The size of the indentations was such that
they could be placed at least 5x the diagonal from the ferrite/martensite interface.
Hardness values reported are the average of 10 measurements.

Macro-hardness of the as-rolled and the aged samples was measured with a
Vickers hardness testing machine operating with a load of 5kg. Measurements were
conducted on samples mounted in bakelite and pohshed to a 4-8|im finish. Hardness
values reported are the average of 15 measurements per specimen.
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Partial transformation / temperature / time diagrams for the;
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Ts and T f represent the ferrite transformation start and finish
curves respectively ;and (a+Y)eq. denotes the equilibrium weight
fractions of ferrite and austenite obtained above the Ax temperature.
The subscript (def) indicates transformation start and finish
curves from deformed austenite.

(a)

Figure 7.2

Variation of ferrite morphology with isothermal transformation
temperature in the V-steel.

(a) 820°C/180 minutes (x90).
(b) 800°C/30 minutes (x90).
(c) 700°C/1 minute (x60).
(d) 600°C/1 minute (x60).
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Figure 7.3

K&flrjJfe

Ferrite morphology in the V-steel isothermally transformed at
820°C for 180 minutes (xl70).
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(c)

Figure 7.4

Ferrite grain structures in the commercially rolled H.S.L.A. steels
(xl,000).
a) V-steel.
b) V+Nb-steel.
c) Nb-steel#l.
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7.1 FERRFTE M O R P H O L O G Y

Figure 7.1 shows approximate TTT curves determined by point counting of
microstructural constituents in isothermally transformed specimens. The start of the
ferrite transformation could not be determined below approximately 750°C due to the
rapid rate of transformation. A t all temperatures investigated, ferrite nucleated first at
the prior austenite grain boundaries, and the transformation proceeded by growth of
these grain boundary aUotrimorphs into the austenite grain. S o m e isolated
intragranular nucleation of ferrite was observed at high transformation temperatures,
and the incidence of intragranular nucleation increased with decreasing transformation
temperature. A t high transformation temperatures the austenite/ferrite interfaces were
predominantly curved and the ferrite adopted an equiaxed or polygonal morphology.
A s the transformation temperature was lowered, more planar austenite/ferrite interfaces
were observed and the ferrite morphology progressed through the stages indicated in
Fig.7.2. In general, mixed morphologies were present at a particular temperature.
All of the H.S.L.A. steels and the plain carbon steel exhibited similar ferrite
morphologies. In samples of the V steel transformed above 750°C, and more often in
samples transformed above 800°C, small bulges were sometimes observed at the
austenite/ferrite interface (Fig.7.3).

The ferrite morphologies and grain size distributions arising from deformed and
undeformed austenite differed significantly and observations concerning the effect of
austenite microstructure on ferrite grain refinement are reported in Sections 7.4 and
7.5.
Typical microstructures of the commercially rolled H.S.L.A. steels are shown in
Fig.7.4. T h e ferrite grains in the V-steel tended to be larger and more equiaxed than
those in the V+Nb-steel and Nb-steel #1 which showed pronounced elongation of the
ferrite grains in the rolhng direction.

(b)
(a)

Figure 7.5

Precipitation of V(C,N) on prior austenite grain boundaries
and within the austenite grains in the V-steel isothermally
transformed at 860°C for 300 minutes.

a) BF image (x8,900).
b) Corresponding C D F image, from an {002} v c reflection
(x8,900).
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Measurements of the grain size distributions of the commercially rolled steels are
presented in Section 7.6.5 and are discussed in Section 8.7.5.

7.2 PRECIPITATE MORPHOLOGY

Observations of precipitate morphology were conducted primarily on the
0.14wt.% vanadium steel, isothermally transformed from undeformed austenite
between 600°C and 860°C and on deformed austenite between 780°C and 860°C. The
precipitate morphology in samples isothermally transformed at 600°C and 650°C has
relevance to ageing processes in commercially rolled steels and therefore is presented
in a separate section (7.3). Precipitation in austenite is covered in Section 7.2.1 and
results for precipitation in ferrite are reported in Section 7.2.2.

7.2.1 Precipitation in Austenite

V(C,N) precipitates were observed in martensitic and ferritic regions of thin
foils taken from undeformed samples, isothermally transformed above 820°C. The
particles nucleated preferentially at austenite grain boundaries and to a lesser extent
within the austenite grains. The particles were present typically in a low volume
fraction and were difficult to detect except after long holding times when the particles
had coarsened significantly (Fig.7.5). Precipitation was most pronounced at 860°C
and less extensive at lower temperatures below the nose of the C-curve for
precipitation of V(C,N) in austenite. Below approximately 820°C, precipitation of
V(C,N) in undeformed austenite was not observed.

When the austenite was deformed by rolling 50% in a single pass, extensive
precipitation of V(C,N) occurred within the austenite grains at temperatures from

Precipitation in austenite in the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at 860°C
and quenched. C D F image, from an { 0 0 2 } V Q reflection, of
precipitates in martensitic regions of the foil (x 18,000).

Precipitation in austenite in the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at 860°C,
held at 860°C for 30 minutes and quenched. C D F image, from
an {002}v c reflection, of precipitates in both martensitic and
ferritic regions of the foil (x8,300).

Figure 7.8

Figure 7.9

Precipitation in austenite in the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at 810°C,
held at 810°C for 60 minutes and quenched. C D F image, from
an {002} vc reflection, of precipitates in both martensitic and
ferritic regions of the foil (x25,000).

Precipitation in austenite in the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at 840°C,
held at 840°C for 2 minutes and quenched. C D F image, from
an {002} vc reflection, of precipitates in both martensitic and
ferritic regions of the foil (xl 8,000).

Figure 7.10

Precipitation in austenite in the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at 840°C,
held at 840°C for 20 minutes and quenched. C D F image, from
an {002} V c reflection, of precipitates in both martensitic and
ferritic regions of the foil (xl5,000).

(a)

Figure 7.11
Precipitation in austenite
the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at
860°C, held at 860°C for 30
minutes and quenched.
a) BF image of martensite
laths (xl5,000).
(b)

b) Corresponding CDF
image from the {002} V c
reflection indicated in (c)
(xl5,000).
c) Corresponding
diffraction patern close to
< 0 0 1 > a . Note that the
V(C,N) reflections are in
positions inconsistent with
the B N orientation
relationship - see Fig.7.12.
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7.12

Schematic representation of: a) <100> a , <110>vc; and
b) <lll> a , <032>vc diffraction patterns showing the
three variants of V(C,N) displaying the B N orientation
relationship with ferrite, (individual drawings to scale).

Figure 7.13

Apparently random distribution of Nb(C,N) precipitates in
ferrite in Nb-steel #1 isothermally transformed at 750°C for 15
minutes. C D F image from an { 0 0 2 } N b C reflection (x30,000).

Figure 7.14

Precipitates of V(C,N) in ferrite in the V-steel isothermally
transformed at 810°C for 180 minutes.

a) BF image of irregularly spaced, curved sheets of precipitate.
The V(C,N) particles are obscured by dislocation tangles
associated with the particles (xl 1,400).
b) Corresponding CDF image from the {002}Vc reflection
indicated by (X) in (d) (xl 1,400).
c) CDF image, from the {002}Vc reflection indicated by (Y) in
(d), corresponding to the region (a)(i) and (b)(i), and showing
V(C,N) precipitates in a second variant of the B N orientation
relationship - see Fig.7.12 (xl 1,400).
d) Corresponding diffraction pattern with a zone axis close to
< l l l > a . Comparison with Fig.7.12 shows V(C,N)
reflections consistent with multiple variants of the B N
orientation relationship.
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approximately 860°C to 810°C. Fine precipitates (approx. 3-10nm) were observed in
samples that had been quenched within approximately 2 seconds of rolling at 860°C
(Fig.7.6). O n holding for 30 minutes after rolling at 860°C the precipitates appeared
to decorate elongated dislocation cells in the austenite (Fig.7.7). After 30 minutes at
860°C the particles were approximately 3-20nm in size. Copious precipitation was
observed in samples rolled at 840°C, but precipitation appeared to diminish at the
lower temperatures of 820°C and 810°C (Fig.7.8). At 840°C samples held for 2
minutes (Fig.7.9) had an approximate size range of 3-6nm which coarsened to
approximately 4-33nm after holding for 20 minutes at 840°C (Fig.7.10). Electron
diffraction and centered darkfield( C D F ) images indicated that the V(C,N) precipitated
in austenite with a specific orientation relationship (Fig.7.11) and was not related to
ferrite by the B N orientation relationship (Fig.7.12).

7.2.2 Precipitation in Ferrite

7.2.2.1 Precipitation in Ferrite Formed from Undeformed Austenite

Precipitate dispersions varied considerably between samples, within the same
sample and even within the same grain on some occasions. In most ferrite grains
examined, where precipitates could be detected, the dispersions were typically random
in nature, as indicated in Fig.7.13. However, above approximately 810°C the
dominant precipitate dispersion that could be readily identified as interphase
precipitation appeared to be irregularly spaced, often curved rows or sheets of V(C,N)
particles (Fig.7.14). In some cases the precipitates adopted a plate morphology whilst
in others a plate morphology was not apparent. Sometimes the precipitates displayed
multiple variants of the B N orientation relationship.
At temperatures below approximately 810°C, the incidence of the previously
identified form of precipitate dispersion diminished and the dominant m o d e was

(b)

Figure 7.15

B F images of planar interphase precipitation in the V-steel.

a) Isothermally transformed at 750°C for 15 minutes (xl8,000).
b) Isothermally transformed at 780°C for 110 minutes (xl5,000).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.16

Planar interphase precipitation in Nb-steel #1 isothermally
transformed at 750°C for 15 minutes.

a) BF image (xl8,000).
b) Corresponding CDF image from a {111 }XTK~reflection
NhC
(xl8,000).

(a)

04

Precipitates in ferrite in the V-steel isothermaUy transformed at 750°C
for 15 minutes.
a) BF image of precipitate sheets (x 13,300).
b) Corresponding CDF image from a {111 }vc reflection (xl3,300).

(b)
Precipitates in ferrite in the V-steel isothermally transformed at 810°C for
180 minutes.
a) CDF image of precipitate sheets from an {002 }vr reflection
(xl 8,500).
b) Corresponding BF image (xl8,500).

,

(a)

(b)

7.19 Precipitation in the V+Nb-steel isothermally transformed at
750°C for 15 minutes.
a) BF image of precipitate sheets (xl 8,000).
b) Corresponding CDF image from an {002},v M. ,r reflection
( }
(xl8,000).
'

Figure 7.20

B F image of interphase precipitation in the V+Nb-steel
isothermally transformed at 700°C for 30 minutes (xl3,300).

Figure 7.21

Precipitate dispersions exhibiting different morphologies in
adjacent regions in the V-steel isothermally transformed at
800°C for 120 minutes. C D F image from an {002}vc
reflection showing particles in the same variant of the B N
orientation relationship in two different dispersions. Firstly,
irregularly spaced curved sheets in the upper region of the
image and secondly, regularly spaced planar sheets (as
indicated) in the lower region of the image (xl2,000).

7.22

Precipitates in ferrite in the V-steel isothermally transformed at
800°C for 120 minutes (xl8,000).

(a)

Figure 7.23

IPC-Irregular in the V-stee
deformed 5 0 % at 820°C,
held at 820°C for 30 minutes
and quenched.
a) BF image of
IPC-Irregular in a ferrite
grain surrounded by
martensite (x7,200).
(b)

b) Corresponding CDF
image from a {111}v c
reflection.
c) CDF image from a
different field ({111} V C ).
Nucleation of the particles
has clearly been associated
with the advancing
austenite/ferrite interface
(x8,300).
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Planar sheets of precipitate in ferrite in the V-steel deformed
5 0 % at 800°C, held at 800°C for 2 minutes and quenched
(xl8,000)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7-25

Sheets of V(C,N) precipitates in ferrite in the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at
780°C, held at 780°C for 1 minute and quenched.

a) BF image (xl2,000).
b) Corresponding CDF image from a {111 }vc reflection (xl2,000).
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regularly spaced, generally planar sheets of precipitate (Figs.7.15 and 7.16). Often
the precipitates showed a plate morphology and only a single variant of the B N
orientation relationship. However, even at these lower temperatures some of the
precipitate sheets displayed imperfect planarity and were often irregularly spaced
(Figs.7.17 - 7.19). In s o m e specimens the planarity, regularity and orientation of the
precipitate sheets varied from region to region within the same grain of ferrite
(Fig.7.20), while other specimens showed combinations of irregularly spaced curved
sheets and planar sheets in adjacent areas (Figs.7.14 and 7.21). Curved sheets of
particles are also shown in Fig.7.22 for a sample transformed at 800°C for 120
minutes - the V(C,N) precipitates have a pronounced plate morphology with some
arrangement into irregularly spaced, slightly curved rows.

7.2.2.2 Precipitation in Ferrite Formed from Deformed Austenite

For the case of deformed austenite, the majority of the precipitate dispersions
observed in ferrite appeared random in untilted foils, as was also observed for the
case of undeformed austenite. However, certain grains were suitably oriented so that
some dispersions could easily be identified as having formed at the austenite/ferrite
interface.
Irregularly spaced curved sheets of precipitate were still observed at the higher
transformation temperatures as shown in Fig.7.23 in which the austenite/ferrite
interface appears to have been pinned by the fine precipitates nucleated at successive
positions of the interface. Planar sheets of precipitate were still evident at the lower
transformation temperatures (Fig.7.24) although they were generally not as regular as
those observed in the undeformed samples. A large proportion of the dispersions,
although essentially planar, exhibited a degenerate sheet structure containing localised
variations in sheet spacing and sheet orientation (Fig.7.25). Specimens sometimes
showed combinations of irregularly spaced curved sheets and planar sheets of

(a)

(b)

Figure 7-26

Precipitation of V(C,N) in the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at 810°C, held
at 810°C for 2 minutes and quenched.

a) BF image (x 18,000).
b) Corresponding CDF image from an {002}vc reflection. Two
different precipitate dispersions are evident in regions A and B.
Small ledges are indicated on the planar a/a' (a/y) interface.
This interface is consistent with a {110}a plane at an angle of 60°
to the image plane. Such an obhque section probably accounts for
the poor definition of the planar sheets of precipitate in region A
(xl8,000).

(a)

Figure 7.27
Precipitation of V(C,N) in
the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at
810°C,heldat810°Cfor60
minutes and quenched.
a) BF image (xl5,000).
(b)

b) Corresponding CDF
image from the {002 }yC
reflection indicated in (c)
(xl5,000).

c) Diffraction pattern close
to <100> a and showing
V(C,N) reflections
consistent with the B N
orientation relationship - see
Fig.7.12.

(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.28

Preferential coarsening of V(C,N) precipitates lying on dislocations
m ferrite in the V-steel isothermally transformed at 810°C for 180
minutes.

a) BF image (x25,000).
b) Corresponding CDF image from an {022}
(x25,000).

vc

reflection
vc

(a)

(c)

Figure 7.29

(d)

V(C,N) precipitates in ferrite in the V-steel isothermally
transformed at 820°C for 180 minutes.

(a) BF image (x 18,000).
(b) Corresponding CDF image from the {002}vc reflection
indicated by (i) in (d) (x 18,000).
(c) Corresponding CDF image from the {002}vc reflection
indicated by (ii) in (d) (xl8,000).
(d) Corresponding diffraction pattern close to a < 111 >a zone
axis. V(C,N) reflections present are consistent with the three
variants of the B N orientation relationship - see Fig.7.12.
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Ferrite hardness versus isothermal transformation time for
the V + N b steel.
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Figure 7.32

Ferrite hardness versus isothermal transformation time
for the V-steel.
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precipitate in adjacent areas (Fig.7.26), as reported in Section 7.2.2.1
(see Figs.7.14 and 7.21). In addition, as in the case of undeformed austenite
(Section 7.2.2.1), V(C,N) precipitates were observed with a pronounced plate
morphology and some arrangement into irregular slightly curved rows (Fig.7.27).

In specimens transformed from undeformed or deformed austenite subjected to
long holding times, coarse particles appeared to be associated with dislocations in the
ferrite (Fig.7.28).

In both deformed and undeformed samples transformed at temperatures
(~> 800°C), the ferrite contained fine (5- lOnm) V(C,N) particles with an apparently

.

random distribution and in multiple variants of the B N orientation relationship
(Fig.7.29).

7.3 PRECIPITATION HARDENING IN FERRrTE

Figure 7.30 shows the influence of transformation temperature on ferrite
hardness. It is evident that ferrite hardness increases with decreasing transformation
temperature and that, in general, ferrite hardness is high in the early stages of
isothermal transformation and lower towards the end of ferrite formation.

Figures 7.31 and 7.32 show details of ferrite hardness as a function of
isothermal transformation time for the V + N b and V steels. The hardness of the
first-formed ferrite increased with decreasing transformation temperature d o w n to
650°C for both steels. O n further holding at temperature, the hardness of the ferrite
decreased. However, at 600°C the trend was reversed, the initial ferrite hardness was
lower than might be expected, but increased with holding time to a peak after
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Hardness of the commercially hot rolled H.S.L.A.
steel strip as a function of ageing time at 600°C.
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approximately 15 minutes for the V + N b steel and approximately 60 minutes for the
V-steel.

Figure 7.33 shows, superimposed on the TTT diagram for the V steel, the
approximate cooling conditions after hot rolling of the V steel strip. F r o m the diagram
it is inferred that the bulk of the austenite to ferrite transformation occurred below
approximately 740°C and above 560°C, the temperature of coiling. It is stressed that
this temperature range serves only as a rough guide as the strip cooling rate is only
approximate and the T T T curve, as well as being inappropriate for continuous coohng,
would be shifted to shorter times as a result of hot deformation of the austenite. The
shift to shorter times would probably be small however, as it is likely that the
commercial V steel recrystallised after final rolling and prior to the polymorphic
transformation. However, Fig.7.33 does indicate that a substantial proportion of the
ferrite in the V steel and also in the V + N b steel could have formed at a temperature of
around 600°C and could therefore exhibit similar ferrite and precipitate structures to
those observed in samples isothermally transformed at 600°C.

The results of ageing the commercially rolled V, V+Nb and Nb#l steels at
600°C are shown in Fig.7.34 and for the V-steel in more detail in Figs.7.35 and 7.36.
A s expected, all 3 steels exhibited a rapid increase in hardness on ageing at 600°C.
Hardness reached a peak in the V steel after approximately 110 minutes, in the V + N b
steel after approximately 50 minutes and in the N b steel after approximately 70
minutes. Detailed structure-property analysis was confined to the V steel because it
had the highest microalloy content, contained only one microalloying element and the
higher solubility of vanadium in austenite and in ferrite ensured that higher levels of
supersaturation would be obtained. In addition, examination of precipitate
morphology in isothermally transformed specimens had previously been conducted
mainly on the V steel.

Figure 7.37

Diffraction pattern (near < 1 0 0 > a zone axis) from the
commercially rolled V-steel strip. A { 0 0 2 } v c reflection
associated with the B N orientation relationship is arrowed,
together with the {002} v c Debye-Scherrer diffraction ring.

7.38

C D F image from a section of the {002}yp diffraction ring away
from positions consistent with the B N orientation relationship from the commercially rolled V-steel, aged at 600°C for 4
hours. The random nature of the particle distribution is evident
(x30,600).

7.39

Diffraction pattern showing intense {002]vc and {022}yC
Debye-Scherrer diffraction rings, from the commercially roUed
V-steel aged at 600°C for 166 hours. Double zone axis pattern
< 1 0 0 > a , <013> a .

7.40

Preferential coarsening of V(C,N) precipitate dispersions in the
commercially rolled V-steel, aged at 600°C for 765 hours.
C D F image from an {022} V £ reflection consistent with the B N
orientation relationship (x33,000).
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The ageing response detected in commercially produced steel strip on holding at
600°C indicates that transformation on continuous cooling m a y be sufficiently rapid for
supersaturated ferrite to form and that the full strengthening potential of the H.S.L.A.
steels has not been achieved in the as-rolled condition. Although m a x i m u m
strengthening occurred after approximately 110 minutes, a hardness increase was
observed for short times (< 10 minutes), and significant over-ageing was obtained
only after prolonged heating at 600°C (i.e. > 166 hours ). Spheroidisation of F e 3 C
in pearhtic regions was detected after 30 minutes at 600°C.

In commercially hot rolled samples, electron diffraction patterns of ferrite grains
with <100> zone axes showed two types of reflections from V(C,N) particles
(Fig.7.37). Firstly, diffraction spots (or peaks) were present which were consistent
with a single variant of the B N orientation relationship (Fig.7.12) and corresponded to
cases of interphase precipitation of the planar or regular curved types. Secondly,
weak Debye-Scherrer diffraction rings were observed which were indexed as
{ 0 0 2 } V C N (Fig.7.37) and { 0 2 2 } V C N . Dark field imaging of segments of these rings
revealed a small volume fraction offineglobular particles of V(C,N), of random
orientations and distributed uniformly throughout the ferrite (Fig.7.38). Although the
rings were faint and uniform in intensity after hot rolling, they increased in intensity on
ageing at 600°C. O n ageing for long times (> 166 hours), discrete reflections
developed around the rings (Fig.7.39). At still longer times (>624 hours) "random"
reflections disappeared in favour of reflections associated with the B N orientation
relationship and a typical example of such precipitate dispersions is shown in
Fig.7.40. The combination of random and orientated precipitation modes in the hot
rolled condition often occurred in different regions of the same grain.

Figure 7.41

Diffraction pattern (near <100> a zone axis) from the V-steel
isothermally transformed at 650°C for 24 hours. {002}vc and
{ 0 2 2 } v c Debye-Scherrer diffractionringsare present, as are
heavily streaked V(C,N) reflections consistent with a single
variant of the B N orientation relationship - see Fig,7.12.

7.42

Precipitation in ferrite in multiple variants of the B N orientation
relationship - the V-steel isothermally transformed at 600°C for 24
hours.
a) B F image of small and large, mutually perpendicular V(C,N)
plates consistent with {100} a habit planes (x44,000).
b) Corresponding diffraction pattern (near <100>a zone axis).
{ 0 0 2 } v c and {022}v c Debye-Scherrer diffractionringsare evident
as are heavily streaked V(C,N) reflections consistent with multiple
variants of the B N orientation relationship - see Fig.7.12.

Figure 7.43

B F image of multivariant precipitation in the V-steel
isothermally transformed at 600°C for 24 hours (x42,000).

7.44

Fine multivariant precipitation of V(C,N) in the V-steel isothermally
transformed at 600°C for 60 minutes.

a) CDF image from the faint {002}vc reflection indicated in (b) (x42,500).
b) Corresponding diffraction pattern (near <100>a zone axis)
c) CDF image from the faint {002 }vc reflection indicated in (d). These
reflections are consistent with multiple variants of the B N orientation
relationship (x42,500).
d) Corresponding diffraction pattern (near <100>a zone axis).
e) Corresponding BF image (x42,500).

(c)

Saw

(d)

(e)

O

O
O
O

(b)

o

•

V(C,N) - Variant #1

@ V(C,N) - Variant #2

O

O

O

O

o

o

0 V(C,N)-Variant #3

o

Q Additional reflections not
consistent with V(C,N)
or ferrite.

a) Diffraction pattern (near < 1 0 0 > a zone axis)
from the V-steel isothermally transformed at 650°C
for 24 hours.
b) Strong additional reflections are nearly
coincident with V(C,N) reflections as indicated by
this schematic representation of the diffraction
pattern. These additional reflections most likely
result from diffraction and double diffraction from
films of Fe30 4 on the top and bottom surfaces of the
foil - see Section 7.3.
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In specimens isothermally transformed at 650°C, diffraction patterns of ferrite
grains displaying a <100> zone axis revealed two types of reflections from V(C,N)
particles. Firstly, reflections were observed in positions consistent with a single
variant of the B N orientation relationship (Fig.7.12). Secondly, diffraction rings
were present which were indexed as { 0 0 2 } V C N and { 0 2 2 } V C N . Although both the
rings and the spot pattern were present (Fig.7.41) the relative intensities varied from
grain to grain. These types of diffraction effects were similar to those observed in
aged specimens of the commercially rolled steel. In diffraction patterns from samples
transformed at 600°C the V ( C , N )ringswere less intense and were clearly visible only
in samples held for times ^ 2 4 hours at temperature. Furthermore, V(C,N) diffraction
spots were observed in positions consistent with multiple variants of the B N
orientation relationship (Fig.7.42). Typical V(C,N) precipitate dispersions associated
with multiple variants of the B N orientation relationship are also shown in
Figs.7.43 and 7.44.

A complicating factor arose in the analysis of some diffraction patterns due to
the presence of a thin epitaxial surface film of iron oxide. This film contributes to the
selected area diffraction pattern and for particular combinations of variants between the
V(C,N) and ferrite and the oxide and ferrite, reflections from the iron oxide and the
V(C,N) m a y be superimposed (145,146) (Fig.7.45), causing difficulties in indexing
of the diffraction patterns.

Figure 7.46

Optical micrograph showing the start of recrystalhsation of
austenite - plain carbon steel deformed 5 0 % at 800°C, held
at 800°C for 20 seconds and quenched (xl20).

Figure 7.47

Optical micrograph showing extensive recrystalhsation of
austenite - plain carbon steel deformed 5 0 % at 825°C, held
at 825°C for 60 seconds and quenched (xl20).
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7.4 A U S T E N I T E M I C R O S T R U C T U R E

The wide range of deformation conditions examined resulted in a variety of
austenite microstructures in samples quenched immediately after rolhng. S o m e
samples exhibited a completely recrystallised austenite grain structure, some remained
completely unrecrystallised and others revealed partially recrystallised structures.
These variations in austenite structure significantly affected the ferrite grain structures
generated during transformation and this factor is discussed further in Sections 7.5.1
and 7.5.2.

No recrystallisation was observed in specimens of Nb-steel #2 which were

austenitised ( T)Qy =221 (im), reduced 50% at temperatures in the range, 825°C to
775°C and quenched within 2 sec. of rolhng.

The plain carbon steel, reduced 50% at 775°C after austenitisation

(D y= 183|0.m) also showed no evidence of recrystallisation immediately after
rolling. A t 800°C there was no indication of recrystallisation immediately after
rolling, but recrystallisation had started after holding at 800°C for 20 sec. (Fig.7.46).
Recrystalhsation was detected within 2 sec. of rolhng at 825 °C and was more than
5 0 % complete after holding for 60 sec. (Fig.7.47).

For the V steel (Doy = 150^im), reduced 50% at 780°C, 800°C, 810°C and
820°C there was no indication of recrystallisation within 2 sec. of rolling, or of
recrystallisation occurring before transformation to ferrite.

TABLE 7.1
Grain size data for austenite prior to final reduction at 950°C,900°C and 850°C.

1

S T E E L and T R E A T M E N T

|

V-Steel

1200°C/15min.

I

V-Steel

1200°C/15min
2 5 % reduction at 1100°C

I

Nb-Steel #2

1250°C/20mm.

1

Nb-Steel #2

1250°C/20min.
2 5 % reduction at 1100°C

I

P.C. Steel

1200°C/15min.

I

P.C. Steel

1200°C/15min.
2 5 % reduction at 1100°C

Y

D

oY

1

150.0

86.3

129.3

70.2

47.9

604.5

221.0

142.0

365.7

58.8

45.0

605.3

183.0

98.5

227.1

85.6

51.9

512.9

STEEL/ %FREDEFOEMATK>N/ % PINAL DEFORMATION

950 900 850 " 950 900 850 " 950 900 850
FINAL ROLLING TEMPERATURE (°C)

Figure 7.48

Extent of recrystallisation of the V-steel (V), the plain
carbon steel (PC) and Nb-steel #2 (Nb) after 2 5 % and 5 0 %
deformation at 950°C, 900°C and 850°C, with and without,
a 2 5 % predeformation at 1100°C. The % recrystallisation
of austenite was determined by measurement of samples
quenched immediately after rolling.
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At higher temperatures, between 850°C and 950°C, the V , N b and PC-steels
showed an increased tendency for recrystallisation. The three steels were rolled either
2 5 % or 5 0 % at 850°C, 900°C and 950°C and quenched immediately after rolhng.
T w o different starting grain sizes were generated by reheating to 1200°C or 1250°C,
with and without a 2 5 % reduction at 1100°C prior tofinalrolhng. These data are
presented in Table 7.1. The mean prior austenite grain size in the N b steel was
reduced from 221 |im to 58.8 |im, the V steel from 150 [im to 70.2 |im and the plain
carbon steel from 183 |j.m to 85.6 p m by the 2 5 % pre-reduction at 1100°C, but the
distributions became more skewed (see y values in Table 7.1), a factor discussed
further in Section 7.6. Figure 7.48 shows the extent of recrystallisation immediately
after the final rolling pass in the three steels.

7.5 FERRITE GRAIN REFINEMENT

7.5.1 Effect of Finish Rolling < A2 f~<860°C)

Using the Series 1 samples (see Section 6.5) and, in particular the V-steel, an
attempt was m a d e to ascertain the effect of low temperature rolling on ferrite grain
refinement Austenitisation of the vanadium steel at 1200°C prior to hot rolling
ensured that vanadium was totally in solution and produced coarse austenite grains

(D = 150 Jim). No dynamic recrystallisation occurred during hot rolling (50%) in
the range 780°C to 820°C and no static recrystalhsation occurred on holding
isothermally prior to or during the transformation to ferrite.

Figure 7.49

Deformed ferrite in the V-steel deformed 5 0 % at 780°C, held at
780°C for 1 minute and quenched (x200).

Figure 7.50

Bulges in austenite grain boundaries in the V-steel deformed
5 0 % at 860°C: (a) quenched immediately, and (b) quenched
after holding for 5 minutes at 860°C (x425).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.51

Ferrite grain structures in the V-steel (xlOO).

a) Undeformed, 810°C/15 minutes.
b) Deformed 50% at 810°C and quenched.
c) Deformed 50% at 810°C, held at 810°C for 6 minutes and quenched.
d) Deformed 50% at 810°C, held at 810°C for 60 minutes and quenched.

(c)

(d)
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Figure 7.1(a) shows partial T T T curves for transformation to ferrite in both the
undeformed and 5 0 % deformed austenite for the V steel. The polymorphic
transformation was greatly accelerated by the rolling deformation and except at
temperatures close to 860°C, some grain boundary ferrite was formed immediately
after rolling before quenching could be effected. Below approximately 800°C, the
transformation was sufficiently rapid for ferrite to form in the roll gap resulting in
deformation of grain boundary ferrite, as indicated in Fig.7.49.

Deformation also accelerated the precipitation of V(C,N) in austenite, and arrays
of particles outlining the deformation sub-structure of the austenite were observed in
T E M foils of ferrite and of martensite formed from austenite on quenching
(Figs.7.6 and 7.10). A s reported in Section 7.2.1 precipitation of V(C,N) in
austenite occurred copiously at higher temperatures and less profusely and with a
smaller particle size as the temperature decreased to 810°C. Grain boundary bulging
as reported by Roberts et al. (121) was observed in the present steel on quenching
immediately after rolhng at 860°C (Fig.7.50).

Figures 7.51(b-d) show ferrite formed on holding isothermally for 0, 6 and 60
minutes respectively, after 5 0 % reduction at 810°C. The ferrite grains were several
orders of magnitude smaller than those formed in undeformed austenite at the same
temperature (Fig.7.51(a)), and nucleated preferentially at grain and twin boundaries in
the austenite.

T A B L E 7.2
Arithmetic mean ferrite grain size for the Series 2 samples.

TREATMENT
G R A I N SIZE
i

| Predef. (%) Final Def.
| (1100°C)
(%)

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
I
I
1
1

I
1
1
1
1
1
1

V-steel

|
1
1
1
1
1
1

Temperature

o
o
o
o
o
o

25
25
25
50
50
50

950°C
900°C
850°C
950°C
900°C
850°C

10.3
9.4
9.7
8.5
9.4
8.6

25
25
25
25
25
25

50
50
50
25
25
25

950°C
900°C
850°C
950°C
900°C
850°C

10.6
8.4
8.7
8.1
8.0
7.3

950°C
900°C
850°C
950°C
900°C
850°C

9.6
9.8
10.2
11.2
7.9
8.0

1
1

1
!

o
0

1
1
1

1
1
I
1

o
o
o
o

25
25
25
50
50
50

25
25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
50
50
50

950°C
900°C
850°C
950°C
900°C
850°C

10.3
9.9
9.8
8.1
6.9
7.3

1

0

1
1
I
1
1

o
o
o
o
o

25
25
25
50
50
50

950°C
900°C
850°C
950°C
900°C
850°C

12.4
11.3
11.4
12.7
10.8
9.5

25
25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
50
50
50

950°C
900°C
850°C
950°C
900°C
850°C

12.1
12.2
10.6
11.1
8.9
9.2

I Nb-steel #2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
PC-steel
1
!
1

|
1
1
!
1
1
1

|
1
I
1
|
1
I

|
|

|

:

i
|
|
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7.5.2 Effect of Finish Rolling > A 3 < 950°C

Finishing at temperatures above the A3 temperature required quenching in a salt
bath at 700°C to effect transformation to ferrite (Series 2 samples - see Section 6.5).
Ferrite grain size information was obtained from samples of V , N b # 2 and P C steels,
isothermally transformed at 700°C for 60 minutes after rolling 2 5 % or 5 0 % between
850°C and 950°C. M e a n grain sizes were determined by measuring grain areas in
two-dimensional sections and converting these to equivalent circle diameters.
Arithmetic mean diameters are listed in Table 7.2 with a more complete tabulation of
grain size data in Appendix A.

7.6 AUSTENITE AND FERRITE GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

7.6.1 Measurement and Analysis of Grain Size Distributions

The distribution information obtained was the distribution of grain intercept
areas in a two-dimensional section and these data were converted to the distribution of
equivalent circle diameters. The more complex problem of determining the spatial
distribution of grain diameters was not attempted, as it was assumed that the
distribution of equivalent circle diameters reflected the true grain size variation in a
given sample and the relative variation between samples. Support for the validity of
this assumption is provided by the analysis of Shehata and B o y d (137).

The measured discrete distributions of grain sizes in both the austenite and
ferrite were skewed. Without making any assumptions about the form of the
distributions, a skewness factor yean be calculated using the following equations
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where D is the arithmetic mean diameter, N j is the number of grains in the interval

represented by diameter Dj, and o is the standard deviation.

For a distribution which is symmetrical about the mean, y = 0; and for an
asymmetrical distribution, y is positive or negative depending on the sense of skew.

In the present case the skew was positive, having a pronounced tail which extended to
larger grain sizes than the mean.
Grain and particle size distributions often conform closely to a log-normal form
which can be characterised in terms of the quantities: D g - the geometric mean; o g
the geometric standard deviation; and \iv p^ and u^ - the first, second and third
central moments. These quantities can be calculated from the following equations
(148).
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log D
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Hx = exp( lnDg + 0.51n2ag) (26)
^2 = exp(21nDg + 21n2og) (27)
\u = exp(31nD_ + 4.51n2a ) (28)
5

g

The three moments \iv |i2 and ^ are related respectively to the average size, the
deviation from the average and the skewness (148).

Log-normality of distribution data can be readily confirmed by the linearity of a
plot of cumulative frequency and logD. However, since the log-normal form is
bounded by zero and infinity, real size distributions which have upper and lower size
limits are likely to conform imperfectly with a simple log-normal distribution,
particularly for small and large diameters (149). This situation proved to be the case
for the present data.

T A B L E 7.3
Grain size distributions and structural data for austenite.

1

T R E A T M E N T (see Table 6.3)

I PARAMETER

1

#3

|

#4

1

#5

|

#1

#2

238.3

35.3

27.4

14.5

12.7

O"

123

40

21

11

10

|

| Range (\im)

51-610

3-192

3-158

2-55

2-47

|

1

D(|im)

1

1

D m (urn)

1

175

7

12

4

4

I

7

61

692

670

397

328

|

1

D g (urn)

207

21

21

10.7

9.5

|

1

Hi

241

35.0

28.0

14.0

12.8

|

1

\i2 (xlo3)

79

3.6

1.4

0.42

0.30

|

1

^3 (xl°5)

35

10.7

1.3

0.23

0.12

|

1

D a Qim)

359.7

111.6

60.8

29.2

25.9

|

I (S v )(mm- 1 )

11.2

35.9

68.8

135.4

151.7 |

1 (Sv(Def.))(mm"1)

15.7

50.0

95.8

188.6

211.3 |

1
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7.6.2 Grain Size Distributions in Austenite

Analysis of austenite grain size distributions was carried out for Nb-steel #2
(Series 3 samples - Section 6.5). In order to generate different m e a n grain sizes in
the austenite prior to the final reduction of 5 0 % at 850°C, various reheat temperatures
and rolling sequences were used, Table 6.3. In each case samples were quenched
prior to the 5 0 % reduction at 850°C to determine the grain size distribution in the
austenite.

The austenite grain sizes were not normally distributed but were, to varying
degrees, skewed to higher grain sizes than the mean. For Treatment 1 (reheating to
1250°C for 15 mins) the grains were coarse (D = 238jum, Sv = 11.2mm-1) and the
distribution had a comparatively low index of skewness (y = 61), Table 7.3.
However, recrystallisation rolling following the 1250°C reheat (Treatment 2) resulted
in both grain refinement (D = 35.3u,m) and a pronounced increase in skewness
(y = 692). Further recrystallisation rolling (Treatments 3, 4 and 5) decreased the
average austenite grain size and the distributions became less skewed (Table 7.3).

7.6.3 Grain Size Distributions in Ferrite

Following the thermomechanical treatments listed in Table 6.3, the samples
were reduced 5 0 % at 850°C, prior to isothermal transformation to ferrite and pearlite at
700°C.

The surface area of grain boundary per unit volume for the deformed austenite
(S v ( D e f \), was calculated assuming plane strain rolling conditions (Table 7.3). S v is
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7.52 Approximate continuous grain size-frequency
distributions for ferrite formed at 7 0 0 ° C f r o m
austenite rolled 5 0 % at 850°C. T h e m e a n prior
austenite grain sizes are indicated.
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Reproduction of Fig.7.52 with the inclusion of
approximate continuous grain size-frequency
distributions for ferrite in the commercially rolled
steels.

T A B L E 7.4
Ferrite grain size distribution data.

T R E A T M E N T (see Table 6.3)
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#2

|

1

#3
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|

1

£>oy(nm)

238.3

35.3

27.4

14.5

12.7

|

1

IMpm)

9.62
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4.99
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!

1

<*
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5.56
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|

| Range (|xm)

1.1-54.1

1.1 - 32.2

0.9-19.1

0.9 - 16.8

1.1 -15.5 |

1 D m (^m>

2.5

3.5

2.5

3.5

3.5

|

1

7

770

546
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417
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|

1

D g (jim)

7.21

6.17

4.69

4.26

4.19

|

1

D a (l^m)

22.70

15.70

10.30

7.80

7.34

|

|

1
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perhaps the single most relevant quantity in terms of the subsequent transformation to
ferrite, because of the strong nucleating effect of high angle boundaries. The
calculated values neglect the contributions by deformation bands and twin boundaries
which become incoherent during deformation (134). However, grain boundary
nucleation is expected to be dominant and, furthermore, as the reduction was constant,
the omission of a contribution by twin boundaries and deformation bands is unlikely to
affect sample to sample trends.

Approximate continuous grain size-frequency distributions for the ferrite are
shown in Fig.7.52 and characteristic quantities of the distribution are listed in
Table 7.4.

7.6.4 Statistical Diameters

Hilliard (138) has developed the following general equation for determining the
average diameter in terms of different methods of weighting:
_U(m-n)

D
m,n

(29)

where the indices m and n determine the type of average and, in general, the diameter
D^JJ increases as the sum of m and n increases (148). D 1 0 , D 2 1 , D 3 2 and D 4 3
correspond respectively to diameters weighted in terms of number, length, surface area
and volume. D 3 2 can be regarded as the diameter of grains of constant size having
the same total grain boundary area per unit volume as the actual grain distribution. All

grain size distributions with the same value of D3 2, will have the same Sv (148).
D 3 0 is the diameter of grains of constant size having the same number of grains per

T A B L E 7.5
Statistical diameters for austenite and ferrite - (|im).
T R E A T M E N T (see Table 6.3)
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35.3
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301.6
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a

Y

a

Y
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10.30
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lD4,3

402
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12.13
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8.34
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15.08
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11.30

41.5

8.01

21.3

6.30

18.8
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lD3,l

328.1

18.88

99.8

13.57
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TABLE 7.6
Ferrite grain size distribution data for the commercially rolled steels.

1 PARAMETER

V-steel

V+Nb-steel

|

Nb-steel #1

1

D (M-m)

3.58

2.47

2.33

1

a

2.86

1.66

2.84

|

Range (|im)

0.4 - 13.5

0.4 - 8.7

0.3 - 9.9

1 om (m)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1

Dg

2.56

1.97

1.80

1

Y

449

451

511

1

D a (nm)

7.55

4.63

4.72

1

L t fa™)

2.99

1.83

1.61

1

Li (M*n)

3.49

3.47

2.70

1.17

1.90

1.68

|

(Mm)

VLt
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unit volume and D 3 x is the diameter of grains of constant size having the same

number of areal intercepts per unit area as the actual grain distribution. Equation 29
*

applies to distributions of true grain diameters, but for the purposes of the present
work, the distribution of diameters in the two-dimensional section has been assumed
to correspond to the distribution of true diameters. Calculated statistical diameters
austenite and ferrite are given in Table 7.5.

7.6.5 Grain Size Distributions in Commercially Hot-Roiled

Microalloyed Steels

Ferrite grain size distribution information for the three steels is listed in Table
7.6 and the approximate continuous grain size-frequency distributions for the ferrite
are shown in Fig.7.53.
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CHAPTER 8
DISCUSSION
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8.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Basic information on ferrite and precipitate morphologies in the commercial
H.S.L.A. steels was obtained for isothermally transformed samples of the V-steel, the
V+Nb-steel and Nb-steel #1. Variations in ferrite morphology with transformation
temperature were observed and recorded and are compared with observations of other
investigators reported in the literature (Section 8.2). Similarly, precipitation
processes accompanying the transformation of undeformed austenite are characterised
and compared in Section 8.3. The relevance of existing precipitation models to low
alloy, commercial H.S.L.A. steels is also discussed in Section 8.3.
W h e n transformation occurs from deformed austenite, both ferrite morphology
and precipitate morphology are affected. The influence of deformation on precipitate
morphology is discussed in Section 8.3.3, whereas the formation of ferrite from
deformed austenite, which has implications with respect to ferrite grain refinement, is
analysed in Sections 8.6 and 8.7.
Dispersion hardening of ferrite is one of the two major strengthening
mechanisms operative in H.S.L. A. steels. Section 8.4 concentrates on precipitation
processes in the commercial V-steel, isothermally transformed at 600°C and 650°C and
on the commercially rolled V-steel, V+Nb-steel and Nb-steel #1, aged at 600°C.
Discussion of these results has been combined to provide a clearer understanding of
precipitation processes occurring in commercial H.S.L.A. steels and their influence on
dispersion strengthening of ferrite.
Thefinalpart of the discussion covers the second major strengthening
mechanism in H.S.L.A. steels, that of ferrite grain refinement. Sections 8.5 and 8.6
deal with grain refinement accompanying the polymorphic transformation in laboratory
rolled samples (V-steel, Nb-steel #2 and the plain carbon steel).
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The discussion includes the state of the austenite prior to transformation (Section 8.5),
the manner in which grain refinement is achieved and possible implications of
precipitation processes, in austenite and at the austenite/ferrite interface, in enhancing
grain refinement T h e information gained from the laboratory rolled steels is
combined with observations of precipitate and grain morphology in the commercially
rolled steels in an attempt to elucidate the mechanism of grain refinement in commercial
H.S.L.A. steels.

Section 8.7 covers observations of austenite and ferrite grain size distributions
in the commercially rolled steels. Information gained from such measurements
provides support for proposals m a d e concerning ferrite grain refinement
accompanying the polymorphic transformation (Section 8.6). Relationships between
the austenite and ferrite grain size distributions are analysed in Section 8.7.4 and
comparisons are m a d e in Section 8.7.5 between ferrite grain size distributions in
laboratory and commercially rolled samples to clarify grain refinement mechanisms
operative in commercial H.S.L.A. steels.

8.2 FERRITE MORPHOLOGY

The ferrite morphologies in the isothermally transformed vanadium, niobium
and plain carbon steel specimens were found to vary in a similar w a y with
transformation temperature and were in general agreement with previously reported
trends (36). At higher transformation temperatures the ferrite displayed a polygonal
morphology consistent with growth of roughly equiaxed grains, indicating the
prevalence of incoherent austenite/ferrite interface migration. A s the transformation
temperature was reduced the incidence of planar austenite/ferrite interfaces increased,
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resulting in faceted ferrite, Widmanstatten ferrite and finally, acicular or bainitic ferrite
- a sequence which is also consistent with previous reports. T h e dislocation density
of the Widmanstatten and acicular ferrite was typically m u c h higher than that of ferrite
formed at higher temperatures. A t high transformation temperatures, small bulges
were sometimes observed at the austenite/ferrite interface (Fig.7.3). A s the size of
these bulges is m u c h larger than the interparticle spacings of interphase precipitates
observed in these samples it is possible that they result from strong interface pinning
by clusters of IPC-Irregular precipitates formed at the interface. Further
investigations are required to assess the extent of interface bulging and to clarify the
cause.

The ferrite grain size in the commercial H.S.L.A. steels was much finer than
those generated by any of the experimental rolling schedules employed. This was not
unexpected as the total reductions obtained in the commercial rolhng sequence were
much greater than those that could be achieved in the laboratory mill. The ferrite
grains in commercially rolled samples of Nb-steel #1 and the V+Nb-steel showed
significant elongation in the rolling direction whereas the V-steel displayed grains with
a more equiaxed morphology, see Table 7.6. This difference in morphology is
probably due to a difference in the structure of the austenite prior to the polymorphic
transformation. For the finish rolling temperatures involved (~900°C - Table 6.2)
the V-steel was probably fully recrystallised after rolhng and prior to the polymorphic
transformation. For the V+Nb-steel and Nb-steel #1, the ferrite probably formed
from deformed austenite. Transformation from elongated austenite grains could have
induced the observed grain shape anisotropy. Elongated grains could result from
impingement of ferrite grains nucleated at adjacent austenite grain boundaries, but this
model would require that the nucleation frequency at the deformed austenite grain
boundaries is small so that the distance between nucleation sites is large compared to
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Figure 8.1

Schematic diagram showing a possible means for the
formation of elongated ferrite grains from heavily
deformed austenite.
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the height of the flattened austenite grain (Fig.8.1). Such low grain boundary
nucleation frequencies are not observed for heavily deformed austenite. It is more
likely that the ferrite grain shape anisotropy results from pinning and restricted growth
of austenite/ferrite interfaces parallel to the rolling plane due to precipitation along
elongated subgrain boundaries in the deformed austenite - see Section 8.7.5.

8.3 PRECIPITATE MORPHOLOGY

This section is concerned with the morphologies of carbonitride precipitates, and
in particular V(C,N), in both austenite and ferrite. Precipitates in austenite are
considered which formed both from recrystallised and unrecrystallised (deformed)
austenite.

8.3.1 Precipitation in Austenite

Precipitation of V(C,N) from undeformed austenite was only detected after long
holdingtimes,which is consistent with reports in the literature of low rates of
precipitation in undeformed austenite (20,108). Precipitation was more extensive at
860°C than at lower temperatures, in agreement with the expected position of the nose
of the V(C,N) C-curve in austenite at approximately 870°C (21). Precipitation
occurred to a limited extent within the austenite grains and preferentially at the prior
austenite grain boundaries where the particles coarsened rapidly. At lower
temperatures, around 820°C, precipitation was limited due to low diffusion rates below
the nose of the C-curve and to the reduced time for precipitation because of the higher
rate of ferrite formation at 820°C compared to 860°C.
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Deformation of the austenite by a single pass, 5 0 % rolling reduction accelerated
precipitation of V ( C , N ) , as reported by others (17-21,26,27,30). The precipitate was
more copious and finer than that in the undeformed austenite at the same temperature,
and exhibited a distribution which indicated that nucleation occurred on the
deformation sub-structure of the austenite, often on what appeared to be an elongated
dislocation cell structure (Figs.7.6-7.10). Comparison of Fig.7.11 (c) and Fig.7.12
indicates that the precipitates formed in austenite do not exhibit the B N orientation
relationship characteristic of precipitation of V(C,N) and Nb(C,N) in ferrite. In
general, centered darkfield( C D F ) images of the particles showed them to be
spherical, not the plate shape characteristic of V(C,N) formed in ferrite. This globular
particle shape m a y be the result of more rapid diffusion accompanying growth at the
higher temperatures and, in deformed austenite, the result of curvature of the austenite
lattice orientation in the dislocation cell walls where the precipitates nucleate.
Furthermore, a plate morphology might not be favoured as the precipitate forms with a
cube/cube orientation relationship with the austenite and, since lattice mismatch is the
same in all directions, there will be no favoured plane of lattice matching (Table 3.1).

Precipitates formed in the austenite are inherited by the ferrite during the
austenite to ferrite transformation and it is generally accepted that such particles have
negligible effect on the strength of the ferrite (77). This lack of effectiveness results
from rapid coarsening of these particles at their formation temperature to a size which
produces minimal dispersion hardening. A second consideration is that the particles
are incoherent in the ferrite and therefore will have a reduced effect compared to
coherent precipitates which form in the ferrite.

The results of this investigation show that fine precipitates (3-10nm) of V(C,N)
can form on the sub-structure of unrecrystallised austenite as a result of deformation
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and holding at temperatures just above A 3 (the equilibrium transformation
temperature). These particles can be expected to influence the austenite/ferrite
interface mobility, in a w a y similar to their retarding effect on austenite
recrystallisation. This factor does not appear to have been previously investigated and
is discussed further in Section 8.7.

8.3.2 Precipitation in Ferrite

In Section 7.2.2 the observations of precipitation in ferrite were separated on the
basis of whether the ferrite had formed from undeformed or deformed austenite.
However, the following discussion of precipitate morphology in ferrite is based on
general observations of ferrite formed from undeformed and deformed austenite
(Sections 7.2.2.1 - 7.2.2.2) and comparisons of precipitate morphologies in ferrite
formed from undeformed and deformed austenite are m a d e Section 8.3.3.

Observations of thin foils indicated that there was a significant variation in
precipitate morphology within the same specimen and often within the same grain.
The majority of grains in which precipitates could be detected exhibited an apparently
random distribution of particles (Fig.7.13). Large numbers of ferrite grains had to be
examined in untilted foils to find grains favourably oriented so that the precipitate sheet
morphology characteristic of interphase precipitation could be observed .

*

M o s t electron microscopic observations were m a d e on untilted foils because of

the necessity of making major b e a mtiltadjustments (magnetic corrections) after tilting
the samples.

Beam
Direction

I
Precipitate Sheets
Obscured.

Precipitate Sheets
Evident.

2

Diagram indicating h o w for certain grain orientations,
precipitate sheets can appear as a random distribution of
particles in untilted foils.
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A sheet morphology can readily appear to be a random dispersion in untilted
foils as a consequence of the grain orientation and Fig.8.2 indicates that only for
certain foil orientations will the sheet morphology be obvious. The angle over which
precipitate sheets can be identified depends on the sheet spacing and the foil thickness
(Appendix B ) . H o n e y c o m b e and co-workers (8) have measured sheet spacings of
5 n m to 30nm. In the present investigation sheet spacings of approximately 1 5 n m to
150nm were observed. Thus for a nominal foil thickness of 150nm, coarse sheet
dispersions with a spacing of 150nm will be evident over a large range of foil
orientations, whereas for sheet spacings of 1 5 n m the sheet morphology will only be
readily apparent w h e n the sheet plane is at an angle of between 84° - 96° to the foil
surface (Appendix B ) .

8.3.2.1 Interphase Precipitation Curved-Irregular

Precipitate dispersions were observed which showed similar characteristics to
those of IPC-Irregular, e.g. Figs.7.14,7.21 and 7.23. The precipitate particles were
in the form of irregularly spaced, curved sheets. This m o d e is characteristic of
precipitation at an incoherent austenite/ferrite interface where the interface is solute
retarded and is repeatedly pinned by solute accumulation and precipitation. The
particles coarsen and the interface breaks free and migrates normal to itself until
sufficient solute is accumulated for the interface to be again halted and for precipitation
to occur. Figure 7.23 shows the pinning effect of this form of precipitation on an
incoherent austenite/ferrite interface. In localised regions along the incoherent
austenite/ferrite interface, as observed in high magnification T E M images, the
precipitates display a single dominant variant of the B N orientation relationship
(Figs.6.14 and 6.23). However, it would be expected that as the orientation of the
incoherent interface changes on a larger scale, so too would the particular variant of the
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B N orientation relationship adopted.

8.3.2.2 Interphase Precipitation Planar

Precipitate dispersions were observed which appeared to have formed in
accordance with the planar interphase precipitation model (see for example
Figs.7.15,7.18,7.20,7.24 and 7.26). In these cases the sheets were regularly
spaced and generally planar, consistent with precipitation at a planar semicoherent
austenite/ferrite interface. Figure 7.26 clearly demonstrates the planar nature of the
austenite/ferrite interface associated with this m o d e of precipitation. T h e precipitates
were uniform in size and B F and C D F images (e.g. Figs.7.15 and 7.18) indicated
that the precipitates had a single dominant variant of the B N orientation relationship.
However, a single variant was not invariably adopted and Fig.7.15 shows that small
numbers of particles of other variants can be present. Figure 7.20 demonstrates
alignment of the precipitate sheets parallel to the former austenite/ferrite interface and
implies that the sheets nucleated at the interface. However, the changes in orientation
of the precipitate sheets within the single grain of ferrite shown in Fig.7.20 indicate
that regularly spaced precipitate sheets need not necessarily be formed at planar,
semicoherent { 1 1 0 } a interfaces. A t least some of the planar precipitate layers in this
case must have formed at an incoherent interface. A possible mechanism for regularly
spaced layers formed at an incoherent interface has been discussed by Ricks et al.
(24,47), (see Section 3.3.1.4).
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8.3.2.3 Interphase Precipitation Curved-Regular

In addition to the IPP dispersions observed, a large number of observations
revealed precipitation in regularly spaced, non-planar sheets (see for example
Figs.7.17 and 7.19). These dispersions are similar in appearance to those generated
by the "quasi-ledge" model (IPC-Regular)(24,47). It is evident from Figs.7.17 and
7.25 that the sheet structure in such cases is m u c h less regular than that of IPP,
although there is still one dominant variant of the B N orientation relationship in any
given region.

Although Ricks et al. (24,47) proposed their quasi-ledge model to account for
this type of precipitation, the commercial steels used in the present investigation, as
opposed to the higher alloy experimental steels generally studied by the Honeycombe
group, have considerably lower volume fractions of carbide precipitates. A s a result,
periodic precipitation at the incoherent austenite/ferrite interface should be less effective
in prolonged pinning of the interface against advancement normal to itself.
Quasi-ledges would thus not be expected to be required for continued growth of the
ferrite. A n alternative mechanism is provided by the IPC-Irregular model: solute
accumulation results in periodic precipitation and pinning with the interface sweeping
through a similar volume of austenite each time it is unpinned, before it accumulates
the required quantity of solute to temporarily halt its migration, thus resulting in fairly
regularly spaced sheets of precipitate. T h e essential difference between this "regular"
dispersion and the IPC-Irregular m o d e (Section 8.3.2.1) could simply be a function of
the temperature of formation. A t higher temperatures and higher solubilities of
V(C,N) in both austenite and ferrite, larger and less regular distances are swept out
before precipitation takes place.

Y
Carbide

a

8.3

Precipitation of carbide at an austenite/ferrite interface in solute
rich regions adjacent to the interface and on a specific {001 } a
plane (a) without and (b) with puckering of the interface.
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8.3.2.4 Habit Planes

Although one of the major characteristics of interphase precipitation of V(C,N)
and Nb(C,N) at both coherent and incoherent interfaces is the adoption of a single
dominant variant of the B N orientation relationship, a detailed explanation is lacking.
Reasons given are somewhat general and obscure e.g. "to reduce interface energy" (8)
and "to maximise diffusion"(8). These two criteria could be met, as indicated in
Fig.8.3, by the development of the carbonitride nucleus in the austenite/ferrite interface
with localised bowing or "puckering" of the semicoherent or incoherent interface to
maintain continuity. Such an arrangement could reduce the total boundary surface
energy even though the austenite/ferrite interface is required to b o w slightly, because
the increase in grain boundary energy due to bowing m a y be offset by the elimination
of half of the semicoherent ferrite/carbide interface associated with the broad face of
the particle. This configuration also satisfies the second criterion by exposing a large
area of the carbide to the austenite, where solute concentrations are high.

The relevance of Fig.8.3 will be considered in relation to a coherent and an
incoherent austenite/ferrite interface.
For a coherent/semi-coherent interface the K S orientation relationship is implied
with the interface plane corresponding to { 1 1 0 } a || {111 } y . T w o of the carbonitride
variants have habit planes at 45° to this interface and the third is at 90°. Assuming no
interface puckering (Fig.8.3(a)), the 45° variants display a W 2 l l } Y ( C N ) interface
plane which is ~ 10° from {111}V(CN) and is parallel to {111} y. For the 90° variant,
the carbonitride/austenite interface plane is {010}V(CN) || {lll>r In neither case is
the carbonitride in the cube/cube orientation relationship with austenite and thus the
interface plane can be considered to be incoherent. In the case of puckering
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(Fig.8.3(b)) the carbonitride/austenite interface will be the { 1 0 0 } V ( C N ) habit plane
which is ~12° from {100} 7 and again there is n o significant lattice matching.
Although the configuration shown in Fig.8.3(b) reduces the total interfacial area
compared with Fig.8.3(a), the induced curvature of the austenite/ferrite interface and
the expanded region of incoherent carbonitride/austenite interface would at least
partially counter any reduction in surfacefreeenergy. It therefore follows that the
interfacial relationships in Fig.8.3(b) would not be induced mainly by energetic
considerations, but by kinetic advantages in terms of solute access to the particle.
For an incoherent interface, boundary energy reductions due to puckering are
greater than for the semi-coherent interface as the section of austenite/ferrite interface
removed is incoherent and therefore of higher energy. However, despite the lower
interface energy associated with puckering of an incoherent austenite/ferrite interface
there will, in general,be n o planes of good lattice matching between the carbonitride
and the austenite which again suggests that solute accumulation in the austenite
adjacent to the interface is more significant than the formation of a low energy interface
between the carbonitride and the austenite, in the adoption of the particular {001 } a
habit plane most closely parallel to the austenite/ferrite interface. Thus kinetic factors
associated with solute accumulation and diffusion along the interface appear to play an
integral part in the adoption of a single variant of the B N orientation relationship. In
addition to the kinetic advantages, the extent of puckering and thus the increase in
interfacial energy will be reduced for precipitation on the { 1 0 0 } a plane most closely
parallel to the interface.

Although work by Lee and Aaronson (150,151) on equilibrium nucleus shapes
indicated that grain boundary "puckering" m a y not be energetically favourable except
for a limited range of conditions, they were concerned mainly with the nucleation of
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ferrite from austenite. In the present case of carbonitride nucleation at the
austenite/ferrite interface, the nucleation event is associated with the accumulation of
solute at the austenite/ferrite interface, a factor not applicable to the analysis of Lee and
Aaronson. During the transformation, solute builds up ahead of the austenite/ferrite
interface, and formation of the carbonitride nucleus and growth of that nucleus is
favoured in the soluterichregions adjacent to the interface. Although the
accumulation of interstitial solute in austenite ahead of the interface is well estabhshed,
Honeycombe (36) has detected increased substitutional atom concentrations at
austenite/ferrite interfaces in a Cr steel, but not ahead of the interface. However, as
the resolution of the S T E M - E D X analysis technique used was quoted as 50nm, it is
possible that substitutional solute accumulates up to 5 0 n m ahead of the interface.

Although a single habit plane variant is dominant, regions of a second variant
can be present in the case of IPP and this observation can be explained in the following
terms. For a { 1 1 0 } a interface plane, two of the {001 } a habit planes will be at 45° to
the interface. If the interface is displaced slightly from {110}a one of the {001 }a
habit planes will be more closely parallel to the interface and will be favoured.
However, any departure of the interface from { 1 1 0 } a must be small to maintain a
relatively high degree of coherency and it is possible, through variations in interface
orientation, that s o m e other sections of the interface can be oriented more nearly
parallel to the other {001 } a habit plane.

Some precipitates displayed strain-field contrast under favourable orientation
conditions (Fig.7.15) indicating the particles are coherent with the ferrite matrix.
Although strain-field contrast has been reported by other investigators (73,152), it is
by no means a universal observation.
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8.3.2.5 Other Types of Precipitation

Two other types of precipitate dispersion were observed which appear to be
inconsistent with the IPP, IPC-Regular and IPC-Irregular models. The first type
consisted of a mixture of irregular widely spaced sheets separated by regions of
randomly dispersed precipitates of the same variant. The second type consisted of
fine precipitates in multiple variants of the B N orientation relationship.

Sheet plus Random Dispersion

Typical examples of this type of dispersion are shown in Figs.7.22 and 7.27.
The precipitate sheets were not well-defined and were often discontinuous, with
precipitation occurring between the sheets. T h e V(C,N) particles also exhibited a
strong plate morphology and a single dominant variant of the Baker and Nutting
orientation relationship. The particular variant adopted appeared to be that which is
most closely perpendicular to the migrating austenite/ferrite interface, similar to the
condition forfibrousgrowth. Only rarely were precipitates observed in other
variants. However, the relationship between the precipitate dispersions and the
migrating austenite/ferrite interface is uncertain as the samples were almost fully
transformed and the original austenite/ferrite interface at which precipitation occurred
was no longer present. In such cases, growth of the ferrite in three dimensions and
sectioning effects in the thin foil, preclude definite conclusions about the relationship
of the precipitate dispersions to the austenite/ferrite interface. If, in the regions shown
in Figs. 7.22 and 7.27, the interfaces were normal to the image plane and parallel to
the precipitate rows, the precipitate dispersions display characteristics similar to those
of the fibrous precipitation m o d e ; that is, adoption of the particular B N orientation
relationship variant that is most closely perpendicular to the migrating incoherent
austenite/ferrite interface. T h e type of precipitate morphology shown in Fig.7.22 m a y
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a) Unco-ordinated Boundary Pinning.

b) Co-ordinated Boundary Pinning.

T w o possible models for pinning of an austenite/ferrite
interface by solute accumulation and subsequent
precipitation of carbonitrides at the interface.
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be favoured by high transformation temperatures and high alloy concentrations as for
the fibrous precipitate morphology. Under these conditions the driving force for the
austenite to ferrite transformation is low enough for the interface to remain pinned by
the precipitate and to advance at the rate of carbide growth. If however, insufficient
solute can be accumulated at these lower growth rates then continuous fibrous growth
breaks d o w n periodically allowing the interface to migrate freely and accumulate
sufficient solute for the renucleation and growth of fibres.

Although IPC-Regular and IPC-Irregular represent cases in which co-ordinated
precipitate pinning of the incoherent austenite/ferrite interface occurs (Fig.8.4(b)), it
m a y be possible for the interface to be pinned locally in a relatively random fashion as
indicated in Fig.8.4(a).

T h e dispersion shown in Fig.7.27 could therefore have

resulted from a combination of co-ordinated and unco-ordinated precipitation at the
incoherent interface. Thus, only w h e n precipitation and pinning of the interface are
co-ordinated along a section of the interface are the characteristic sheets of precipitate
formed.

There are however, reasons why association with the fibrous mode of
precipitation is unlikely. T h e habit planes in ferrite, on which the V(C,N) and
Nb(C,N) particles form are mutually perpendicular so that for any orientation of the
migrating incoherent austenite/ferrite interface, the largest angle that will exist between
the interface and one of the habit planes is less than or equal to 55°. Thus one of the
habit planes is always within 55° of the interface, and generally is m u c h more closely
parallel to the interface and would therefore be the favoured habit plane according to
the IPP and IPC models. T h e fact that this does not occur in the case of fibrous
precipitation m a y be explained in the following manner. At high supersaturations and
low transformation rates, continuous growth of the carbonitrides can be achieved.
Thus the factor of prime importance in the transformation is the coupled growth of

Figure 8.5

Preferential nucleation of carbonitrides at the intersection of a
migrating incoherent austenite/ferrite interface and a boundary
in the austenite.
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ferrite and carbonitride to achieve rapid redistribution of solute for the transformation
to proceed. Periodic renucleation of carbonitrides is avoided and therefore nucleation
factors are not important. However, w h e n alloy levels are too low to support
continuous carbonitride growth, periodic renucleation of the carbonitrides is required
and the reduction of the energy needed for nucleation assumes prime importance.
Hence the precipitates should form on the ferrite habit plane which is most closely
parallel to the austenite/ferrite interface, as discussed in Section 8.3.2.4. Thus,
where periodic renucleation of carbonitrides occurs, it seems likely that the habit plane
favoured would be that most closely parallel to the austenite/ferrite interface.

An alternative explanation of the type of dispersion shown in Fig.7.27 is that
growth variations accompanying interface migration result in a sheet, or sheets, of
precipitate with large spacings and differing angles to the foil surface. A s a
consequence of the sectioning effects discussed in Section 8.3.2 distinct sheets m a y
only be observed adjacent to regions where the sheets overlap and the particles appear
to be randomly distributed. Such an explanation implies however, that continuous
precipitate-free zones exist adjacent to the precipitate sheets and this is not completely
consistent with the dispersion shown in Fig.7.27.

Another possible explanation of the precipitate dispersions is as follows. If the
orientation of the foil is such that the precipitate sheets associated with IPP or IPC are
nearly parallel to the foil surface, the precipitate particles will generally appear to be
randomly distributed. T h e apparent arrangement of the particles into rows can then be
accounted for in terms of the austenite/ferrite interface being in contact with an
austenite grain boundary, twin boundary or, in the case of deformed austenite, a
stacking fault, a subgrain boundary, or other heterogeneity. This junction would
provide favourable nucleation sites and locally perturb the random precipitate
dispersion within the sheets (Fig.8.5). This explanation would imply however, that
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the number of parallel sheets would be limited to the number of parallel austenite
heterogeneities intersecting the incoherent austenite/ferrite interface.

Complex precipitate morphologies which are apparently inconsistent with the
established models are often observed. It should be noted however, that sectioning
effects can significantly alter the appearance of precipitate dispersions, particularly
where precipitation occurs on curved incoherent austenite/ferrite interfaces migrating in
a non-uniform manner. It is therefore difficult to differentiate amongst the models
discussed above.

Multivariant Precipitation

Fine, uniformly distributed precipitates in multiple variants of the BN orientation
relationship were also observed in s o m e ferrite grains formed in undeformed and
deformed austenite at temperatures of ~820°C. This type of dispersion (Fig.7.29) is
not characteristic of the coarse dispersions normally encountered at high temperatures.
It is considered most likely that this form of precipitate dispersion results from
supersaturated ferrite formed in the initial stages of the transformation as reported by
S u k u m a and H o n e y c o m b e (34). T h e first-formed ferrite m a y grow too rapidly for
interphase precipitation to occur, leaving the ferrite supersaturated with respect to
V ( C , N ) and precipitation of V ( C , N ) occurs in situ on subsequent holding. T h e fine,
uniform nature of the particles and the relative absence of selective coarsening are
consistent with slow growth due to low matrix diffusion rates compared to boundary
diffusion rates. T h e fine particle size and lack of selective coarsening could also be
explained if the ferrite had formed shortly before quenching. However, this
explanation is considered unlikely as the multivariant nature of the dispersion is
uncharacteristic of the precipitation mechanisms that normally occur (e.g. IPP, IPC).
Ferrite formed during quenching would also be supersaturated, but would be devoid
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of precipitates.

8.3.3 Precipitation in Ferrite Formed from
D e f o r m e d a n d U n d e f o r m e d Austenite

8.3.3.1 Precipitation in Ferrite Transformed from Undeformed Austenite

At transformation temperatures above approximately 800°C to 810°C the
dominant precipitate m o d e tended to be IPC-Irregular i.e. curved, irregularly spaced
sheets of precipitate with precipitate-free regions between the sheets, (e.g. Fig.7.14).
This result is consistent with the observation that the ferrite formed at these
temperatures adopts a polygonal morphology indicating that high angle, incoherent
austenite/ferrite interfaces are favoured at these higher transformation temperatures.
Scalloped boundaries (Fig.7.3) observed at high transformation temperatures m a y
represent interface segments bowing between particle clusters which are strongly
pinning the interface, but this proposal was not confirmed experimentally.

Despite the predominance of precipitation associated with incoherent interfaces
at high transformation temperatures, precipitation can also be associated to a lesser
extent with planar, semicoherent interfaces. Figure7.14(c) shows what appears to be a
change in precipitate m o d e associated with a change in interface structure. In the
lower left hand section of Fig.7.14(c) both fine and coarse precipitates are present and
there is evidence that the precipitates were present in regularly spaced, planar sheets.
D u e to the long holding time particles situated on dislocations have coarsened
selectively in the manner described by Balliger and H o n e y c o m b e (68). In the upper
right hand section of Fig.7.14(c) the precipitate dispersion consists of irregularly
spaced, curved sheets. T h e particles also exhibit a different variant of the B N
orientation relationship. These dispersions can be explained in terms of precipitation
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initially at a semicoherent interface migrating by the ledge mechanism (IPP).
However, at these higher transformation temperatures, ferrite growth by motion of
incoherent interfaces is favoured and incoherent sections of the interface can develop
on growth, resulting in IPC-Irregular. Figure7.14(c) also shows particles forming
across and between the IPC-Irregular sheets and in a different variant of the Baker and
Nutting orientation relationship to that of the precipitates within the curved sheets. It
is possible that these particles nucleate on dislocations crossing the precipitate sheets
after the austenite/ferrite interface has passed, but this explanation can be discounted as
the precipitates already existing within the sheets would coarsen preferentially. It is
more likely that the precipitates across the sheets form at the same time as the
precipitates in the sheets, but, the mechanism by which this occurs is unclear.
Possibly, precipitation occurs sequentially at preferred sites at the interface which are
aligned transverse to the interface due to a structural defect such as a dislocation,twin,
grain surface or grain edge in austenite, as discussed in Section 8.3.2.5.

At lower temperatures (< 800-810°C) the precipitate dispersions were generally
finer than those observed for higher transformation temperatures. T h e incidence of
planar interphase precipitation (IPP) increased, corresponding to an increase in the
extent of ferrite growth by ledge migration along semi-coherent, planar boundaries,
and indicated by the prevalence of faceted and Widmanstatten ferrite. A n increase in
the incidence of precipitate dispersions similar to those described by the "quasi-ledge"
model (IPC-Regular) w a s also observed.

At all temperatures, after sufficient holding, selective coarsening of precipitates
situated on dislocations occurred, as indicated in Fig.7.28.
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8.3.3.2 Precipitation in Ferrite Transformed from Deformed Austenite

It was pointed out in Section 8.3.2 that the precipitate dispersions observed in
ferrite, transformed from deformed austenite, were generally finer than those observed
in ferrite transformed from undeformed austenite at the same temperature (compare
Figs.7.15 and 7.25 and Figs.7.18 and 7.26). This general refinement of the
precipitate dispersions is in part due to the significantly higher driving force for the
transformation of deformed austenite to ferrite and hence the more rapid growth of
ferrite. T h e more rapid growth of ferrite by ledge migration is associated with a
smaller ledge height to rapidly redistribute solute and thus smaller sheet spacings
result. Smaller particle sizes arise from higher nucleation rates on the immobile
semi-coherent austenite/ferrite interface and the shorter time for growth before the next
ferrite ledge sweeps past the particles and removes the path of rapid diffusion along the
interface. Precipitate dispersions associated with planar semicoherent interfaces
(IPP) were still observed (Fig.7.24) as were precipitate dispersions characteristic of
precipitation at an incoherent interface: IPC-Irregular (Fig.7.23) and IPC-Regular
(Fig.7.25). A further example is shown in Fig.7.26 which indicates that, as observed
for undeformed austenite, the transformation of deformed austenite can also result in
interphase precipitation at both planar (semicoherent) and curved (incoherent)
austenite/ferrite interfaces.

It was observed that the precipitate dispersions associated with deformed
austenite were m u c h less uniform and that, where the precipitates formed fairly
regularly spaced sheets, the sheet morphology was more degenerate and less regular,
with localised variations in sheet spacing and orientation (Fig.7.25).
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8.3.4 Precipitation M o d e l s

Despite the variety of interphase precipitation models proposed, it is concluded
that the various types of precipitation can be considered in more general terms as
precipitation at either incoherent or semicoherent interfaces. The IPC-Regular,
IPC-Irregular and discontinuous fibrous morphologies can all be considered as
variations of the basic IPC-Irregular model. That is: precipitation occurs at an
incoherent interface where the interface is repeatedly retarded and pinned by solute
accumulation and precipitation; the particles coarsen and the interface breaks free and
migrates normal to itself until sufficient solute is accumulated for the interface to be
halted and for precipitation to occur once again. At high transformation temperatures,
irregularly spaced sheets of precipitate result, with the dominant variant being the
{100 } a habit plane most nearly parallel to the interface. At lower transformation
temperatures the driving force for ferrite formation increases as does the
supersaturation of the austenite. T h e migrating interface travels shorter distances in
the austenite to accumulate sufficient solute for re-precipitation, hence the sheet
spacing is reduced and as the distances covered are smaller and the sheets adopt a more
regular spacing due to the approximately constant volume of austenite through which
the interface must sweep before being halted by solute accumulation. A s the driving
force for the transformation is higher, the interface is rapidly unpinned and the higher
supersaturation and lower diffusion rates at lower temperatures result in finer
dispersions. Only under conditions of very high supersaturation i.e. low
temperatures and high alloy levels would the interface be sufficiently heavily pinned to
require lateral bowing of interface segments by the "quasi-ledge" model.
It is unlikely that this mechanism is operative in commercial H.S.L.A. steels
with their relatively low alloy levels.
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At low transformation temperatures, where ferrite grows predominantly by
ledge migration along immobile semicoherent interfaces, planar interphase precipitation
can occur to produce the characteristically planar, regularly spaced sheets of
precipitate. However, the manner in which this mechanism of ferrite growth and
precipitation m a y be affected by deformation of the austenite is uncertain. For severe
deformation, distortion and rotation of the austenite lattice m a y be sufficiently
pronounced that extensive areas of coherency cannot be maintained between the
austenite and ferrite. Thus if IPP did occur from regions of deformed austenite it
might be expected that the precipitate sheets would be m u c h less regular, more
degenerate and less planar than those produced from undeformed austenite. It is
therefore uncertain whether precipitate dispersions such as those indicated in Fig.7.25
are the result of regularly spaced precipitation occurring on incoherent interfaces
migrating normal to themselves; the "quasi-ledge" model; or IPP with localised
irregularities due to migration of the interface through deformed austenite.

Whether precipitation occurs at an incoherent or semi-coherent austenite/ferrite
interface, one factor which should influence precipitate morphology is that of
heterogeneities within the austenite. T h e nature of the austenite/ferrite interface and
the resulting precipitate dispersions m a y be affected by intersection of the migrating
interface with linear and planar defects in the austenite. This factor assumes more
significance in commercially processed H.S.L.A. steels were transformation often
occurs from heavily deformed austenite possessing a significant sub-structure,
deformation bands and deformed twin boundaries.
Assessment of the precipitate morphology is complicated by fluctuations in the
nature of the austenite/ferrite interface between adjacent grains and even within the
same grain, (e.g. see Figs.7.14,7.21,7.25 and 7.26). Under conditions of
transformation from deformed austenite, other complicating factors are introduced
which m a y vary the nature of the interface and hence the local precipitate morphology.
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Such factors are: non-uniform deformation of the austenite from grain to grain and
within a grain from surface to centre; the formation of a dislocation cell structure in
some regions of the austenite grains with subsequent precipitation on the dislocation
cell structure; and reduction of level of carbonitride supersaturation in the deformed
austenite. Figures 7.14,7.21,7.22,7.27 and 7.29 reflect the complex precipitate
morphologies sometimes observed in ferrite transformed from undeformed, as well as
deformed, austenite.

It should be emphasised that it was only intended to achieve a qualitative
understanding of the precipitation mechanisms operative in commercial H.S.L.A.
steels. Assessment of precipitate size, and where appropriate, sheet spacings have not
been attempted in detail as such information is difficult to quantity and is not of
paramount importance in this investigation. Clearly, a more thorough survey of the
nature of the migrating austenite/ferrite interface and the resulting precipitate
dispersions accompanying the transformation from heavily deformed austenite is
required.

Although the terminology used by Honeycombe and his colleagues has been
followed in the discussion of the various types of precipitate morphologies, the terms
are cumbersome and somewhat confusing. The terms "planar" and "curved" refer
respectively to coherent/semicoherent and incoherent interfaces whilst the modifiers
"regular" and "irregular" are used to indicate the consistency of the sheet spacing.
The most basic division between the types of precipitate dispersions is the type of
interface at which they occur but even so, dispersions formed at incoherent or
semicoherent interfaces m a y not always be easily differentiated.

6

Precipitates in ferrite that appear to have formed on austenite
subgrains in the commercially rolled V+Nb-steel.

a) BF image (xl8,000).
b) CDF image from an {002}vc reflection (xl8,000).

7

Irregularly spaced sheets of precipitate in ferrite in the
commercially rolled V+Nb-steel.

a) BF image (xl8,000).
b) CDF image from an {002]yc reflection (xl8,000).

Figure 8.8
Regularly spaced, planar
sheets of V(C,N) precipitate
in the commercially rolled
V-steel.
a) BF image (x33,000).
b) BF image corresponding
to the upperrighthand
corner of (a) (x53,000).
c) Corresponding
diffraction pattern (close to
< 0 0 1 > a zone axis). A n
{002}v c reflection consistent
with the B N orientation
relationship is arrowed.
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8.3.5 Commercially Hot-Rolled Microalloyed Steels

It is to be expected that the commercially rolled steels will contain similar
precipitate dispersions to those detected in the isothermally transformed specimens
except for a greater range of morphologies within a sample due to continuous cooling
of the steel. Similar precipitate morphologies were in fact observed in the
commercially rolled steels. For example, Fig.8.6 shows precipitates that have formed
on the deformed austenite sub-structure and have been inherited by the ferrite.
Figure 8.7 shows irregularly spaced sheets of precipitate characteristic of high
temperature precipitation at an incoherent interface migrating normal to itself and
Fig.8.8 shows regularly spaced, planar sheets of precipitate characteristic of IPP at
semicoherent interfaces. It will also be shown in Sections 8.4 and 8.5 that in the three
commercial steels, the transformation to ferrite has been sufficiently rapid for the
formation of some supersaturated ferrite.

8.4 PRECIPITATION HARDENING OF FERRITE

In the following section (8.4.1) the ageing response of laboratory heat-treated
samples, down-quenched to various isothermal transformation temperatures, is
discussed. Explanation of the ageing effects in terms of structure is covered in
Section 8.4.2 and finally in Section 8.4.3 the ageing behaviour of commercially rolled
steel is discussed.
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8.4.1 Ferrite Hardness

Figure 7.30 shows the influence of transformation temperature on ferrite
hardness in samples which were quenched after selected holding times at the specified
temperatures. It is evident that ferrite hardness increases with decreasing
transformation temperature, consistent with the finer precipitate dispersions generated
at lower temperatures where a high driving force causes rapid transformation to ferrite
(8). In general, ferrite hardness is higher in the early stages of the transformation and
lower after times approaching the finish of ferrite formation. This trend can be
attributed to coarsening of the precipitate dispersions on holding during the isothermal
transformation (see, for example, Fig.7.28).

Figures 7.31 and 7.32 show detail of ferrite hardness as a function of
transformation time for the V + N b and the V steels. The low load hardness of the
first-formed ferrite increased with decreasing transformation temperature d o w n to
650°C for both steels and this effect can be attributed to the progressively finer
precipitate dispersions. First-formed ferrite was identified by distribution along prior
austenite grain boundaries. O n further holding at temperature, the hardness of the
ferrite decreased as coarsening of the precipitate dispersions occurred. A s would be
expected, the rate of softening increased with increasing transformation
(or coarsening) temperature. It can be argued that a decrease in hardness with
holding time above 650°C could result from an increase in the volume fraction of
ferrite, reducing the level of constraint of the ferrite by the harder surrounding
martensitic phase. This proposal is not consistent however, with the more rapid
decrease in ferrite hardness detected at the higher temperatures where the rate of ferrite
formation is lower. Moreover, such an argument cannot explain the hardness increase
observed at 600°C. Thus the decrease in hardness is considered to be a real effect due
to precipitate coarsening.
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For transformation at 600°C, the initial ferrite hardness was lower than expected
from the trend at higher temperatures. However, the hardness increased with holding
time to a peak after approximately 15 minutes for the V + N b steel and after 60 minutes
for the V steel. It is proposed in Section 8.4.3 that this behaviour is related to the
formation of supersaturated ferrite and the precipitation of fine particles on isothermal
holding.

Samples of the commercially rolled steels were also subjected to ageing at 600°C
and similar hardness peaks were observed (Figs.7.34 - 7.36). Spheroidisation of
F e 3 C in pearlitic regions of the aged commercially rolled steel samples was detected
after 30 minutes at 600°C, but as no significant hardness loss is evident after this time
(Figs.7.34 - 7.36), it is concluded that the effect of spheroidisation on softening is
minor relative to that due eventually to coarsening of carbonitride particles.

8.4.2 Precipitate Morphology in Samples Isothermally Transformed
in the R a n g e 600°C - 650°C

For samples transformed isothermally in the temperature range 600°C to 650°C
three distinct forms of V ( C , N ) precipitation were observed: planar sheets, randomly
oriented particles, and fine clusters of plates. Examination of centered dark field
( C D F ) and brightfieldimages revealed the following correlations between precipitate
form and diffraction effects in the isothermally transformed samples.

1. The planar sheets of precipitate displayed a single variant of the BN
orientation relationship and corresponded to IPP or IPC-Regular.

2. The random particle distribution was associated with diffraction rings
(Fig.7.38).
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3. T h e fine clusters of plates, distributed throughout the ferrite matrix
(Fig.7.42 - 7.44) displayed multiple variants of the B N orientation
relationship.

The characteristics of these three modes of precipitation are discussed in detail in the
following sections.

8.4.2.1 Interphase Precipitation

hi this precipitation mode the particles lie in regularly spaced layers in the ferrite,
similar to the dispersions shown in Fig.7.15. This characteristic distribution results
from the formation of particles on successive positions of a semi-coherent
austenite/ferrite interface migrating by lateral ledge motion as previously described.
Planar interphase precipitation was generally toofineto observe the characteristic plate
morphology of the particles, although streaking of the reflections in S A D patterns
indicated a plate morphology with the particles thin in the direction of streaking.
However, after sufficient ageing and selective coarsening of these dispersions the plate
morphology of coarsened particles w a s clearly evident as were the precipitate-free
zones around the coarsened particles (Fig.7.40). It is n o w well documented (8) that
as the temperature of transformation is lowered the layer spacing of the interphase
precipitate becomes smaller. This decrease is attributed to the increased rate at which
incoherent ledges must sweep across the semi-coherent interface and the subsequent
decrease in ledge height to allow complete redistribution of solute. T h e rapid rate of
transformation also reduces the size of the precipitates formed (see Section 8.3.3.2).
At s o m e particular temperature, ledge growth becomes too rapid for the growth of
V(C,N) precipitates to deplete the ferrite of vanadium, carbon and nitrogen to their
equilibrium levels and excess solute remains in the ferrite. Under favourable
conditions the existing precipitates m a y grow to deplete the ferrite of excess solute.
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A t still lower temperatures ferrite growth is too rapid for any particles nucleated
at the austenite/ferrite interface to reach a stable size; they redissolve in the ferrite, no
interphase precipitation occurs and the austenite transforms to ferrite supersaturated
with respect to V(C,N).

8.4.2.2 Randomly Oriented Precipitation

It is unlikely that the randomly oriented precipitates resulted from incomplete
solution during austenitisation, as reported by Baker (152), as theringpatterns were
not observed on isothermal transformation at temperatures above approximately
750°C. Moreover, the fineness of the particles and their small interparticle spacing are
inconsistent with the features expected for undissolved particles.

The particles producing the diffraction rings may also have formed in austenite,
prior to transformation to ferrite, but this proposal is unlikely for the following
reasons. Firstly, the precipitate would have to form with a random orientation with
respect to the austenite and this is not consistent with observations at higher
temperatures (810-860°C) which reveal a specific orientation relationship between
V(C,N) particles and the austenite in which they form (23,43)(Fig.7.11). Secondly,
theringswere more intense at 650°C than at 700°C, and if the particles formed in
austenite, it might be expected that the diffractionringswould be stronger at higher
temperatures which are closer to the "nose" of the C-curve for precipitation in
austenite. Thirdly, copious precipitation of V ( C , N ) in austenite prior to
transformation to ferrite appears kinetically unfavourable at temperatures
approximately 200°C below the "nose" of the C-curve for precipitation in austenite
(21).

<001>
<220

<001>
5<200>

<220>

Figure 8.9

Schematic diagram of V(C,N) plates adhering to the foil surface.
The particles exhibit a <001> v c fibre texture.
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It was originally thought that these precipitates formed in ferrite with a random
orientation (153). However, this interpretation appears to be inconsistent with all
other observations of precipitation of V(C,N) in ferrite which are characterised by a
specific orientation relationship. It is n o w considered that the random distribution of
particles resulted from deposition on the foil surface of V(C,N) particles released from
the steel during jet thinning. The conditions for deposition and adherence of the
particles must however, be very selective as the D e b y e Scherrer rings were only
observed in specific cases. Clearly, other factors in addition to particle size are
involved as the particle distribution covers a range of sizes which also varies with
ageing time. Similarly, the integrity of theringsvaried from faint and continuous to
intense and segmented. T h e absence of a {11 l}V(c N ) ^ n S m

me

diffraction patterns

is an indication that the precipitate dispersion m a y be an electro-pohshing artefact, as is
the apparent absence of any diffractionringsnot consistent with a < 0 0 1 > V ( C N ) zone
axis. F r o m X-ray diffraction data the intensity of the {11 l} V (c N)reflectionshould
be almost as high as the { 2 0 0 } V ( C N ) reflection and at a distance sufficiently removed
from the transmitted b e a m to be identifiable. The absence of a {111 }y(c,N) ring
implies that the strong { 2 0 0 } V ( C N ) and {220} V ( C N ) rings, despite being the two most
intense reflections, result from the adherence to the foil surface of thin plate shaped
particles, on their broad face (Fig.8.9) in an <001> orientation, thus giving rise to the
strong { 2 0 0 } V ( C N ) and { 2 2 0 } V ( C N ) rings but no { 1 1 1 } V ( C N ) diffraction ring.
R a n d o m rotation of the particles about <001> provides the continuous Debye Scherrer
diffraction rings. Furthermore, {111}V(c,N) diffraction rings could not be induced
bytiltingup to 30°, consistent with the plates proposed in Fig.8.9 which have
{ 1 1 1 } V ( C N ) planes at 55° to the surface. Results obtained by using a 45° specimen
holder were inconclusive as the effective foil thickness was increased too m u c h for
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clear diffraction effects to be obtained.

Low angle (10°) shadowing of the foils with gold failed to demonstrate that the
particles were situated at the foil surface. However, if the particles were plates
oriented as previously indicated, they would certainly be too thin to form significant
shadows.
Although the nature of the precipitate dispersion gave n o direct indication that
the particles were deposited on the surfaces of the foil, there was also no evidence that
the particles had formed on dislocations within the ferrite. Overlaying of multiple
C D F images from adjacent positions on the {200} v , c ™ ring failed to indicate any
alignment of precipitates that would imply nucleation at dislocations. O n the other
hand, theringswere not a uniform feature of all areas of the foils and their intensity
varied with grain orientation. T h e diffractionringstended to be more pronounced in
ferrite grains displaying a <001> orientation and it was also observed that such grains
often appeared to be more heavily etched than grains in other orientations. Preferred
adhesion of displaced V ( C , N ) plates m a y occur onto etched {001} a surfaces and the
etching m a y also preferentially release V(C,N) particles from the surface. Further
investigations are required to elucidate this feature.

In spite of problems in identifying the source of the randomly oriented
precipitate dispersion it is clear that even if this type of precipitation is genuine, it is not
primarily responsible for the ferrite hardness peak observed, as the apparent peak in
diffraction ring intensity occurred at times longer (£ 4 hrs) than that required for
peak hardening (110 mins).
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8.4.2.3 Multivariant Precipitation

This mode of precipitation from supersaturated ferrite is commonly observed
(28,43) and is characterised by the existence of multiple variants of the B N orientation
relationship due to relaxation of interface restrictions. In the present investigation this
m o d e was observed to be most c o m m o n in samples transformed at 600°C.
Precipitates formed uniformly throughout the ferrite matrix givingriseto clusters of
fine particles. In somefieldsthe precipitates appeared to have formed along
dislocations in ferrite (Fig.7.44). T h e plate morphology was not initially obvious due
to the small particle size, but it became evident during isothermal holding as the
particles grew and preferential coarsening occurred (Fig.7.42). However, coarsening
was relatively slow, and even after 24 hours at 600°C the plates were only about 5 n m
thick and 4 0 n m in diameter (Fig.7.43).

Coarsening of the plates was associated with an increase in the extent of
streaking of V ( C , N ) reflections in diffraction patterns. Furthermore, at least some of
the particles were coherent with the ferrite, as indicated by streaking of the ferrite
reflections due to coherency strain fields (70). This conclusion is also consistent with
calculations by Balliger et al. (68) which indicate that V C will lose coherency at a size
of approximately 6 0 n m and V N at approximately 70nm. In the present case, plate
diameters up to 6 0 n m were observed after ageing for 24 hours at 600°C and thus, a
significant proportion of plates would be expected to remain coherent with the ferrite
even after this heat treatment. T h e presence of ( 0 0 1 ) V ( C N ) reflections also indicated
that the V(C,N) precipitates were ordered.

Relief of supersaturation by addition to pre-existing single variant particles is
also possible and this effect is likely to be greater at 650°C than at lower temperatures.
Compared with 650°C, the precipitation of V(C,N) from supersaturated ferrite at
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600°C occurs with a higher driving force due to the decreased solubility of V(C,N) in
ferrite at the lower temperature. It is likely that the increased driving force,
accompanied by lower diffusion rates, favours in situ precipitation of V(C,N).
Furthermore, at this lower temperature, pre-precipitation clustering and the
development of a low energy interface is likely to be associated with the precipitation
process. In this case the particles will be coherent initially and as diffusion is
restricted, will tend to develop in the kinetically-favoured plate morphology, along a
preferred plane in the ferrite, even if coherency is subsequently lost.

For transformation at 600°C, the initial ferrite hardness in the V steel was lower
than expected from the trend at higher temperatures, but increased with holding time to
a peak after approximately 1 hour (Fig.7.32). This behaviour can be related to the
formation of supersaturated ferrite and the precipitation of fine particles on isothermal
holding. This result is consistent with the observation of fine multivariant precipitates
in samples transformed for 1 hour at 600°C, (Fig.7.44). A t longer times (24 hours),
fine precipitate clusters were n o longer observed. T h e precipitate had coarsened
preferentially, resulting in larger plate-shaped particles (Fig.7.43). T h e ferrite
hardness peak associated with isothermal transformations at 600°C is very similar to
the classical age-hardening curves observed in Al-Cu alloys, and it is probable that the
classical mechanism of age-hardening applies in the present case. Jack et al.
(154,155) have presented evidence for such a mechanism in low gas potential nitriding
of low vanadium (< 0.2wt.%) steels at 570°C. Although the conditions of
transformation are not identical, basic similarities do exist. T h e habit plane of the
multivariant precipitate plates is {001 } a || { 0 0 1 } V ( C N ) which is consistent with
mixed interstitial/substitutional, solute atom clustering on {001}a planes with
subsequent ordering and precipitate formation.
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8.4.2.4 Dispersion Hardening of Ferrite hy Multivariant Precipitation

Strength increments determined by hardness testing were calibrated against yield
stress measurements m a d e on selected samples of the V-steel aged at 600°C for various
times. F r o m this calibration it was estimated that the hardness increase measured for
the V-steel isothermally transformed at 600°C for 1 hour (Fig.7.32) corresponded to
an increase in yield stress of approximately 90 M P a .
If it is assumed that all of the vanadium available in the V-steel combines with
carbon to form V 4 C 3 then complete precipitation of V 4 C 3 in ferrite would result in a
volume fraction of precipitate of 0.0022. It is also assumed that the hardness peak
after isothermal transformation of the V-steel at 600°C for 1 hour is associated with the
complete precipitation of 0.0022 volume fraction of V 4 C 3 from supersaturated ferrite.
Examination of Fig.7.44 indicates that the multivariant precipitates formed on
isothermal transformation of the V-steel at 600°C for I hour are approximately lOnm in
size. Gladman et al. (75) have applied the Orowan-Ashby equation to predict
strengthening increments due tofine,randomly distributed carbonitride precipitate
dispersions in ferrite. Figure 3.10, due to Gladman et al., indicates that a volume
fraction of 0.0022 of l O n m particles would result in a dispersion strengthening
increment of approximately 100 M P a which is consistent with the measured
strengthening increment. Thus for the case of precipitation of a random distribution
of particles from supersaturated ferrite, the resultant dispersion strengthening is
consistent with predictions from the Orowan-Ashby equation. However, the equation
is expected to be less applicable for the cases of IPP, IPC-Irregular, IPC-Regular and
in the case of commercially rolled, continuously cooled H.S.L.A. steels where a range
of non-random precipitate morphologies is expected.

Figure 8.10

B F image of multivariant precipitation in ferrite in the commercially
rolled V-steel, aged at 600°C for 166 hours (x53,000).
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8.4.3 Ageing of Commercial Hot-Rolled Strip

The V-steel was examined in the commercially hot rolled condition and hardness
and structural analyses were carried out after subsequent ageing at 600°C
(Section 6.3). A pronounced secondary hardening peak was observed on ageing not
only in the V steel, but also in the N b and V + N b steels (Fig.7.34).
In view of the fact that the hardness peak in samples transformed isothermally at
600°C appeared to be associated with the multivariant m o d e of precipitation, the ageing
response of the hot-rolled steel indicates that multivariant precipitation probably occurs
in the steel during continuous cooling or during subsequent ageing. In samples aged
for short times (< 4 hrs) multivariant precipitation was not observed, probably due to
the fineness of the particles and a relatively low volume fraction of this form of
precipitate. However, after long ageing times bright field micrographs e.g.
Fig.8.10, clearly show the multiple variants and the plate morphology characteristic of
this m o d e of precipitation. The formation of precipitate of this morphology indicates
that at least some of the ferrite in the commercial steels examined had transformed
sufficiently rapidly at sufficiently low temperatures to be supersaturated with respect to
V(C,N).

Thus the full hardening potential of these steels was not achieved in normal
processing. Slightly reduced cooling rates would have allowed the formation of
more, but perhaps coarser, interphase precipitate. Alternatively, even higher
strengthening m a y have been obtained had the cooling rate been initially higher, to
form more supersaturated ferrite, with subsequent ageing in the coil to produce a very
fine distribution of multivariant precipitates.
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8.11 Recrystallisation of austenite in the V-steel.
a) V-steel deformed 5 0 % at 850°C and immediately quenched
(xl20).
b) V-steel deformed 2 5 % at 1100°C, deformed 5 0 % at 900°C and
immediately quenched (x240).
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8.5 A U S T E N I T E M I C R O S T R U C T U R E

In Section 6.5 various thermomechanical treatments of the austenite are
described which were designed to vary the condition of the austenite in the V-steel,
Nb-steel # 2 and the PC-steel prior to transformation to ferrite. T h e aim of this work
was to analyse the effects of the deformation state of the austenite on subsequent ferrite
formation.

The austenite grain size after austenitisation varied substantially in the different
steels because of differences in austenitising conditions. Austenitising treatments
were selected to ensure complete solution of the carbonitrides present rather than to
achieve similarity of grain size. For this reason, relatively large grain size ranges
were generated and resulted in the apparent anomaly of larger austenite grain sizes
in the niobium steel compared to the plain carbon steel (Table 7.1). Such differences
caused no undue irregularities as the main purpose of the experiments was to identify
the strengthening mechanisms operative in all H.S.L.A. steels rather than to m a k e
comparisons between different steels.

Recrystalhsation was observed to be initiated at deformed austenite grain
boundaries and to progress into the deformed austenite grains as indicated in Fig.8.11.
The extent of recrystalhsation accompanying rolhng between 850°C and 950°C varied
greatly, but the general trend exhibited by all three steels demonstrated increased
recrystalhsation with: higher rolling temperatures, smaller starting grain sizes and
increased rolling reduction (Fig. 7.48). For the samples predeformed 2 5 % at 1100°C,
starting grain sizes were similar ( N b - 58.8 jxm, V - 70.2 |im and P C - 85.6 \im)
and the extent of recrystalhsation decreased from the plain carbon steel to the vanadium
steel to the niobium steel. Such observations show the recrystallisation behaviour of
these steels to be consistent with observations reported in the literature and
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summarised in Section 4.2.2.

8.6 FERRITE GRATN REFINEMENT

In the Series 1 experiments described in Section 6.5, samples were rolled and
held at various temperatures below A3 , the equilibrium transformation temperature, to

effect ferrite formation from deformed austenite. Results for the V-steel are discussed

in Section 8.6.1. Studies of ferrite formation in samples rolled at higher temperatures
(~850°C - 950°C) were effected by the Series 2 experiments (Section 6.5) in which
transformation to ferrite was obtained by quenching in molten salt at 700°C. The
results of these experiments are discussed in Section 8.6.2.

8.6.1 Effect of Finish Rolling < \2 (~<860°C)

Rolling at low temperatures (~800°C) resulted in unrecrystallised austenite
which on holding or cooling transformed to ferrite with a fine grain size. For the
V-steel, because the starting grain size was large (~ 150 |im), Sv for the elongated
austenite grains after 50% reduction was small (« 16 mm"1), and consequently, the
number of potent boundary nucleating sites per unit volume was small compared to

controlled rolled steels in which the roughing passes result in a refined austenite gra
size (~ 25 |xm) before finish rolling. In both cases the ferrite nucleation rate is
enhanced by contributions due to twin boundaries and transition bands.

Under the experimental conditions imposed, site saturation occurred early
during the transformation of austenite to ferrite, and further ferrite formation
proceeded by intragranular nucleation of grains in layers about the original austenite
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boundary (Fig.7.51). Since the nucleation of these grains was associated with longer
incubation times it can be inferred that these sites were less potent than those at
boundaries. Nevertheless, these grains were only slightly larger in size, implying that
the nucleation frequency, defined as the number of grains formed per unit area, was
only slightly lower than at the deformed austenite grain boundaries, and still m u c h
greater than at undeformed austenite grain boundaries. Although the nature of the
intragranular sites is uncertain, T E M analysis of an austenitic stainless steel, deformed
under the same conditions, showed limited evidence of recovery and a significant
deformation gradient from grain boundary to grain centre (156). Well defined
geometric cells were observed near grain boundaries, whereas the dislocation
sub-structure was less well defined and more diffuse towards the grain centres (156).
Cell or subgrain boundaries of this kind could provide nucleating sites for
ferrite formation in regions adjacent to the grain boundaries. Moreover, similar
sub-structures were formed in austenite during hot rolhng of the vanadium steel, as
shown in Figs.7.6 - 7.10, in which prior subgrain boundaries are decorated with
V(C,N) particles.

Despite the significant changes in mode, size and distribution of the V(C,N)
precipitates with transformation temperature, and the increase in chemical driving force
with failing temperature, grain size measurements in boundary regions showed that
negligible change in grain size occurred for temperatures in the range 800°C to 860°C,
Fig.8.12. The m e a n intercept size was approximately 5.7 \im and the grain boundary
nucleation frequency was approximately 7.6 x IO 4 grains per m m 2 . The measured
nucleation frequency is approximately 12 times larger than that reported by Roberts et
al. (121) for a niobium steel deformed 5 0 % by compression between 800°C and
900°C and then cooled continuously at 14°C/min. This difference is probably due to
the m u c h higher strain rate ( 20 sec 4 ) in the present case which allows the
transformation of austenite to occur with a significantly higher stored energy.

(c)

w

(d)
(b)

Figure 8.13

Optical micrographs of partially transformed specimens of the
V-steel deformed and held at 810°C, showing enhanced ferrite
nucleation at prior austenite grain boundaries and the refining
effect of increased deformation.

a) Undeformed, held 60 minutes at 810°C (x50).
b) 10% reductictvheld 60 minutes at 810°C (xlOO). _
c) 25% reduction, held 60 minutes at 810°C (xl50).
d) 50% reduction, held 60 minutes at 810°C (x200).
e) 65%reduc&m,held60rniMitesat810°C (x200).
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The approximate constancy of grain size runs counter to the expectation that,
because of increased chemical driving force, the nucleation rate and therefore grain
refinement will be greater the lower the temperature of transformation. However,
Roberts et al. (121) have calculated that the chemical driving force for the austenite to
ferrite transformation is intrinsically small and therefore it is to be expected that stored
energy contributes significantly to the effective driving force.

At higher temperatures (820°C - 860°C) the extensive precipitation of fine
V ( C , N ) particles in austenite serves both to stabilise the deformation structure against
restoration processes and to store energy of deformation that can be released during the
polymorphic transformation, which is, in effect, also a recrystallisation event. Thus,
although the chemical driving force is lower at the higher temperatures, a
compensating contribution from stored energy ensures that potential nucleating sites
are activated. Although the extent of precipitation of V(C,N) in austenite is minor or
absent at the lower temperatures, (< 820°C), the reduced thermal activation, together
possibly with the effect of vanadium in solution, also serve to inhibit restoration
processes in austenite.

The effect of smaller reductions (10%, 25%) on the austenite to ferrite
transformation at 810°C is shown in Figs.8.13(b) and 8.13(c). Although fine ferrite
grains formed initially along the austenite grain boundaries, transformation proceeded
by growth of coarse ferrite grains into the grain interior. Measurements of the m e a n
intercept ferrite grain size are recorded in Fig.8.14 as a function of distance from the
prior austenite grain boundary for various reductions at 810°C. In general, grain size
increased with distance from the boundary with the gradient being steepest at the
lowest reduction, (10%). hi this case nucleation is not strongly catalysed because the
relatively low reduction does not result in a high density of nucleating sites, nor
sufficient stored energy to m a k e a substantial contribution to the driving force for the
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nucleation of the austenite to ferrite transformation. For 6 5 % reduction, considerable
ferrite grain refinement w a s obtained and only a shght increase in grain size occurred
with distance from the boundary. T h e ferrite nucleation rate was significantly
promoted in volumes extending up to 30|j.m from the deformed austenite boundaries.
The average ferrite grain size at the austenite grain boundary obtained by extrapolation
of the line of bestfit,varied from approximately 3}im to 4|im as the reduction
decreased from 6 5 % to 1 0 % . Estimates of the grain boundary nucleation frequency
N A , s h o w n in Fig.8.15, as a function of strain level, indicate that the density and/or
efficacy of boundary sites increases rapidly, even for small deformations, towards a
hmiting value. T h e present result also appears more realistic than that of Roberts et al.
(121) in which the nucleation frequency approaches «> at high strains. These
measurements do not indicate the true nucleation frequency at the prior austenite grain
boundaries but rather, the actual nucleation frequency at site saturation which is of
more practical significance in this case.

In general terms, ferrite grain refinement should depend on the growth rate (6)
of ferrite in austenite as well as on the nucleation rate (N), being favoured by high N
and low 6. Factors which increase N are:

1. decreasing transformation temperature, short of that required to produce
acicular ferrite;
2. increasing stored energy in the austenite so that the driving force for
transformation (restoration) is increased;
3. increasing structural heterogeneity in austenite in the form of (a) grain and
twin bulges, (b) precipitate particles, (c) dislocation cell structures,
(d) deformation or transition bands; and
4. increasing S v by grain and twin boundary elongation.
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Further, nucleation will be promoted if 6 is restricted by:

5. the presence of solute atoms and/or precipitate particles which impede
motion of austenite/ferrite boundaries; and
6. increasing impingement with other growing ferrite grains.

The impingement model (Section 4.2.1.4) emphasises points 4 and 6, whereas
the bulge model of Roberts et al. (121) is based on 3a.

However, for deformation and transformation of the vanadium steel under the
conditions described in the present work, the results clearly show that of similar
importance are intragranular nucleation at elements of the deformed structure near the
austenite boundaries, and the possibility of ferrite growth retardation by V(C,N)
particles formed both in austenite and by an interphase mechanism (IPC) during
transformation. Arnin et al. (128,129) have commented on the possibility of
intragranular nucleation on the austenite sub-structure ahead of the austenite/ferrite
interface and on retardation of the austenite/ferrite interface by particles precipitated on
the austenite sub-structure (Section 4.2.1.3).
Counter arguements were presented by Roberts as to the lack of effectiveness of
a random dispersion of lOnm particles in retarding the austenite/ferrite interface (130).
In the present investigation V(C,N) precipitates on the austenite sub-structure ranged
from approximately 3 n m to l O n m at 860°C and 3 n m to 6 n m at 840°C. Substitution of
a particle size of 3 n m into Roberts calculations of the Zener drag associated with
precipitates delineating subgrain boundaries givesriseto a Zener drag of 22 x IO 7 J/m3
which is comparable to the A G _>0 ( 7 5 0 o C ) of 20 x IO 7 J/m 3 quoted by Roberts. It
should be noted however, that the chemical driving force for the austenite to ferrite
transformation will be augmented by stored strain energy. Although these
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calculations are theoretical only and not directly applicable to this investigation due to
differences in austenite grain structure and size, and differences in transformation
temperature, it appears likely that fine precipitates delineating the austenite
sub-structure can retard the ferrite growth rate sufficiently to allow renucleation ahead
of the austenite/ferrite interface. T h e influence of precipitation in austenite on
retardation of recrystallisation is well documented and thus it is likely that it will also
retard the growth of ferrite grains.

In addition to precipitates formed in austenite, there is the possibility of
precipitation at incoherent austenite/ferrite interfaces at higher transformation
temperatures (IPC-Irregular and IPC-Regular). In this case the very nature of the
precipitation process involves restricted mobility of the austenite/ferrite interface and
hence a decrease in ferrite growth rate. Figure 7.14 demonstrates the pinning nature
of IPC-Irregular. Thus it appears quite feasible that precipitation of fine particles in
austenite and IPC-Irregular at the austenite/ferrite interface can retard the growth of
ferrite sufficiently to allow activation of nucleation sites ahead of the austenite/ferrite
interface, i.e. "cascade nucleation". E v e n at lower temperatures at which IPP
dominates the requirement of solute redistribution along the interface is likely to lower
the velocity of ledge migration relative to a C - M n steel, leading to a reduced ferrite
growth rate.

Consideration of the effect of impingement of ferrite grains nucleated at prior
austenite grain boundaries, at site-saturation, o n the ferrite growth rate has not been
investigated but it is speculated that this m a y also retard ferrite growth rates. Initially,
the ferrite grains grow unimpeded into austenite, but as the grain-boundary-nucleated
ferrite grains impinge, growth is restricted from three dimensions to one dimension
with attendant restrictions on interface geometry and a reduction in ferrite growth.
Although measurements of ferrite growth rates in V , N b and Ti steels have been m a d e
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(131), nucleation of ferrite at the deformed austenite grain boundaries is so prolific that
it would be difficult to detect ferrite growth retardation at site saturation.

The extent of "cascade nucleation" varied for different austenite grains. This
variation can be explained in terms of the heterogeneous nature of deformation of the
austenite. Certain grains will be deformed more than others depending on their
orientation with respect to the apphed stress. Such variations would also be expected
for differently oriented grain boundaries. Inagaki (134) alluded to the heterogeneous
nature of deformation and hence the heterogeneous nature of "cascade nucleation" by
referring to the specific orientation differences between austenite grains prior to
deformation.

It is evident that ferrite grain refinement is influenced strongly by nucleation
frequency in the undeformed or deformed austenite. A n estimate of the ability of
deformed austenite to nucleate ferrite grains can be achieved by measuring S v for the
deformed austenite grains due to the high energy nucleating sites available at grain
boundaries in the austenite. It is also apparent however, that grain boundaries are not
the only potent nucleating sites in the austenite. Contributions due to "deformation
bands" (deformed twins) have been included in S v measurements (86), but these
bands represent only one of several additional nucleating sites, such as deformation
induced kink bands (136) and transition bands.

Nucleation can also occur ahead of the advancing austenite/ferrite interface in
heavily deformed austenite. T h e actual sites for this renucleation have not been
positively identified but m a y be either subgrain boundaries in austenite as suggested by
Arnin et al. (128,129) or immobilised austenite/ferrite interfaces.
In the former case, Roberts (130) argued that the misorientation across the
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subgrain boundaries would not be high enough to activate ferrite nucleation.
However, it has been reported (156) that a deformation gradient exists across the
deformed austenite grains with subgrains in the vicinity of grain boundaries being finer
and m o r e sharply defined than subgrains within the grain centre. These results
indicate higher subgrain misorientations in boundary regions which could be
associated with ferrite nucleation.
In the case of nucleation at austenite/ferrite interfaces, pinning of the advancing
austenite/ferrite interfaces by a combination of sideways ferrite grain impingement and
particle pinning could result in a scalloped (or cusped) interface configuration
associated with balanced surface tensions at grain junctions. A s for bulge nucleation
at deformed austenite boundaries, these interface cusps could also act as potent sites
for nucleation of ferrite.

A futher consideration is that deformation not only increases Sv of the austenite
by increasing the amount of austenite grain boundary surface area per unit volume, but
it also increases the efficacy of nucleation at these grain boundary surfaces (Fig.8.15).

In Section 4.2.1.4 the impingement model of grain refinement proposed by
C u d d y (93,99,100) w a s discussed. C u d d y claimed that for small austenite grain
sizes, the size of the ferrite grains subsequently formed from the deformed austenite
grains was approximately one half the height of the flattened austenite grains. Cuddy
attributed this observation to impingement of grain boundary nucleated ferrite grains
across the flattened austenite grains. Observations in this investigation of ferrite
grains nucleated at prior austenite grain boundaries indicated that the ferrite can grow
simultaneously into both austenite grains. Although s o m e grains grew preferentially
into one or the other austenite grains this was by n o means a universal characteristic as
is implied by the impingement model proposed by Cuddy. If growth of
grain-boundary-nucleated ferrite is not restricted to a single austenite grain then the
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relationship proposed by Cuddy requires additional grain refinement

above that due to ferrite impingement across flattened austenite grains.

Although the ferrite nucleation frequency in austenite significantly affects grain
refinement, the actual refinement achieved also depends strongly on the growth rate of
the ferrite grains. It is the combination of these two factors and thus the
interrelationship between austenite deformation and nucleation enhancement, and
precipitation of carbonitrides in austenite and at the austenite/ferrite interface, that
controls grain refinement in H.S.L.A. steels.

8.6.2 Effect of Finish Rolling > A3 < 950°C

There appears to be no strong, discernible trend in the average ferrite grain sizes
listed in Table 7.2. It is clear however, that the variations in average ferrite grain size
as listed in Table 7.2 do not adequately represent the variations in ferrite grain size
evident in photomicrographs of the polished and etched, metallographic sections on
which the measurements were conducted. Despite major fluctuations evident in the
polished and etched sections, the average ferrite grain size varied only slightly. For
example, Figs.8.16 and 8.17 represent ferrite grain structures with similar average
grain diameter. It is evident however, that the grain size distributions are very
different. A more accurate representation of the ferrite grain size in mixed grain size
H.S.L.A. steels is required and this problem is discussed further in Section 8.7.3.

The lack of any strong trend in the average ferrite grain sizes listed in Table 7.2
m a y be attributed to the large number of variables upon which the final ferrite grain
size depends. For the experimental conditions used, variations in austenite grain
structure occurred and the extent of recrystalhsation varied between the different steels
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and for different rolling conditions. T h e effect of partial recrystallisation of the
austenite on ferrite grain structure and size is also likely to be complicated by factors
such as the extent of precipitation in austenite, the temperature of deformation, the
magnitude of the deformation and the grain size distribution of the austenite.

However, certain generalisations about the ferrite grain structure were made on
the basis of metallographic observations and the results listed in Table 7.2. In
samples where the austenite had fully recrystallised, the ferrite grain structure was
more uniform than in samples where the austenite w a s unrecrystallised. In samples
where transformation to ferrite occurred from unrecrystallised austenite, the ferrite
grain structure w a s mixed, consisting of regions of fine ferrite grains adjacent prior
deformed austenite grain boundaries and regions of coarser ferrite grains nucleated
towards the centres of the austenite grains. It should be noted that in these samples
the average prior austenite grain size w a s > 55 |J,m thus allowing the formation of
coarser, intragranular ferrite grains, e.g. Fig.8.17. For both the recrystallised
austenite and unrecrystallised austenite, thefinerthe austenite grain size prior to rolling
and after rolhng, thefinerthe ferrite grain size. Increasedfinalreductions between
950°C and 850°C also resulted in finer ferrite grain size distributions either due to
enhanced recrystallisation of austenite prior to transformation or to enhanced
nucleation of ferrite in unrecrystallised austenite.
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8.7 A U S T E N I T E A N D F E R R I T E G R A I N SIZE D I S T R I B U T I O N S

Detailed analysis of austenite and ferrite grain size distributions was carried out
for Nb-steel #2 using the Series 3 rolling treatments (Section 6.5). Austenite and
ferrite grain size distributions are treated respectively in Sections 8.7.1 and 8.7.2.

8.7.1 Grain Size Distributions in Austenite

The sensitivity of recrystallised grain size to nucleation site ensured that a range
of grain sizes developed from the surface to the core of the coarse prior austenite
grains during recrystallisation. A s the prior austenite grain size decreased, due to
lower reheat temperatures and repeated recrystallisation passes (Treatments 3,4 and
5 - Table 6.3), the range of grain sizes decreased (Table 7.4) and the distribution
became less skewed as a result of the increasing dominance of grain boundary
nucleation of recrystallised austenite grains.

The distribution data were tested for consistency with a log-normal distribution
by plotting the cumulative frequency as a function of logD. The data points showed a
pronounced negative deviation from linearity at high cumulative frequencies. Similar
results were reported for ferrite grain size distributions by Shehata and B o y d (137)
w h o fitted two straight hnes to their data points, corresponding to two overlapping
log-normal distributions. The present data can also be interpreted in a similar way,
and it seems likely that the distribution of grain sizes, which is a function of the
processes operating during recrystalhsation of the austenite, or formation of the ferrite,
is more complex than a uni-modal distribution. Despite this complication, the data
were assumed to conform to a uni-modal log-normal distribution for the purposes of
calculating the characteristic quantities of such a distribution and assessing their
relevance. T h e geometric means, D

, recorded in Table 7.4, are systematically lower
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than the arithmetic means E>. This difference arises because D

corresponds to the

median - the value for which 5 0 % of the distribution of sizes is greater and 5 0 % is
smaller. The first moment u^ is nearly identical with the arithmetic mean D. The
second and third moments ^ and JLX3 are related respectively to the dispersion of the
distribution and its skewness, but are of limited usefulness for comparative purposes
because of their dependence on D
occurring or modal diameter D
D > D

> D

m

(Equations 27 and 28). The most commonly
is also listed in Table 7.4 and it is apparent that

. N o one of these grain size averages reflects the skewed nature

of the distribution, but the inequality of the three values indicates that the distribution is
asymmetric. For a positively skewed distribution D > D

> D

, whereas the

three values will be coincident for a normal distribution. In general, however, the
determination of these diameters offers little advantage over the usual measurement of
m e a n intercept length and the derived quantity, S v . In order to emphasise the
significance of coarser grains Shehata and Boyd (137) replotted their grain
size-frequency data in terms of grain size-area fraction where the area fraction Aj of N.
grains in the i£h size interval is given approximately by

A. =
i

N D2
i

i

.(30)

ZN.D.
i

i

where D- is the mid-interval diameter. This procedure places more weight on grains
with large areal intercepts and results in a more symmetrical distribution, Fig.8.18(b).
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The mean grain size for such a distribution is weighted in terms of intercept grain area
and is given by

Da = SAjD. (31)

In terms of the significance of coarse grains in their effect on mechanical properties,
is, for a skewed distribution, a more appropriate grain diameter than D, D or Dm.
Values of D a for the austenite samples are given in Table 7.3. The grain size average
D a is similar to the types of weighted averages analysed by Hilliard (138) and referred
to by Underwood (148) as statistical diameters. These weighted average diameters
are discussed in detail in Section 8.7.3.

8.7.2 Grain Size Distributions in Ferrite

Approximate continuous grain size-frequency distributions for the ferrite are shown in
Fig.7.52 and characteristic quantities of the distribution are listed in Table 7.4. A s
the average grain diameter D of the austenite decreased, the ferrite grain size
distribution became markedly less skewed. The skewness factor y decreased from
about 770 to 420 as the m e a n austenite grain size decreased from 238 to 12.7ji,m.
However, the modal ferrite grain size D

m

remained virtually unchanged with a range

of 2.5 to 3.5|J,m; and the arithmetic grain size D decreased by only 5|xm from
approximately 10|im to 5|im. These values of Dm and E) are a consequence of the
dominating influence of the large numbers of small ferrite grains and reinforce the
conclusion that these values are of limited usefulness in characterising skewed grain
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Number fraction (N) and area fraction (A) of ferrite grains
with a diameter S 10|im as a function of D for Nb-steel #2.
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size distributions. The constancy of the m o d e also indicates that reducing the
austenite grain size, for a constant finishing reduction and a constant temperature of
ferrite formation, results in overall ferrite grain refinement by reducing the number of
large intragranular grains rather than producing smaller ferrite grains at the austenite
grain boundaries.

Ferrite grain size-area fraction distributions were also determined which
weighted the results in terms of intercept area rather than number. The intercept area
means D a (Equation 31) were significantly higher than the numerical means E> (Tables
7.3,7.4 and 7.6). The difference between the two types of distributions is also
illustrated by Fig.8.19 which compares the number fraction and area fraction of the
grains greater than an arbitrary diameter of 10(im, as a function of average ferrite grain
size, D. For D = 9.6|im, grains greater than lOjxm diameter comprise 3 7 % by
number, but 8 7 % in terms of area (or volume). A s D decreases, however, both
skewness and range of grain sizes decrease and for E> = 4.8|im, grains > 10|im
diameter comprise 4 % by number and 1 8 % by area. These results indicate that, in
comparison with £>, the area weighted mean D a is more likely to correlate with
mechanical properties which are sensitive to the volume fraction of coarse grains.

8.7.3 Statistical Diameters

The calculated values varied widely depending on the type of average and, in
general, D ^ increased with the s u m of m and n (Table 7.5). In terms of the
importance of the coarser grains on properties, the most relevant diameter would seem
to be D 4 > 3 , in which the measured diameters D i are weighted or averaged on the basis
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of the volume fraction of grains in the ilh interval. The average, D a , which is based
on the grain intercept area fraction, is identical with D 3 2, which is weighted in terms
of grain surface area. This result arises because of the assumption that the distribution
is of true diameters and consequently, each intercept area is considered to be a
diametral plane which is directly proportional to the grain surface area.
However, in terms of concept, D a is closest to D 43.

The relationship of the various grain size averages to skewness (y) is illustrated
in Fig.8.20 which shows that Dg and D are relatively insensitive to skewness,
whereas D 3 2 and D 4 3 show a stronger dependence. Therefore, D 3 2 and D 4 3 are
better indicators of the skewness of the distribution and are more likely than D to
correlate strongly with mechanical properties.

8.7.4 Comparisons of the Austenite and Ferrite
Grain Size Distributions

The similarity of the skewed grain size distributions in austenite and ferrite is
undoubtedly a consequence of similar heterogeneous nucleating mechanisms for
recrystallisation and the polymorphic transformation. Grain boundary nucleation
occurs preferentially, producing a rim of fine ferrite/recrystaUised grains. The
thickness of the rim is a function of reduction prior to transformation/recrystallisation
(Fig.8.14). Apart from localised high strain sites generated within the grains, core
nucleation is generally less intense than grain boundary nucleation, leading to coarser
ferrite/recrystallised grains.
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T h e skewness of the overall grain size distribution arises, at least in part, from
differences in nucleation rates at the rim and core of the austenite grains and the
observed skewness can be approximated by two overlapping normal distributions
representing therim-nucleatedand core-nucleated grains. The skewness which arises
from transformation/recrystallisation is attenuated by grain growth accompanying
annealing, as illustrated by the sample subjected to treatment #1 - reheating to 1250°C
without any mechanical treatment to induce recrystalhsation. T h e skewness of the
austenite grain size distribution after austenitisation (Treatment #1) ( y = 61 ) was
considerably smaller than that of distributions resulting from either recrystallisation or
transformation. For example, the skewness (y) of the austenite was 692 for treatment
#2 and 328 for treatment #5. Skewness (y )for the ferrite on subsequent
transformation w a s 546 and 425 respectively. Although core-nucleated grains were
as large as lOjxm in diameter, significant numbers of small rim-nucleated grains were
present as a result of high nucleation rates in boundary regions. Annealing of such
structures would be expected to result in loss of the smaller grains with attendant
reduction in the skewness of the distribution.

For the conditions of constant strain and constant transformation temperature the
m e a n ferrite and austenite grain sizes were related approximately by the equation:

(Dm,n)a = K(Dm)n)yb (32)

where K is a constant which depends on the integers m and n, and the exponent b was
approximately 0.5 for D 4 3 ; approximately 0.45 for D 3 > 2 ; and approximately 0.24

for D1>0 ( D ). Averages based on D43 and D32 showed approximately a parabolic
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relationship between ferrite and austenite grain sizes (Fig.8.21). On the other hand
D 1 0 values for ferrite were approximately constant for large austenite grain sizes
( D 1 0 ) y > 50u.m, but were sensitive to ( D 1 0 ) for grain sizes < 30fim (Fig.8.21).
This behaviour has been investigated previously in terms of an exponential relationship
of the form { 1 - exp(-kD Y )}, where k is a constant (157).

The austenite grain sizes plotted in Fig.8.21 are those determined from
recrystallised austenite prior to the 5 0 % finishing reduction below the recrystalhsation
temperature and D 1 0 and D 3 2 are replotted in Fig.8.22 as a function of the more
appropriate factor S v ,Def,, the surface area of grain boundary per unit volume of the
deformed austenite. The grain size average D 1 0 shows a m u c h smaller sensitivity to
S v (Dgf N than the a v e r a g e D 3 2 . This result arises because the 5 0 % reduction
produces m a n y small ferrite grains of approximately 3-4u.m diameter around the
austenite boundaries regardless of the prior austenite grain size and the numerical
averaging ensures that these grains dominate in determining the average D t 0 .

The form of the relationship between Dx

0

and Sv

(Def

> in Fig.8.22 is similar to

that predicted by Umemoto et al.(124) from an equation based on Vl/cc, where I and a
are respectively the nucleation rate and the parabolic growth constant for ferrite formed
in deformed austenite. Exact agreement is not expected however, since U m e m o t o et
al. estimated the total S v ^

}

due to grain boundaries and deformation bands and they

used a nominal ferrite grain size determined from an A S T M analysis, instead of an
equivalent circle diameter.
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8.7.5 Grain Size Distributions in the Commercially Hot-Rolled
Microalloyed Steels

Although the grain size distributions for the commercially rolled steels
(Fig.7.53) were also skewed, they were more sharply peaked than those of the
laboratory rolled niobium steel samples and had smaller modal values (Table 7.6).
T h e distribution for the vanadium steel w a s apparently more skewed than the two
steels containing niobium, and the ferrite grain structure also differed. T h e
Nb-bearing steels contained grains which were markedly elongated in the rolling
direction, consistent with ferrite formation and growth in heavily deformed austenite
containing layers of (V,Nb)(C,N) precipitates along microband boundaries aligned
roughly in the rolhng plane. Such layers impede transverse growth of either
recrystallised grains or a polymorphic transformation product and result in grain shape
anisotropy (158,159). T h e vanadium steel showed equiaxed grains, indicating the
likely absence of significant V ( C , N ) precipitation during finishing consistent with the
finish rolhng temperature of 915°C, and the formation of ferrite from fine recrystallised
austenite grains.

The sharper grain size distributions in the niobium steels confirm the greater
effectiveness of ferrite refinement on transformation from heavily deformed austenite
containing layers of carbonitrides. Nucleation rate is enhanced and it appears likely
that precipitates restrict motion of the austenite/ferrite interfaces (Section 8.6),
increasing the probability of ferrite nucleation ahead of the transformation front.

The laboratory rolled niobium steel samples which were given a 50% single
pass finishing reduction, showed little evidence of elongated ferrite grains.
Precipitation of N b ( C , N ) on the deformation sub-structure would be favoured by
multiplefinishingpasses with a high total reduction, as in the commercial rolling
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schedules and therefore precipitation is likely to be less pronounced in a single pass
laboratory finishing treatment and, consequently, the growth of ferrite grains is likely
to be more isotropic. The finer grain sizes in the commercially rolled steels are
consistent with greater total reduction (~>80% compared with 5 0 % ) and the
formation of ferrite at temperatures below 700°C on continuous cooling.
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T h e conclusions are presented in the same sequence in which the results are
discussed in Section 8 and cover the following aspects of the physical metallurgy of
microalloyed steels: ferrite morphology, precipitate morphology, precipitation
hardening of ferrite, ferrite grain refinement and grain size distributions in ferrite and
austenite.

L Ferrite Morphology

The ferrite morphology in isothermally transformed samples of microalloyed
steels w a s found to be sensitive to temperature, as previously reported in the literature.
T h e form of the austenite/ferrite interface varied from curved incoherent to faceted
semi-coherent as the transformation temperature decreased. T h e corresponding
changes in ferrite morphology with decreasing temperature were equiaxed grains,
Widmanstatten plates and plates or laths of bainitic (acicular) ferrite.
In the same steels, commerciaUy rolled into strip, the ferrite grains were m u c h
finer and were equiaxed, except for the Nb-bearing steels which showed elongation of
the ferrite grains in the rolhng direction. This grain shape anisotropy w a s associated
with significant precipitation of N b ( C , N ) on the elongated substructure of the austenite
and the subsequent retardation of growth perpendicular to the rolhng plane.

Z± Precipitate Morphology

(a) In the V-steel precipitation of V(C,N) occurred in austenite under appropriate
conditions. Precipitation was m o r e copious and the particles were finer in deformed
austenite than in undeformed austenite at the same temperature. T h e particles often
outlined elongated cells, indicating that precipitation had occurred on the deformation
substructure of the austenite. Precipitation in deformed austenite in the V-steel was
more copious at 860°C than at lower temperatures which is consistent with reports in
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the literature locating the nose of the C-curve for precipitation of V(C,N) in austenite at
approximately 870°C.

(b) In the isothermally transformed samples of the V-steel, precipitate morphology
in ferrite w a s related to the transformation temperature and ferrite morphology in a
similar manner to that reported in the literature for higher alloy steels.
Precipitation of V ( C , N ) in ferrite occurred in several distinct modes. Most
precipitate dispersions could be explained in terms of existing models of
IPC-Irregular, IPC-Regular and IPP. However, it is concluded that the "quasi-ledge"
model used to explain IPC-Regular in higher alloy steels is unlikely to be apphcable to
microalloyed steels because of the low volume fraction of precipitate particles.
Instead, it is proposed that IPC-Regular arises in microalloyed steels in the same w a y
as IPC-Irregular, by periodic pinning of a curved incoherent interface; the apparent
greater regularity of the precipitate layers is due to more frequent pinning associated
with low transformation temperatures. Although dispersions with apparently different
characteristics were observed, it is likely that variations from the three established
modes arise from sectioning effects, irregular interface motion and pinning; and from
preferred precipitation sites at junctions of planar heterogeneities in austenite with the
austenite/ferrite interface.
Precipitation in multiple variants of the B N orientation relationship, which arose
from supersaturated ferrite, w a s observed at high transformation temperatures, in
agreement with S a k u m a and Honeycombe(34).
Precipitate dispersions associated with ferrite formed from deformed austenite
were m u c h finer and m u c h less uniform than those associated with transformation
from undeformed austenite at the same temperature. W h e r e the precipitates formed
fairly regularly spaced sheets, the sheet morphology was more degenerate and less
regular with localised variations in sheet spacing and orientation. Such dispersions
could be a result of the IPC-Regular model or IPP with localised irregularities due to
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migration of the interface through deformed austenite.
T h e commercially hot-rolled steels exhibited similar precipitate morphologies to
those observed in the isothermally transformed samples.

3,. Precipitation Hardening

A ferrite hardness peak was observed in samples isothermally transformed at
600°C. T h e ageing response w a s found to be associated with precipitation of fine
alloy carbonitrides from supersaturated ferrite, in multiple variants of the B N
orientation relationship. T h e hardening response of the V-steel isothermally
transformed at 600°C w a s found to be consistent with predictions from the
Orowan-Ashby model for dispersion hardening.
T h e commercially hot-rolled H.S.L.A. steel strip w a s also found to respond to
ageing at 600°C due to fine multivariant precipitation indicating that these steels
contained s o m e supersaturated ferrite and that the full strength potential of these steels
had not been achieved in commercial processing.

fL Grain Refinement and Grain Size Distributions

Nucleation of ferrite grains was observed to occur preferentially at grain
boundaries, deformation bands and deformed twin boundaries. T h e nucleation
frequency at prior austenite grain boundaries increased rapidly with deformation, even
for light reductions but approached a limiting value at higher reductions. Further
transformation proceeded by the "cascade nucleation" process where ferrite growth is
restricted by localised impingement of ferrite grains at site saturation on austenite grain
boundaries, by precipitates in austenite and/or precipitation at the austenite/ferrite
interface, allowing renucleation of ferrite at, or just ahead of, the advancing
austenite/ferrite interface in the deformed austenite. T h e extent of "cascade
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nucleation" increased for larger reductions.
W h e r e the austenite grain size prior to transformation w a s large, or the reduction
small, complete transformation could not be achieved by the "cascade nucleation"
process and coarse intragranular ferrite resulted, givingriseto mixed ferrite grain size
structures.
Ferrite grain size distributions in both the laboratory rolled and the commercially
rolled steels were heavily skewed to larger grain sizes but were not consistent with a
log-normal distribution.
T h e influence of prior austenite grain size on grain refinement of the ferrite was
analysed by examination of grain size distributions in austenite and ferrite. Finer
ferrite grain structures resulted from deformation and subsequent transformation of
smaller austenite grains. This grain refinement did not result mainly from a reduction
in size of the small ferrite grains nucleated at, and adjacent to, the austenite grain
boundaries, but from an increase in the number of these grains at the expense of coarse
intragranular ferrite grains.
M e a n grain sizes weighted in terms of surface area or volume were found to be
better indicators of grain size distribution skew and are therefore more appropriate for
mixed grain size structures than the numerical mean.
T h e numerical m e a n grain size of the ferrite w a s also found to be less sensitive
than the surface area m e a n grain size to (S v ( D e f >) - the surface area of grain boundary
per unit volume of the deformed austenite.
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APPENDIX A
(Ferrite grain size data for the Series 2 samples.)

Y-steel
TREATMENT PARAMETER
PD%FD%Temp.

D10

D21

D43

D 1>3

D23

Dg

0

25

950°C

10.3

17.4

30.8

20.5

24.2

7.2

8.57

624

0

25

900°C

9.4

14.2

23.6

16.4

19.0

7.2

6.72

573

0

25

850°C

9.7

14.1

20.7

15.8

17.8

7.6

6.53

405

0

50

950°C

6.7

5.57

329

0

50

900°C

9.4

14.6

22.6

16.7

19.1

7.1

7.02

474

0

50

850°C

8.6

13.3

23.3

15.5

18.2

6.6

6.35

633

25

25

950°C

10.6

16.3

25.4

18.7

21.3

8.0

7.79

483

25

25

900°C

8.4

12.0

18.0

13.6

15.3

6.8

5.51

448

25

25

850°C

8.7

12.7

19.6

14.4

16.4

6.9

5.91

463

6.3

5.43

402

8.5 12.1 17.0 13.5 15.0

25 50 950°C 8.1 11.7 17.3 13.2 14.8
25

50

900°C

8.0

11.0

14.9

12.1

13.2

6.3

4.92

256

25

50

850°C

7.3

10.2

14.9

11.4

12.8

5.9

4.63

389

* P D is the predeformation at 1100°C and F D is the final deformation before isothermal
transformation at 700°C.
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Nb-Steel #2

TREATMENT PARAMETER
PD%FD%Temp. D10 D21 D4>3 D1>3 D2>3 Dg

0

25

950°C

9.6

16.0

30.2

19.2

23.1

7.1

7.83

752

0

25

900°C

9.8

16.9

29.2

20.0

23.6

7.0

8.37

628

0

25

850°C

10.2

17.4

30.3

20.6

24.3

7.2

8.58

642

0

50

950°C

11.2

18.4

39.2

22.7

28.0

8.6

9.01

906

0

50

900°C

7.9

13.5

28.1

16.7

20.7

5.9

6.65

901

0

50

850°C

8.0

12.2

21.4

14.2

16.6

6.1

5.79

620

25

25

950°C

10.3

17.3

33.2

20.9

25.2

7.6

8.51

763

25

25

900°C

9.9

14.5

22.7

16.5

18.9

7.8

6.77

502

25

25

850°C

9.8

15.5

26.7

18.3

21.6

7.5

7.50

659

6.4

5.72

635

25 50 950°C 8.1 12.2 21.2 14.2 16.6
25

50

900°C

6.9

10.2

15.4

11.5

13.1

5.5

4.74

459

25

50

850°C

7.3

11.2

19.4

13.1

15.3

5.7

5.25

647
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PC-Steel

TREATMENT PARAMETER
PD%FD%Temp. D10 D2>1 D4>3 D13 D2>3 Dg

o

0

25

950°C

12.4

18.2

26.1

20.3

22.7

9.3

8.53

340

0

25

900°C

11.3

16.2

24.4

18.2

20.4

8.8

7.47

398

0

25

850°C

11.4

17.6

30.2

20.5

23.9

8.6

8.44

594

0

50

950°C

12.7 17.4 24.7 19.3 21.3

.0.2

7.74

328

0

50

900°C

10.8

14.6

20.5

16.1

17.7

8.7

6.06

310

0

50

850°C

9.5

12.3

16.0

13.3

14.4

7.8

5.18

190

25

25

950°C

12.1

17.9

27.2

20.2

22.8

9.2

8.38

420

25

25

900°C

12.2

17.3

25.3

19.3

21.6

9.6

7.90

386

25

25

850°C

10.6

14.3

20.6

15.9

17.6

8.8

6.23

396

25

50

950°C

11.1

14.8

20.3

16.2

17.8

9.0

6.45

277

25

50

900°C

8.9

11.8

16.0

13.3

14.1

7.3

5.08

275

25

50

850°C

9.2

11.7

16.0

12.9

14.0

7.6

4.96

245
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APPENDIX R

(Geometric conditions under which precipitate sheets will be evident in untilted fo

I
T

FT
V

*
mim

iy

ey

In order for the inclined sheets of precipitate to be visible, the angle 0 - the

deviation from perpendicularity of the sheets from the foil surface - must be less t
sin"1 (s/t), where s is the sheet spacing and t is the foil thickness.
For a typical foil thickness of 150nm and a sheet spacing of 15nm, 6 is 5.71°
indicating that observation of the sheet morphology may be restricted to a narrow
range of foil or grain orientations.

|
1
|
1
I
1
I
[
1

Sheet Spacing fnm)
5
10
15
20
25
30
50
100

Angle.®)
1.72
4.01
5.74
7.47
9.79
11.54
19.23
42.07
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